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ABSTRACT

The problem of this thesis la to gather from the few
French families in Jefferson Baris Parish what remains of
their folklore and of their superstitions*

The purpose is

also to eompile an etymological study of the rariants in voc
abulary from Standard French.

In order that the phonological

rariants may be accurate, they are given in phonetic trans
cription.
The plan adopted is that of giving an approximate rendit
ion in the conversational French orthography, then an exact
phonetic transcription with the definitions in English.

Where

possible, the derivations of words and expressions are given
together with various dialectal similarities.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Quel sujet intersssant et en meme temps quelle tache
laborleuse que d'entreprendre l 9dude du frentals des habitants
du Tillage de Welsh en Louisiana!
Les Aoadlens de oette partie de la Louisiana sont Aoadlens
en nom, peut-etr© bien plus qu9on origins.

Ioi, on appalls

"Cadien" (Kadze) tous oeux qui parlent Erancals, qui sont sim
ples et ignorants et qui n*ont pas d 9dduoation.
ee peuple ne salt d'oii 11 Tlent.

La plupart de

II y en at assurc&aent, qui

Tiennent d’Aoadie; mals si l 9on peut Juger par le nombre de mots
dont l*on se sert k Welsh qui est comparable au nombre de mots
dont l 9on se sert en Bresse-Louhannalse, en Poitou, en HautMaine, en Bas-Maine, en Bourgoyne, en Lorraine etc., aussi bien
qu*au Canada, il est difficile de dire que les Franqais de la
Paroisse Jefferson Davis sont Aoadlens.
En dudiant les sources oonoernant les Aoadlens qui sont
refugid en Basse-Louislane, j9ai trouv^ que le nombre dalt
peu considerable.

Be pourrait-11 qu9une polgnde de gens puisse

avoir eu beaueoup d 9influence sur la langue, les ooutumes, les
moeura d9un peuple?

Je n© 1 © orois pas.

Void les chiffres qu9on donne sur 1© nombre dVn.caliens
qui sont venus aux Etats-Unis depuis leur renvoi d9-'„oadie en
1755 et ©n 1763:

On pretend que plus de quatre mil les Aoadlens se sont re*
fuglds en Louisiana en mo Ins de dlx and, 1765 * 1765,
Plusieurs sont alles au pays des Attakapas; d*autres,au long du
Bayou Lafourche * La Nouvelle Orleans a requ son contingent »
Deux sent soixamte (860) sont arrives de Halifax le 16 Novembre,
1766 et 11s se sont refugids A Cahabanooe, oe qui est malntenant
la paroisse Saint James*

Bn 1763, Foucault dit, la population

de l*6tat arait augmentd dfun tiers d cause de cette Emigration
Aoadlenne*

Gela est d peine possible*

Le gouYcrneur espagnol ne comprenait pas trds bien oe
peuple, et par consequent, le 86*30 Oetobre, 1766, 11 renroya,
sans raison, plusleurs families aeadiennes.

A cause de cette

eruai&d atrooe, pas moins de cent soixante-huit Aoadlens emlg*
rdrent h San Domingo en 1771*
Hals les eondltions s'aadllordrent, car en 1777, vlngt (80)
Franpals sont renus en Louislane de Nantes.

Et encore en 1785

douse cent quan&nte*quatre Franca is de Nantes sont Tenus en
Louisians cherchant fortune.
On estime qu*en 1785, deux mille olnq cent Franoals, solt
de la France ou des colonies francaIsas sont arrives en Louis*
lane*
Bien que les Aoadlens furent descendants franpais, 11s
dtalent trds differents dec Francais qui s’Etabllrent en Louis*
lane*

Xls demeus&nt disperses dans les plalnes*

Xls n*etalent

pas un peuple joyeux et sans souols oomme leurs voisine.

Les

plus &gds Etaient sErieux et conservateura; les plus jeunes,

sensiblesft Impressionableaf et retires, se tenant k l’^oart,
probablement h cause des injustices qu'ils reverent et desquelles
11s souffrirent beaucoup.
11 est facile de voir quo nos historians ont eonfus les
Aoadlens avee les Fran^ala qui sont venue en Louisiana en mkme
temps.
1. Fortier, Aloes- Louisiana Studies.
3* Martin f. Xavier- History of Louisiana.
Yoorhies, JUdge Felix-* Acadian Reminiscences.
4. Warner, Charles Dudley- The Acadian Land.
Seattle star, Aug. SC, 1937,

Yelci la distribution qu'Herbln denne des six milles (6000)
Aoadlens qui ont 4t6 deportis, et des trois milles (3000) qui
sent eehapp^s aux boisi*
Louisiana

3410

Massachusetts

1800

Connecticut

400

Hew York

850

North Carolina

300

Pennsylvania

500

Maryland

900

Yirglnla

1040

North Carolina

850

Georgia

300

Martinique

450

^Herbln, John Frederic -

History of the Aoadlans

3*11 est vrai que beaueoup de eeuac qui a*etalent refugids
allleurs aux Etats-Unis ont emigr^ en Louisiana* parceque oette
province ^taid a oette @po$ue9 franqais©9 cela se peut pue le
nombre d*Aoadlens en Louisiana 4tait plus de quatre milles#

le

aaintlens que quatre milles Aoadlens n fa pas pu avoir une si
grande influence sur les moeurs9 la languef et les ooutumes d*un
peuple*
Le but de lfauteur est dtentasser autant d*information
possible* oonoernant l’Mstolre des Aoadlens de ee petit village*
ensemble avee leurs oontes et leurs legendeav et tout oe qui
les inter©ase, ees exilds qui vivent presque toujours dans le
pass^t rbvant de se riualr un Jour eneore une fois en un peuple#
Les M s torlens nous expliquent de simples falts* gdndralO'*
nent interpretes en terse du sibele ou du lieu ou ils dorivent*
UU gdmie ou un h om e de sentiment seul9 peut d^peindr© oes
Svangellnes* ees Gabriels9 qui n fent peut-etre pas ohangd depuls
lenr arrlvde lei un peu apris leur renvoi de Nova Scotia en
1755 et en 1763*
Sn dtd9 depuis sent oinquante ans9 les Aoadlens nsoignent
leurs h a b i t a t i o n s en hiver9 U s sont ooeup^s prinoipalement
h pecher* a ehasser9 & oouper du bols pour bdtir leurs maisonsy
pour faire des elotures9 ou pour le chauffage • XI est vrai que
eeux qui eonvertlssent les peaux d’anldtattx en llnge sont rares
aujourdfhui; eeux qui dbardent et qui fllent la lalne9 le lln et
le oh&nvre ne sont presque plus*
attelds aux oharrues*

On ne volt plus de boeufs

Hals on se sert toujours de ohevaux pour

labourer la terre sur les petites fermes*
Parkman rend bommage au peuple qu'il comprend mal;

,fXls

^talent de simples gens de campagae, trds ignorants, mais labor-"
ieux et ^conomes, eloignks du monde, avee leur peu dfentrain
pour I'aventure,

quoi que simples et vertueux, ils dtaient loin

d f§tre remarqud pour leur propretd.

Xls se marlalent jeunes

et la population eroissait a grands pas*

AfTaiblis par la sou-

mission mentals her^ditaire, ils avaient besoin de leurs prdtres
non seulement pour les preparer k la vie ©ternelle, male pour
leur Tie de tous les jours*
de tendresse et de crainte ~
ament.*

St eette soumission dtalt un melange
le prdtr© etait leur vrai gouvera-

Je ne orois pas qu’ils aient ohangd#

Les deseriptions des premiers Aoadlens par Reynal et par
Partaan sont peut-ktre les mellleures qui furent dcritea.

Be

ees deux auteurs on apprend que le seul motif pour le plan
drastique de deportation fut la loyautb des Aoadlens envers
leur patrie et envers leur religion.
En 1755, la Louisians appartenait k la Prance,

Flusleurs

Aoadlens qui s’Otaient premiOrement etablis k Maryland, a la
Virginia, et k la jfeorgie entrepriment la tdobe affreuse de
traverser la foret dpaisse af in de se refugler sous le drapeau
frameais.
mains!

Avant dfarriver, helas, la Louisiana avalt ohangd de

Les rodeurs infortunds tout penauds, s’dtablirent sur le

Tdefee et allleurs dans le sud de la Louisiana.
Herbin et Lauvrikre pr^tendent que le Gouverneur Lawrence

fat bleu sou©ieux de mo pas rivdler son projet avant de lfavoir
execute, af in que le roi ne soit pas avert! & temps pour rendre
iautiles ses efforts • Parkman blame la Pranoe et I»*A»giet©rre*
tons les deux* pour oette notion basse du gouvemeur*

nIls se

seat servis des Aoadlens eomme d*une propriety personnelle*”
Helen Clarice est dvaecord avee luii

MLe sort des Aoadlens est

un durable monument de 1* iniquity des role et des souveralns
qui resoudbrent une dispute avee laquelle la plupart des Aoadlens
n#avalt rlea b faire en denhant la terre qu'ils oooupalent k
un gouverneaent dtranger*"

II y a quelque chose de speotaele

dans oette poignde de fantlera refusant obstlndmant de se per
jurer.

Xls essayferent de preserver leur intdgritd eomme indivt~

dus en ne se mdlant pas en polltlques*
Aprta sfdtre dearths de oette fa^on* o’est dtonnant qu'lls
parent survivre leurs aalheurs et sfhtablir en paix.

Aveo ten

acity de volontd et courage superbe en plusleurs occasions ils
essaybrent de s’organlser en un peuple*

Ils ne rhusslrent

gufcre* mais ils montrerent au monde entier leur honndtd* leur
leyautd* et par consequent* le crime horrible des anglais*
Hallburton en 1839* nousjdhpeint le Nova Scotia qu*il out
le grand plaislr de visiter:

"Aussltdt qu*on arrive k Clare

les maisons* lea formes* le langage Strange* les ooutumes exeltent la surprise*

Ce peuple reste fldhlement attache a ses

ooutumes et b sa langue.

Malgrd le fait que leurs neoesslths

les moth en relation avee les hnglals 11 n fy a pas de melange
entre eux*

si les anglais les excellent en progrds sociale*

les Aoadlens peuvent se comparer fi&rement aveo eux en aooom-

piissements spirituels,”
Plus recement, c#est~a~dire en 1335, nous 11sons d© l*abbd
Casagrain:

"Loues soient les aoadlens, qui ont conserve leurs

ooutumes, leurs simples morales, le m&me esprit naive, le mem©
amour de leur religion qu’ils oh&rlssaient & Grand Pre*
A propos de leur eonduite, George 3* Brown en 1833 derlts
"Aussi loin que vont mes reoberebes, pas un seut Aoadien ne Tut
condemn^ pour un crime capital, et ee n fest que tr&s rarement que
lee portes de la prison sTouvrirent pour un aocus^ dfune infrac*
tion la plus ldgbre,

Ils sont d*utilea oitoyens, de bone fermiers,

de robustes marina*
Les terres du Nova Beotia aujourd'hul ne sont pas des plus
©barmantes, si on peut en juger par le rbcit de l feminent
Obarles Dudley Warner qui visits Nova Beotia environ 1900*
"Nous sommes obliges de orolre que quelque part, Nova scotia a
fde grands pins et des elgubs qui murmurent, 1 mais nous n'avions
pas eu le benbeur de les voir*

Nous eumea beau ehereher les

beautds de la vall6 e»

Tout le plttoresqu© Normand s’doarta du

village de Grand Prd,

Des colons Yankee” en ont possession et

aueun descendant dfAoadien demeure dans oette valine
Les moeurs des Aoadlens restferent pures, remarquablement
ptares,

"Pendant qu&n&nte-deux ans, dit un mdmoire de 1773, ils

n'ont pas eu de erlme fe punir,"

Les axmales aoadiennes ne

eontiennent pas un eas de crime ni de vol, de ddb&uoh© nl de
nalssanoe llldgltime,

Je n'al presque Jamais entendu parler

d’lnfidblltd parmi les Aoadlens,

La Jaunesse Aea&ierme est aussi ©haste que robuste et les
mariages sont, n^oessaireiaent, aussi preooees que fdconds*

Les

femmes Aoadiennes sont presque toutes bonnes m^nag^res, ayant
un grand natural pour les enfants. Aussi n'estHLl pas rare de
voir des families de dix, quinze et memo dlx-sept enfants*

"XI

faut voir comae la mamaille fourmille" “ Dierville#
Gfeet un peuple fort et sain*

La simplicity la bienvelll**

ance, l*honmdty sont leurs earaot&res pr^dominants.

Plus je

eonnais ce peuple, plus je le orois le plus heureux du monde*
"Avee leur disposition joyeuse et leurs habitudes morales, nous
dit quelque hlstorien, ils jouissent de tout le bonheur compab*ible a la fragility humaine,
les joles de la vie rurale*

" Assurdment ils jouissent de toutes
Ceux qui les coimaissent, tons ceux

qui les ont eonnus parlent aveo attendrissement de leurs vertus
et de leur bonheur*
"Ils prennent le temps oomme 11 vient}
Sf11 est bon, ils se rrfJouissent,
It sfll est mauvais, ils p&tlsaent*
Ghaeun eomme 11 peut se malntient,
Sans ambition, sans envle* "

Lauvribr© p. 192

Autrefois les travaux des champs se faisalent^eommun, et
le soir les "habitants" se rdunissaient pour une longue velllde*
Ils racpmtaftent des hlstoires, Itfgendes 1(du vieux pays" que
leurs Anodtres avalent raoont^es*
chansons de jadls*

Ils ohantalent de viellles

St ee sont ees eontes, ees chansons, que

je reproduiral lei, ensemble aveo touts lforiginality Acadienne,

la singularity d© leur langage, leurs petIts ygarements du
"francais de France.*
Le Glossaire Etymologique donnera la phonologic dee mote dont
les habitants de Welsh se servant* aussi bien que les locutions
qui font partie de leur langue.

Aussi, ai-je ajout<£ les der-*

irations des mots et le pays de leur origin©»

ORAMaJI
m o r e ere ne oontrrumona of V plus definite arttel© nor of
fee'plus definite artiste:
desmtf m m Xivre & !♦garden. Un t o n c k r a las flUes «i
a m m Ilona aller*
m e person*! pronoun objealii in* k > lea, heeo&ie 14:
£aoute~ltf* (Listen to her, him, tUeau}
So verb Is ocnju&nteOl with tho aa&:f.liax*3r $tx*e*
Tfee ^est pertielpl* of olios 1« 4t4*
m e adverbs, mlatenesit# 00 matte, dedans, bouuooap, environs,
preeuue# tenement beeane astour, a e*isatte, on dans, plate#
auteur tef proefce, si test# respectively*
So is never oaad in a notation*
00 mploees nous as first parson plural in the nominative

aua«
hn tea, ou &iut replace donsous, aux%
m * imperfect tense is rarely used but in this 'manor:
/'tela apris parlor*
m o future tense la morn of ton tho present ;
'0Lua tho Infinitives
^ v a faU.ro ea demote*

rK O N O LQ G Y

9tui la a teateMjr to retain Of* prononoi.ition of el'an ta”
in beite for bolta.
9 n V in L M l s U u litMh in nodifledi

It is between English

V end jrrensh 'tu
the V in tae English 'kl'i
tafia p i u m Is praoounoed ll<te V i a votre*
eta is yoMMMawed like dtaitt bon has the mane soond as tana. ^
final r end final 1 in aartein words are not preaouaoad, and
wfeaa they a m nronowneed. they’re net eonpleta*

take* w n i w i rende*

Cable heeotten

the 1 in seal is d m l a r .

t k a n is an h aspirate before haigue. hariat, haut* eta*
Under » in not used*

Lingo&X r repl&Qos lt» exoept to final

pooltlOM wbere it is defeetlTre*
«b* before’4” become©

f is often pronounce

diafeleeee (d^ablud)e
(t^J before le ne to nitie (pl^)

Agglutination of tne definite article® in, 1'gor^on, lea zooufe*

l fKMO, OtOn
•*»*• repine** e la a xute&ber of urordai ©aa^ywr Uucomoj aaaayor*
w v l r beeoeea oarvir* ete«

HLRGVAaHBS

la league des Louisiana!# eat veaplio d'exnres&ioas
rane lee euivantes:
teaber par terre
reaeendre en baa
sfon:er en h*mt
fbxm

plre

teat partout
Auasl, y a-*t**il des mete et des expraaaloas ;ui euriehia**
•eat la league infinto©nts

on ae dlt

s^ul&Mmt t*p0ues»arttt

to pnsfet Quand l’aetlon est rdpdttfo «Kmv*nt, aal« *penasallle?i
pas aeoleosnt ’•roder,* naln "retelller* ** pas oenloraant e&va@erf
sala easealller*

°rau toute bon’* p ® lucea & jamais; tout

l'tanpa replace a toujours*

F O L K L O R E

Icite y avait toujou des indiens.
pas, 1 sfserTaient de <ja i voulaient.

Comm© on les eomprenait
Des fois, 1 nous j*

talent des paaiers en retour pour les ehoges qu*i prenaient.
SI 1 royaient mine robe rouge eu* la eorde a linge par example,
y aralt pas de Catherine!

Fallalt qu*i I'aient.

T avait ein

eamp sauvage a I'isle l'Oiseau, apeupres douze milles d*icite.
Les lndiens faisaient des pan!era du matin au soir. X les
galdraient a la ooquille d’huitre ou aux dealles de palourdes*
Quand on entendalt *Shla shik sho Magoolal" e’btait le signal©-*
on se sauvait en bas la malson.

On avait peur des Indians et

on osait pas les taquiner*
Pour b&tir nos maisons on avait ein ohevalet.

Aveo ein©

grande dgouine on selait les planches, les sablibres, les ehevrons
ete.

On oouvrait les maisons aux bardeaux.

on eoupalt les logues*

av bo

eine roulette,

On feudalt les bardeaux aveo un coudre*

Pour les galdrer on se servait d'un oouteau a deux manehes ou
dfeine galfere.

On les embouftait aveo ein bouvet*

les logues aprds les avoir seids earr£.
On btait tous les gobbes.

On unissait

<Ja falsait nos esoaliers*

Dans la oypri&re, on allait oheroher

des eypres pour falre des ealles, des lambourdes, et des sol*
iveaux.

Qoand on avait pour se d^peoher, on faisait des mairins

au lieu des bardeaux*

Ife avaient quatre pieds de long au lieu

d'ein pied eomme les bardeaux*
Les m^deeines, on les faisait nous autres~m£mes»
l fhuile h purger on plantait le pama-christie.
graine*

Pour

On sauvait la

Dcbueine pile, on la pilait aveo ein pilon.

Ce pilon,

o'dtait ein moroeau de bols, oreusd,
9 a, et l'hulle sortalt dessus*

Apr&s 9a, on boulllalt

Et pi-la, on la redulssalt*

C*£tait aussi bon que pa qufoa a A present.
On avait 1© baume pou' les pitits qui souffralent des col-*
iques; la oanelle pou les jeunes fllles qui souffralent avee
les erampes; lfabsinthe suisse pou la fidvre, la oamomlne pour
1 *indigestion; la raeine de sassafras

k la place du quinine pour

faire suer les enfants pendant la roujole et d’autres fortes
flivres; du t h £ d*herbe d raalo et du vineraire pour le rhume;
de la ehasse-pareille, pour rafralobissement pour les ohouboulures*
Tous les nddeoines etaient faites avee la feuillet la fleurf
ou la raeine de plantes,

On £ardait les feuilles dan ein sao

parait pou s9en servir quand on en avait besotn, pares que e’dtalt
des plantes qui vivaient pas en hiver*

Proohe tous les herbes

poussaient maronnes, mais on les plantait comma des Idgumes dans
le jardin pou 'ttre sur dfen avoir tout le temps.
tous nos gralnages*

Fallalt sauver

On pouvait pa en aeheter,

Aves le moulin k sucre, on falsait aussite notre slrop k
la p&llette dans des barlques#
et le suere restait.

C*slrop coulait par des trous

On aimait le sirop de batterle*

On en

vendalt au monde qui avait pas de moyena dfen faire.
La boueherie tous les samedls nous fournissalt note vlande,
C fetait elne boueherie de soelete*
tuait eine bite.

Tous les samedls qudqu’un

Pour oonserver oette vlande afin d9en avoir

tout la semalne, on falsait du tasso aveo,
la vlande fratohe, stAchtfe au sole11*

C*tasso ofetalt de

C#rftait mellleur que la

vlande fralohe.
On s9dolairalt k la ohandelle, falte aveo du schture et
du suif de boeuf qu9on faisait fende.

Aveo le schture on

fdsait elne mdohe qu9on passait k travers ein moule rempli de
sulf*

On rstirait la ohandelle aprfes alle ^tait froido et aeo*

Ceuz qu9avaient pas de moule se serv&ient d9elne baguette
avee elne mdehe amarrbe apr&s.

nftrempaient fa dans le suif

dvlelta qu9i9s aient elne ohandelle•

Pour les allumettes, on prenalt du fuseau et on passalt
un Reardon & travers*

On mettalt elne plerre pr&s du ooton.

On frottait l9aeler su la plerre.

ooton.

Les cftlnoelles allumaient le

Aveo des pltlts dolats on partalt un feu.

On avait du

tonne, une esp£oe de liege; on l9allumalt et on l9mettait dans
la ehenlnfte.
langtemps.

On l9oouvrait aveo d9la cende.

Ca restalt allurne'

<£a brulalt douoement, oette tonne qui venalt des

vleux arbres pourrls.

On soufflait dessus oes braises pour

alluner le feu quand on en avait besoftn.

On falsalt nos lits et nos bers nous autres-*m&mes.
matelas dtalent faits & la mousse, et a la paillasse*
servalt ratement du ooton.
ade.

Nos
On se

On le gardait pour faire la cotonn-

Avee la eotonnade, on faisait nos oouvertes, nos robes,

et proehe tout oa I nous fallait en fait de linge.
Devinez comment on oulsait dans les vieux temps?

On

oulsait dans la ohemin^e— dans des ohaudieres a pattes et
"norellles*, dans des fours et des po&llons.
mac-Chou suit dans la ohemln6el

C’etait bon, le

Les patates, on les oulsait

dans la oende*

C’etait mailleur que ouit dans le fourne&u comae

& present*
Au lieu dven autofe, on voyag&lent en oJaarette a boeuffs*
On appelalt

les "oharettes nu-pleds,"

Des fois, ca oassalt*

Fallalt ooucher en has la ohaMtte pou deux ou trois soirs,
Pou travailler dans le elos, on avait des boeuffs attelbs aveo
un jouque et un collier aprbs la eh&rette; pas de guides*

Apre

avoir doaapte oes boeufSfs, on pouvalt faoilement les commander,
G ’&tait le jour du marlage mote plus grand Jour de fdte*
Sin hoaae alia It a cheval de m&lson d maison, inviter le monde
pour le gros diner*

C’dtalt le juge qui faisait le marlage*

Les parents avalent peur de lalsser aller leur fllle se marier
au loin aveo ein grand d'tranger!
prdtres etalent rares.

Fallalt des s^ouriWs!

Les

iudque pretes restalent dans les vil

lages de Lao Charles et Jennings*

Le lendemaln, apr&' avoir

dans^ tout la nuit, les deux mar ids partalent pou aller faire
benlr leur marlage par le pretre*

Alorse, I restalent qudques

jours et on preparait les cadeaux qui servalent au nouveaux
marled pour au aoins un an*
I'f^salent venlr l'prdtre.

Si les parents avalent des monyens
I'reatait qubques jours, ©t on

prbp&rait les enfants pou les faire faire leur premier© com
munion,

Ofetait ik seule chance qu’on avait pou faire nos en-

fants faire leur premiere commuion.
Pendant la guerre (oivile), y avait des JayhaiTks qui venalent voler quand les femmes ^talent seules aveo lours enfants,

Cp. venaient voler les dorures, les oourtepolntes de toiles, les
bersf et cetera*

Alorse, les femmes ont comraencd d enterrer

leurs affaires.

<£a volaient le sucre en booo aussi,

Ca pren-

aient des tairiferes pour peroer des trous dans l'booo et laisser
tomber 1’sucre.

I'volaient pas juste l fsuoret raais tout <ja pa

pouraient mettre la main dessus.

La guerre prenait nos hommes,

et les Jayhavrks prenaient note but in •
On avait toutes soxxtes de oontes qu’on s’raoontaient surtout les soirs a la veillte:
L ’Djable et sa Fomme
Sine fois y avait ein horame riohe qu*avait elne fill©.

II

avait quatre gros ehevaux et ein tit oheval matgre dans son
6 eurie.

Ein jour sa fills yfa dit. "Moi, je veux marier oe

t'hamme qui reste la-bas-ld."
pas marier ee t'homme*"

Son p£re y a dit: "Non, tu peux

A 9oonnaissait que le tit obeval maigre

oognait, aais alle a parti de ebez ell© pou aller rencontrer
lfdjable.
Son marl restait aveo elle dan ein trou dans la terre.
Sa famille, k lul, restait avee euss aussite,
aangealent, a mangeait pas.

Alle ^tait pas satisfaite, a man*

gealt la vacbe enrag^e du matin au soir.
tit cheval.

Alle a parti su son

A*faisait un grand boute et a'demendait au bon

Djieu ein grand bayou entre elle et son marl.
La, i's

£a que euss

II en mettuit ein.

ont arrives cbez la fille, mals son marl lfa tu^e en bas

escaliers de son popa et sa moman•
Le Portrait du Rois
Eine fois y avait eine vieille fomme qufavait trois filles,
Marie, Josephine et Isabelle.

Ivs dtions pauvres.

Fallait

hoarder pour faire la vie*

Marie a kte veiller*

Quand alle a

rem'nue, alle a vu ein porte-mannaie eu la branch© d*ein arbre*
Alle a pris ein baton pour l ffaire desoendre#
btb capable*

Maia alle a pas

Alle a appeld see deux soeurs pou essayer de

deaoendre l’porte-monnaie*

Isabelle*la plus belle* I 9a descendu*

Dans le porte-monnaie, y avait I9portrait du roi# et i'demandait
h marier Isabelle.

Les trois soeurs ont 6te demander & la vlellle

megresae pou leur tlrer la bonne aventure*
garder dans l9puits su l’ooup du midi*

A 9leur a dit d 9eur-

Les deux autres ont vu leurs

propres portraits dans l 9eau* mais Isabelle a vu l fportrait qu9alle
avait trouve dans l 9porte-monnaie*
Josephine a 4%6 svp*mentr l9lendemain k soir*

Alle a

essayer de deseendre eine tite noix qu9alle a vu dans lvarbre*
Chaque fois qufa s'servait du baton* la noix s9enlevait*
quand Isabelle a essays'* alle I 9a fait tomber*
tite elef dedans*

Alle a pris la elef*

ea va Adbarrer l 9satchel*”

Y avait eine

Alle a dit* Tfp ft-dtre

Les deux autres ont pas etk oapables

our&re le satehel mais Isabelle y a mis 9a!

Y avait eine belle

robe de nooe aveo eixlyoile et eine couronne dedans.
prend la robe.

A 9dit, ”C9est pou la plus vieille."

Marie ni Josephine dtait pas oapables mettre la robe*
fits Isabelle.
couronne*
la chambre*

Mais

La momam
Mais ni
C9a juste

Ca s’fait, alle a itk prepares en voile et en

Aussi vite qufalle ^tait par^e le roi a paru dans
Ifz ont eu la nooe*

La Djablesse et les Trois 'Tits Garmons
Sins fois y avait ein homme et elne femme qu'avalent trois
•tits gareons.

Y avait pas assess d# manger pou tout*

aller perdre les enfants dans l'bois*
avait attendu son popa dire
shes pleines de oallloux*

Fallait

Ein des 'tits garo^ons

a sa moman*

XI a rerapli see po

D'eln boute temps 4 1'autre 1 J'tait

eine tite pierre*

’'Ah! pape veut m'Jouer ein tour* mais mol

j'va 1'roulerS "

Quand I9a oat arrives au bois* l'vieuae dit*

"alien plus loin; mol* j'ai pou faire kekchoge.
ini et Ait 4 sa fomme* "L&, on va etre seuls*"

X ©urtourne chez
A la brune les

trois gardens s'enr'viennant*
Sine autre fois lfpopa assays lea perdre*

Oette foia-ld*

I9tit garden prend du mais et $dte sur son ohemin.
maagent l'aaia*

<£a s'fait* i’z 4tions perdus*

aontd dans l 9fait d'ein arbre*
dfla lumidre.
d'la djablesse*

Ein d'euss a

II a vu la boueanne*

X'z ont Std a la 'tite maison.
A'les a mis coucher d mainuit*

Les Zozos

I3|a vu

C'dtalt la malson
Alle enfilalt

sen eouteau: "grim-gram, grim-gram, grim-gramS » A'vient pour
tuer les enfants, mais i'z itions partis,

pa la voient qui vient*

Les gareons avalent eine montre, eine bague et ein elavier,

"J9

donnerais ma bague pou avoir un grand bayou entre mol et la
djablesse*” dit ein des gar<jons*
bayou*

Tout de suite y avait ein grand

La djablesse prondait eine gorgie d'eau, alle allait la

jeter lA*»baa jusqu'h all© a seohe 1 *bayou*

a11 © a passe7* L 9

deuxiems gareon dit* "j'perds ma montre pour ein grand feu entre
nous autres st la djablesse*
l'eau su l'feu.

Alls allait boire; a v'nait j'ter

a prenait eine gorgde; a J'tait su I 9feu* d'ioite

afs*a fait ein ehernin.

Alle a pass©*

L ’troislfeme gar^on dit, "j'perds mon clavier pou avoir elm
grand n ’arbre pour monter d’dans*
1 9arbre«

La djablesse a nrrivi a euss*

son sabre*

Alle avait son sac et

Alle a fait du train quand alle enfilait son sabre*

Le plus grand eurgarde en bas*
a fait plus d 1train*
I 9sao.

Les pitits ont monti dans

I'tombe dans lTsao*

Le second eurgarde en bas et tombs dans

La diablesse a fait un grand train* mais l*tlt gar9 on

eurgard&it pas en bas*

La djablesse a monte^dans 1*arbre.

pltlt a penehd la branehe et 11 a sauti par terre*
aes deux frbres*
lfsae*

La diablease

Le

II a l&chc£

XI a fait du train et la djablesse a tombd' dans

Xls A font amaree dans I 1sao et ils I 1ont bruise* 11 ont

retourad ehen leur popa et leur moman*

Une Devlnette
Sin paugre vieux trimpz arrive chez elne eielle dame et
demands dfy tirer la bonne aventure*

La vieille veut bien*

"Si

ta peux m vtrouver ein certain objet que J9ai perdu* tu vas ©tre
M e n pay^; mais J*te dirais pas l fnom de o’Vobjet*"

"Pou 00m*

manner, dit 1 9trimpzyJ*veux trois eurpas et eine ohambre pou
a 9eoueber*,f
La fomme avait trois servants*

Au servant qui y amine 1*

premier repas* le tramps dit; "ahI bien* y en a ein dfpri©*"
Le servant sfen r ’tourne dans la oulsine dpouvantef* et dit au
second*

"Cfeeat sur oe tireur de bonne aventure salt quo! i 9fait*"

I9salt M e n que j9al vole la bague pusqu9il a dit* vy en a ein
qu9est pris*f Tohein* vas* tol* porter I9autre eurpas*

Le

second eurvient plu ©ffrayd enoore quo lfpremier, parooqu© tou
en finlssant l9segond repas 1 © trimpz avait dit, "on voilk deux
dfpriarf
Aprds boucoup d 9consultation, ©in dit d 1'autre; "Faudra
donner la bague au troisifcm© afin qu9i faase de© arrangements
ares l 9trimps*
Pendant quo l’trimpz voyait pas oommeut i's^en eursortiralt
deux repas avaient etk pris, ©t il avait pas pu trouver quo!
e'dtalt l 9obJet perdu, l9troisikme servant rentre aveo le trols~
lfem© repas •
X 9l 9a&nge, et pia-let, "GriUo ©at prist"

"Tobein, tehein,

la bague, " dit I 9servant, "et punis-nous-autres ©©mane tu voudras,
nais dit ©urian a not© maitresse,”
•

I 1trimpz content d*avoir si facilament trouvk l 9obj©t, dit
au servant*

"T’aa ©in© bbtaille dans la oour different© des

autres, ©in daine blane, fai-y avaler la bague*" Et pi 9ifsf
aauv© ©ote la vieille fozame*
vou avez perdu©!"

"CTea ©in© bagu© ©n diamond quo

”Justoman11" a saute, su9ein rouleau d*argent

Ann* son amoire et l fdonn© au trimpz qui dit: "vou a ©in© bktaille
different© das autres dans la cour*

fue*lfk et vous va trouver

vote bagu©*"
L*trimpz s9en va aveo lvventre plain et les poohes pleines
d 9argent*

La Barb© Bleu©
V

Barb© Bl«ue etalt eoasae ©in roi*

Tous les fllles l 9voulaient*

II avait elm chateau*soh y avait eine ohambre avez sept crochets
dessus eine barre,
Barbe .Bleue frdquentait ohez eine vieille foimae qufavait
sept filles at deux gar^ons,

II a mari6 la plus vieille das sept*

A sa femme, i*ya defendu d,aller dans cette *tite chambre h grands
croohets*

Bln jour, il avait pour aller k&kpart*

olefs d*maison a sa femme*

11^ donne ses

All© dtait trop ©oeurieuse*

Quand

1*8*021 a remenu, 1*3*© aper^u qufall0 avait rentrd dans la ohamtee*

Ifya dit dfallonger sa tdte dessus, le- bloc qu’il avait

h la port© d*la ftit© chambre.
coaler I1sang dan ©in bassin*

I*y a coupe l*cou et laisse
1*1*a accrooh^e su lfpremier crochet*

Bt pis-lb, 11 a fouilld eine fosse pou faire semblant comme
si il 1*avait enterree*
I*eurtourne marier 1*autre plus vieille*
quo! y avait dans la chambre*
d*sa soeur,

All© ^chappe les clefs dans I’sang

Barbe Bleue ©urtourne.

"Mes clefs," ifdemand©.

Tout tremblante, a y donne les clefs,
sa soeur*

Cette-la 1*attrap© comme

I*la met 3Uvl tsegond crochet,

avez les quatre zautes,

Afvoulait voir

I*fait pareillement

Bt 11 a six crochets dvplains et six

fosses de fou Hides.
Asteure 1*marie la dernier© fille,
alment eette~lh.

Ify die ions qu'oette Stite chambre y portera

aalheur• Mals a va dedans qua'mdm©.
tusr.

Mals lea sefvanta

Barbe Bleu© a*pret>ar6 A la

A*y demand© graoe pou aller fair© ses priAros en haut*

A

fou eine note dans le cou dfson ftit ohion ©t lfenvoi© chez ses
frdres*

Barbe Bleue stlapatiente,

I’s^fait d*la bile,

A fdem-

and© encore ©In© minute de pin© juequ1© ses fr&res ont arriv^*
A descend ©t dit & Barbe Bleue qu^alle est par^e.

Hals ses

fr&res tuent la Barbe Bleue, et alle est sauvde.

Le Bio he et le Pauvre
Sin tit paurr© a passd aupr&s la porte d#ein rich©
En y d'aandant las ©routes qufifdonnait a son ohien*
Non, non, va~t~en 9tit pauvre,
Mon ©Mien me rend service,
St toi tu me donne© ©urien.
Sin bout dfjour a lfaut©
Lfpauvre ftit pauvre est mort.
'Snvoyea chercher s&ifct Pierre#"
Saint Pierre 1 Tordonne dTaller tout droit© au paradis#
Un bout de 0 our a l 9aute,
Le mauvais riche est mort*
"Snvoyez chercher Lalnt Pierre,
I 9a fenvoyera au Paradis*"
Saint Pierre y dit:
"Lea Porte© d'l'enfer a son ouvdre
Pou toi, depu hier midi.”
*3i j’pourraid m'en eurtourner
A la place d'ou Jfsors
j’donnerai© bien ma place au pauvre«n

Bonsoir
Bonsoir mon per©, et aussi ma m&rej
Et tous me a parents
Bans la ©haloupe
Le rent s*engoufle;
Elo Lgnons-nous •
Belle Rxclimane, 1Tamour nous xaene;
ExaJLtons-nous;
Le temps se passe
L1amour s’aooroite
Approotoas*aous •

Dandin©f Dandan
Mon pdre, il a troia cent moutons,
Et moi J’en sUis la bergfcre,
Et moi jfen suis la berg&re#
Bartdine, Dandan
Et moi J,en suis la berg^re, done
Depuls oe dernier temps
Le loup m fen a pris quinze*
Le loup m fen a pria quinze,
Dandine» Dandan
Le loup m fen a pris qulnze, done.
Le jeune chevalier Madonna it & passer
Et 11 m ven a rendu douze9
Et 11 m ’en a rendu douze,
P A n J / ■« e
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De quell© faraille qu© vous etes, dono T
Mon p&re, o’est Bouteille et ma mbre o’est Flaoon,
Et mol j’en .suis le Goblet
Et moi j*en suis le Goblet
Bend ine, Dandan
Et moi j*en suis le Goblet* dono

Les Yeux Noirs et les Yeux Bleus
Aimeront qui voudront les yeux noirs
Et lour vlv&oit£ piquant©;
Moi je n'aime que les bleus*
Et leur langage m ’est mtbressant.
Refrain
Les year noirs sont de jolis yeux;
Les yeuM noirs sont de jolis yeux;
Hals les plus beaux oe sont les bleus;
Mais lea plus beaux oe sont les bleus.
La brune vous dit fl€*rement
Que Jfaime ou non; je veux, quand m&me.
La blonde vous dit tendrement*
"Aimes-moi et jven serais de

.'T

Refrain
La brune a mis le fa^on;
La blonde est bien plus naturelle
Les yeux noirs sont toujours frippants
Mais les yeux bleus sont toujours fid&les.

R e tr a in

Nous nous dlsputions I1autre jour
Dos yeux qui sauraient mleirc nous plaire;
Un petit Dieu noraae 1 *Amour nous dit tout bas
Q,uo les yeux soient noir3 ou bleus,
L Tobject qu’on aime a des beaux yeux
Lfobject qufon atae a de* beaux yeux.

Mlnette et Mes Roulettes
Line fois j'btais aprfcs jouer aveo Mlnette.
Mlnette m ’a void mes roulettes.
Jfal dit k Mlnette, ’'Mlnette, donnes-mol mes roulettes
Mlnette m fa dit, ”Tfauras pas t©s roulettes sans lait.
J’ai ete demander a la vaohe pou du lait.
La veche m #a dit, "Tfauras pas du lalt sans foin.M
J*al dte demander a la faux pou du foln.
La faux m ’a dit, ""Lauras pas du foln sans olef,
J*ai 4t4 demander & la forame pou la olef.
La femme m*a dit, ”T fauras pas la olef sans pain.”
Jfai dte demander & ma infer© pou dd paid*
Ma mfere m fa dit, ”Tfauras pas du pain sans lard.”
J*ai dte demander a la trule pou du lard.
La trule m fa dit, MT#auras paa du lard sand glands.
J*al 4t4 demander au cixfine pou des glands.
Le ch^ne m fa dit, MT*auras pas des glands suns Tent.”
J*al 4te demander au vent pou du vent.
Le vent m fa rente",

j'ai veato 1 © ©h^n©»
Le eh&ne a*a glante*
J^ai giants la trule,
La trule afa lard£,
Jfai lardtf ©fa mere,

m

n»r& m*a palnt6 ,

J*&1 palntd

la

fensae,

La feaame^a eleW,

1**1 el4t4 la faux

La faux mfa folate
J*al folntb la vaohe
La vsolt m fa lalt6

J#ai lait© Gillette
iinette a* a rendu me3 roulettes*

La Mere />Mur*iiM
MtOiai j*ma n® d ’eliie bonne famLUe,
J'ms vara voua demander Yotre fille
D*Xa iwcttU jfm fen oooupe pee*
fqutyu

qu#4 aolt bonne, «uiaabio, gat id*

Oh, oul* a&aicni, .1*ooux ?V‘h you# trara ^r*

Gar wolr mr. filla: a aufjae, a b r im
Mae plate* i«c« aoalettes,

rjmm qua J9pu&&® la aoraeixior*
31 you# en aYlona eine k prendre
Frondes done mol* la plu'&u faite
La plu9intelligent#*

pmmd

©in© ure mxim ©spirit ©t m m intelligence

P e w apprises* mm® enVnnM*
Alt* onl» m t o d i voua
Eine vieille 0© vatre fige xn© yirler au Marlas©?
Safe© veto?© &u©uls vou'avsn yusk Vrols dastss
Sia© qui Muss©* 1'autr© atsl Ml©*©*
St lfaute© qui treetelo qusad i’fait au vent*

La © a lllo .lu B ols

Q«wad J#ttf «artourn© a &*«©& ©owns©
veM ntar© ©Is© p a v fa lt© k wan £y©

A© M s

JfLai ©ondult*

L© M U © quo! t f a A ta n t e h an tw ?
J*©hnmt©

e*grcnd B lgaaa*

La M il©

si vous l f voul©35*

An te l© nous r'to u m e y o n a ,

^lasul la Mile 3 f* vi in *k>Lm
a

©a x&lt 1 pl©urc>r*

La M U e qt*f

A ta n t ^ lo ^ re r?

J^pleurs ©ay J13uj en dcui-jw *

La M U © si vous l*voul©«#
Aa large nous rftournsron©*
Q UbM la Mila afc vn au l*r&e,
A ©#a ait k ©haatey,
inwl imhIhhIoil. liitplftnlftnlmn.

Pua&uai
tfW a U

ttmls Xa deiULo au bols
du Xu p l w ^ t

Y9aural® du la pXusmr*
WIffliUiitini EurlaaX&jjJUii*

uu n&r*
J*al fait sin rire u#te nult*
jr*ts & a l* a 'u a i e»fcf © *&©a txraa*

J9!!

duiu l^aillcu £?X& £lua@»
7U W uas ©tauas* c in d ra p .

frltf au ©anas a ap&ls
Droit© Jfaen va ©2u>& 2i#aai*
J*ul frappd & la j>orto*
H9aal a fa d©s*aa&^ quVie c’ost
m&t Jfrappo & ccs hmxrso^lk?
J* s u rra pus an port© d ©os hours*"*!© *
8ft t 9o u rrs s pas tn p o rts & ess heurss**Xaf

J H a &07«f a «
aft tu t9M p u a tu ©eras dsasurf,
Dawnd pou* tout© bon#
Dulatnlcnlif l>alAi3la&Xa#

Sauto Crap'rud

9ault ©rapaud* t*a toiwme ve teulor
9ra48 oauru&o, a va xnsK>u«m*r*
Mtasrie* qttim ofe 3t
C*Mt R o M f w

fait ton $llet

aeeur* la fille a asaaaiw

A 3$l3e An*
^ i f i d i Mitt was i peines
B i U i MflM one

T e fallu qee tu Vienna*
ti^ f j[|fli»iiay won goeUV* **

Coohon Tol«U®*aS
Kbm» JCoai, Kent

Qttisu e*<Mrt ;n'Mt X&?

O’tat moi :*d®'.
on* x*arf?
nttti Lam*
^

Laos?

laas Boyo.
qb6 aagraf
Bojre ooltt

•lad Ottla?

dal* Lanba*
¥amiWa ^e

Lnmba
Coakon?
O oMMI tol<aiMl

Piquatte at tses Chou*

P i q u d ^ Taut pas eantir ses ohoua
M t

envoyer Ghersher ohifm r«tm venir mordo Piquette*

Piqsehte vent p«3 nrntlr ©®» csheuri*
Ahl Hal Pianette, tu sentlm tes shops*
Faut earoyer ohsrohsr Baton pou * fcntfcre Ohle.ru
Ahl Bat PlQUotto, tu aantsira too ohouo*
Baton taut pas njor&re Piquette*
Ptquotte taut pas sSntir ses ahous*
Ah I iial Pim&tte, tu aontira ter, eho-un*
Faut earoyer cheroher Feu pou hs'oler ;3a i:;<m.
Fea vaut pas bruler j3atsu»
Baton rout p s b&ttrv oh tent
Chian vaut pus rsornu Fiquehts
Piqustta Taut p s oouiir ses ohous.
/Ill Bat Piquetto* tu eantiru ton ohour*
Faut •rtojrcr

or

venir

ran vrut par ^teindre Feu,
Jsu veut per, *>r*iler (ton
:>nton vaut par bnti- o iPder *
Chian vettt per norde . iquotte
Plquettc vuut pas tiontir «*an ohous*
Ah I Hal Piquette* tu aentlm too ohouu«
Font oscroyer ohorchor Boouf pou hotare Kau#
Boeuf veut pas holm M u «
rmi Taut pas eteindre Feu
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Lapin

Bouqui eurJoint eine bite mioou dan l 9bole*
•in tit s no#

x'guotte

Le *bit m m ® dit# "OaXXXott*4*

La porte a’otnrrs*

’2&mt»tt#i*r X&

gear eon ale oama Xa bite m&ieon*

m

frower#

ftane va arran*

a &fa pendu plain 4tnoonfo«

Vleux Boucttl qttf4belt apr<£e X ’ebouter a rnnisrt at pie II
• tout s a b p X m aeetife*
a ream.

XI avait pa* fini quuiid la tit mono

XI a command* tm ports*

XX a prlr a plotter Botnml*

Bcmqul eriait "Cailiettei" mala »oro eriaib Manett«u
Qnatwl 2imso avait a m m plqu* Bamqui* iX X*a quitt* sortir*
donqoi a raJoin Lapin*

Lapin*w tn von:; imam® r dee bon amufaf

"Tmm A a 9to tite saloon at aria, "OaiXXottoi
Itt inotmetiono*

Lapin a enivl

Ilk renir* ;2i&n£;er loo ttoeufa * v&ko 2?' a

tonrU> else bonne vol4e aveo eon bfeque*

m M

il n eu fini»

Lapin a rejoin Uouqni. l y e dit ocm m asst "En m*& envoy* pour
quo ^oie .:&• donne eine boono reeX4e*

a prdsent fauque tu no

traverse l/i riviere au ton tea pfsrooque toi* tu 90.10 ni*#er at
«ai Jfe*ia >ma naftor."

Beuqui dit: *3ur* leale, J9vou&vais

eine eelle et eine bride et im fonette*

XX lva fait traverser

la rflrrlerof me.ia Bouqui a eu beatioonp dfmisers eprd avoir
trevera^ X’eau* 1 voulnit tmnlr Lupin*

o#t,2ieure quo tftii

travere* eueae tu veux quo Jfto J^te* dan# la riviere ou done
les Oronees?"

’’Dane le riviere, ** dit Lflpin*

le puzUr* le J&ta done lee <£ronaoo«

Bou^ni ero;mnt

Laplv. 4i?ait ofeoa Ini «

Le patola nkpo (crdol©) dt v?aloh on entend preaque Jeuaala*
Gala a'expllque a b b b z bleu,

Las adores lol oont ^iw&rlaatoat^

Ifeis U y <m a paml au: qui so dieeiit oyoolea, ot mte® u»
vieux da qttateo-vln^t dix~n©u£ ana*

e&antd la ofcfmaon qua

YOlOlt
Ma gala yd al teat la peine,
Dana ma la tate n fa pu lfO0prtt*
Mo’pov'&leux atebl&ient fontairaa

Mo la tom m mouri* Jouyd^hi*
Li te sate ye tout pou plalra
teaad 11 to uayd tens da l*«au*
Li to aoiy pa sad ohaudlere,
Mais 11 to doux < m » dl slvop*
tent ao'gar&ait ao la touate
i3o dente bla»©», sovaea so eleux,

Mo to Tin! tout farouehe
teat ma ptoa a'autree samouraK*

Par*pitit©

11

% 6 ©1

belle

^Uftnd no eoute eo la voix
© %d ord yd tourterello,

13

oai ohantelt m M ! ? h nouln*
qnand pria 11 ao ooupaie oanne,
Ma beequale 11 tout lea pa a
uand 11 td eourl dans catena©
Mo adualm 11 pay eo brae*

U

to janais gala trlatesae*

Quaad me t4 fais 11 in ©our,
Quand ma to faia 11 ©areas®

Li te dit taouin ao »aiiiour#
13& autre petite po^sle {creole \ ad/sr© quo le viotmc Koreleeii
Lambert a bleu roulu ae oliauter rdvalle l^ari^iualit^ et la a&'iv*
ete de ee pouplu:

Lppis ma eel toi Adbl©
Apde dan<| it Calinda,
2£ovJamais wol arien qui X4 plus ^cllc quo tot#
To eemhl&it serpent Congo •
<ul to ap&s cbaroalt aitit xozo*

Bemidea
POur Z&® aitames

^reads d*l,hutl© d’ollvrs et tu brooae oa daaa du
Oasg&a#

Tu ebauff© oa ®t t’eppliqu© oa ou’lo® glm n m *
PoufLa Gelle

TU pvtadfl trole o u v ^ i d® b^m** at tu nuts
l m

etamd#

dams d#

Et plfiKtd tu tramp©# eine serviette et tu paaat

oa sa'lee boboa*

:ipls-»lh tu prendo dfX& ©tasaoparoille tu

la bcrolllo bien at la9to la tola fcrols fola par Jour#

our la Mai Tks t i t ®
Tu peroada doa reutlXea &farooquin at tu Xoa :mt& dona dm
Tfaalgmo at du aol et t'appll^u© oa aufta teto*
our lf70Eaiaaoawmt
TO bouille troia fleura da gombo fori at tu bais ©in
r o n e d# ea tou® \ m feeurea*
i w

lo Mai l>o Gorge

Tu prend* doa bourgeons de pla^uemixxo et tu bouilll*oa
are® dfla b o m .

rt uis-lc tu ij^rgorias© t'< g©r<5o a w e pn*
Pour Im a ik>bo/j

To pronda d*Xa ^ralaao do Charott© ot tu

pa bleu

ou bien tu pour* preun© d9Xu arnljuo do •j.mho.i, blon la bou axi?#
la laluar tral&lr at pbm-lk la aattra au l'boto.

toutm aulta.

£a guarlt

Pour

Itawaiae Goupurae

r#am&rr© 4 m film a'arign^e ©u*la Mnpure u r m at© ling®#
Tbnte suite oa fait pu m l .
5
ou’Lo Ttointuft&MO

Tu pwaUa liU'lmilo & xni^e «t tu frottea §a Men.

£}n

p a « M vita.
rour Kino Dart®
fa prondo d 1la ox*mj0 u© lalt inaiguc et tu oeta f\ das u
la darfca*

PHONETICS

(-lit /»'

<22- l e u r

£.-pdre Pa yrfes-i* )
^•-la

/A

^V-Sme ^ 7n-

"2B--brun b ~f
^ - b o n b'^r*

^ -chose
opprte Payer-e
uL-*pour Pu.*r
w -vu *y.
-feu

I *jev'

-le
l®
W-banc

e -6 te «te.

-3 ,-rouge y'
j ’h i e r J *
v
> - l i g n e / / 7*

^ r

2 r-iui wjru
^•chaque ^sl/C

ABBREVIATIONS

adj.— ----- adjective
ad j.indef.— ad jeetive indefinite
adv.-------- adverb.
art.article
B.L.---- --- 3resse-Louhannaise •
con J.— — ~-con junction,
der. -— — --derivation
Dial.—
—
Dialect
ext.—
---extension.
f •— ----- — feminine
Ft •— ---- — French •
H.id.
KautvMaine•
imp.-— -----imperfect.
impv.------ imperative •
Intr •
intransitive •
M.-— -- ---- Masculine •
O.F.— ----- Old French.
part .— —
participle •
pers. ----- -personal •
prep •
— — preposition •
pron.
pronoun.
s #— -- — — — singular,
a.m.— — — — same moaning.
tr. ------- transitive.
v#—-- -— — verb.
v. tr .—
---trana itive •

.

A f prep* (a ) replaces possesslve da:
La soeur a Lucille
Dials Anjou
A, ALLS* S, personal pron. (a ,
) a pxus e before conson
ant; al before rowel.*
A ra a l’eeole; S ra a l 9eglise; Alle est partie .
Dial: Sommef Pioardie, Norm. Poitou, B. L. H,t Maine* Anjou*
ABATABDHt, V.tr. ( 4 b 4 t 3 ^ 1 said of plants and animals.
To degeneratt. Also to cross plants* animals.
OF. abatardir* s.m.
Ablmer* T.
) fo soil one9s garments* to hurt oneself.
jr*ai abime ma robe.
Dial: Pioardie, B. L.
Abm— lwer* T.tr. j^^r77,,7,e ) fo detest* to dislike.
Pr.abeminer (obsolete*) exeorer has replaced abominer.
Dial: HOC.
Acadian* ne, S.M.* f.
originally a des**
Cendant of inhabitants of Aeadia who emigrated to America.
Shea any person of Treneh descent. By extension* any un
educated 9 uncouth person; a person far removed from olvildaation.
A Cause Que* adv.
Tr. a cause de.

) because.

ACCAPARER? T. tr.
} To take possession of* to monopol
ize.
Tr. aeoaparer* to take for oneself.
Dial: poltou* Anjou* Can. Salntonge.
ACCOINTER V. Tr. ( a~K /rr t ^ ) f0 corner.
A m 9a accointe et fallait que Jfi dis.
Post substantive verb or Tr. coin.
ACCONNAjtTHE 7.
K o 7ie-t )to know someone or something.
07. Aconoistre* to know.
Dial: Anjou.
ACCOUTER V. (d.Kil
)to listen to.
Tr. eeouter* s.m.
Dial: Fleardie.
aCCOUTUMER T.tr. ( ^ KU.-t/me.) %0 accustom* past participle only
in use.
Tr. Aeeoutumsr. to familiarize with
Dial: Poitou* vnjou, Aunis.

AGHA&SR v* tr.
) to overwhelm, to tire* ad pirns
oalere* Sams root as OF* Chaloin and Spanish aoalarar.
Dials Poitou, Anjou, Aunis, H«H*
ACHAlANT? adj* (
)
overwhelming, tiresome, present
part* aohaler
Dials K* Maine, Poitou, Anjou, Aunis.
ACHIFAIUJ5,v •, a*, f . (a_-t + *-j ) gaudy Jewelry or elothing*
Past verbal noun on Fr* attiter with aoulus derivative
suffix*
Dials anjou, artifaille.
ACHIFAITJ«KR v.
) To dress badly, poorly*
a plus old verb "tiffer," plus suffix eulare, with pej
orative meaning
Dials anjou, astlfailler, S.M.
ACROCHER v* ( ^ * r Se )
harness, to fasten* Fa aeroeher les
haraais, aeroeher la ports*
By extension from Fr* aeeloeher, to suspend, to put on
a hook*
ADONNANCB f * { ^ d o ~ n als
) Coinoidenoe, aooord.
By extension from OF*, S’adonner, to give oneself*
Dials Can*, Poitou, Salntonge*
AGULOIR V*M* ( 2. ^' IyYar ) A piece of harness upon which the
herse rests to hold hack his load and to baek
Fr. reeulolre, S.M*
ADOHHBR (3). v* ref* ( S ^ d o n ^ . j
be in a0 Oord with; also
to happen; to be in agreement with*
Der* OF* sfadonner, to be addieted to, to give oneself*
Dials Poitou, Salntonge, Can*
ADOUCXB V# tr* (3-<txl.s iV ) To tame, to break a wild horse, to
make gentle: to sweeten.
FT* adoueir, to make less rude to the senses.
ABBOXT adj* (
FT. adroit, s*m*

) Cunning, elever,Cfes9ein homme adroit*

ADURCIMENT s.m.
) Hardening*
Fr* endureissement, s.m.
Dial: pioardie
AFFAIRE f* (
tr
) for ehose, thing*, and the loo. ea,
Ga va fairs mon affaire* That will suit me perfectly.
Jfavals pas dfaffaire a aller, I should not have gone.
Dial: Anjou, affaire, thing.
AFISTQLEH v.tr* (2-f< s t o (e) To dress, fix, arrange, orna
ment gaudily*
OF* afletoler, to deceive*

AFFLIGE adj.
) sick, crippled. II ©st afflige dtun
oeil. (blind).
By extension from Fr, afflige, to hurt grievously.
Dial: Anjou.
AFFREUX, AFFREUSEMENT, s. adj. (i-f-roe.
j
( i f / ^ z . 7nxj
many, much, several. T a affreusement du monde ioi.
Fr. affreux, terrible frightful.
Dial: B.L.
AFFRONTER v.tr.
To slight I'm’a affront©.
3y extensionfrom Fr. jiffronter, to come face to face with,
and then insult personally; by further extension, to
slight, to insult*
AGATE f. ( *cL % 3- tz ) a vari-oolored marble.
Synecdoche. Greek Akhates, a river in Sioily near which
this stone abounds. First aoate, then agate.
Dial: Anjou
AGE f. (
) age.
Fr. Sge, m.
Dial: B.L.
AGONISER v.Xnt. (
g,
to overwhelm, to outrage,
OF. Agonlsier, to be tormented, to suffer martyrdom.
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Brittany, Pioardy, Orleans.
AGRICHER s. v. ref. (
) to grapple, to climb upon.
Fr. sfagriffer, to hold with hands or feet.
AH Ca I Inter. ( a-s ^
) stop, Suppression of ne, fait pas,
In the expression ah, ne fait pas oela.
AHONTER v. tr. (
) to shame, to try to pu^ someone
to shame by mocking.
Germ, hohnen, to mod. (Honnir and honte had the same origin)
which gave OF. ahonter, to insult, to put to shame.
AlGUILLiE f.
m 'J ^
) the thread that a seamstress uses
to thread her needle to sew by hand, (about a yard in
lftngth•
Fr. aiguille, a needle.
AIR f . (cr
) air.
Der. 9F. air, sometimes fdminin.
AlS^f adj ( ^ ^
) ©asy» o’est aisd'd fair©
Past Participle of Ofiaisier, to beoome easy.
AISEMEN T? adv. ( ^
7/1*") easily, adv. upon aisd from OF.
aisier, to beoome easy
Dial: pioardie
AJOUQtfER v. tr. ( a.3
) to yoke.
Fr. joug. By hardening of the final g.
Dial: anjou.

AJOCPA s.m. (
^ ^ ) (
) ohioken roost*
Fr* ajoupa from Guadeloupe Indians, hut made of stake s and
leaves. The Idea of roast probably from the manner of
Gonstruction.
AJOUTEMENT s.m* ( auj 6C t r W ^ addltlon,
m.f. a joutage. OF* abatement.
Dial: Canada
AJU3TER v.
) to Joim, to bring together, to bring
closer*
OF* ajoster, to bring close together, to unite*
ALRNTIR v.tr. and int. (
/a.± if ) to make slow.
15th century OF. alentir, to make slow. 15th century*
ALENTOURS ,(ALENTOURS DE) adv. ( a./2r-t «-^ )
II est alentours de deux heures*
Fr. alentours, adv, in the vicinity of.

about

ALINGER v.tr. ( s
) to provide with clothes.
Past substantive verb en a plus llnge.
ALIZIER m. (a-//
e_) blackhaw. (rare *
Fr. alisler, mountain ash that bears berries* The sim
ilarity of the berries of the blackhaw suggested the name.
ALLE f* (sl /
) she* plu. 1; sing*, a, e before a consonant.
Alle est ici (
) I1sont malade. E veut pa’aller.
Dial: Seine, Pas de Calais, Somme Anjou.
ALLER v. { 3*./e ) to go. conjugated in the present: Jfvas, tu
vas, i’va, on va, vous va, i’z allions.
Fut. replaced by present of aller, plus infinitive aller.
Jfva aller, tu vas aller, i*va aller, on va a ler, vous
va aller, ca va aller (Ifva aller)
ALLICHER v.tr. (
t ' S e ) to try to win ones affection, his good
graces*
By extension from Frenoh alleoher, to attract by sons thing
appetising*
ALLONGE, ALLONGEAIL m., f. ( a. 1 ^ 3
) ( a_ /
*-J ) prolong
ation annexation.
^
Post-verbal noun on Fr. allonger, plus aculur, derivative
suffix*
Dial: poitou
ALLONGER (Un coup d’tappe) ( 3- 13^^ ^
) to slap, to give a blow
Pe-toi, ou j’t1allonge eine tappe. 3*allonger, to stretch,
to lie down; to hand to: j*y al allonge la crayon.
Dial: anjou.

ALOESQUE adT. con j, ( d./^> rsK) then, when.
Fr. alors, then, plus lorsque, when*
ALOUETE f. (&/ir£tr ) throat.
Fr* luette, uvula*
ALQJJINER v. tr* ref* ( &- /K ,77e-) to vex, to argue vehemently*
Dial: anjou, harguegner, to vex, to irritate*
AMiLTGRAILLLR v. intr* (
xose weight, to become thin*
Lat* ad* plus macmm, thin, plus suffix aculare.
AMALGAMER v* tr* fcm a,/
to mix, to hybridize, tosuffer
deterioration.
Fr* amalgamer, to mix hererogeneous elements*
AMALINER v. ( a-771culine.) to render shrewd, wicked, mischiev
ous*
Past-substantive noun on ad plus malignus*
AMMARRAGE s. f* ( & m a.^
) action of tying, bandaging* By
extension, two people living together out of wedlock*
Der. Post-verbal noun formed on amarrer.
AMICABLEMENT adv* (
Fr • amicalement •
Dial: anjou

i

amiably, amicably.

AMENDE s* f. ( a_-rr? /L j Fine paid for having been found
guilty of libel or slander.
Fr* amende, reparation for a wrong*
Dial: Picardie
AMENAGE s. M. (2T777.t l ) action of bringing or conducting*
Post-verbal noun Sn Fr. amener*
AMENER v* tr. (X 777ix.c3- ) to bring, to carry to take a thing*
Amenes la chaise ioi*
Fr amener, to lead, take.
AMBITIQNNlf (e\ix, ©use) adj. ( Gib (Sjv n&- ) to be ambitious
Fr ambition
Dial* b.L.
A MATIN, ASMATIN adv. ( a.
Fr* Ce matin.
Dial: h. Maine.

{a.s m «*-■££) Tills mornii^ .

AMARRER v. Tr. (a . r
) to tie, to fasten, to bind.
Fr. amarrer, to tie a ship with a cable. (Dutoh, Maaren
plus suffix ad)
Dial: poitou, Normandy, Brittany, Rnjou,

AMARUS a. f.
j anytiling that serves to bind#
Fr# amarre, a tyingwith a rope. A nautical term
AM ANCHER v.tr. ( <3. 772
e- ) to affix a handle to something,
to get the best in a discussion, to be learned; to be well
dressed, to live in concubinage.
Fr. emmancher, to affix a handle to
Dial: Canada, Picardy.
AMOLZIl£ ▼. ( <3- rn o I 1Y) to make soft
Der. Fr. Amollir#

Dial: Prov., Canada.
AMMUNITION S. M. ( m ^
Eng. jmunition.
Fr. Munition
Dial: Picardy.

5J" ammunition

AMOUR s.m. (etre en
_,auec) (
Fr. etre amoureux de.

to be in love with.

AMOURACHER, (S) v.int. ( ^ ttlU. >r* $e) to fall in love* to become
enamored. This expression has no bad Connotation.
Dial: anjou
AMPQULER v. Intr. {'aLPu./e) To callous, tokwell. After a burn,
the swelling is called eine ampoule.
Dial:B.L.
/

ANDGtAILLE s.f.
) man without character, without energy.
By extension, big fool
Dial: b.l., Picardy.
ANIMALS s.m.pi. ( ^ 7?i 7n&/) the domestic animals.
Fr. animaux, (bestlaux)
ANQUILLER v. intr.
) to stride while walking.
Aiiiiie, l©y» dialectal in Louisiana and Anjou* Past sub
stantive verb on an plus quille.
Dial: anjou
AN3E s. f. ( ^
) pot or pan handle, a plot of ground In
the woods, removed from civilization:
La Petite anse in Iberia Parish.
ANVALER v. (
Fr. avaler*

To swallow

AOUT s. m. (
)
Fr. aout
Dial: Can. Berry, Mozelle

APAIRER, FAIRER v.tr. { 3- Pa r<£L ) to oouple, to put in pajtrs.
Fr. pair©.
APERCEVANCE s. f. ( ^ Ptr^.9 ^ glance, view, aspect:
A la premiere aperoevanoe j^avaia qu’c^ait lui.
Fr. aperoevoir. noun formation
Dial: B. L*» anjou.
APERC^OIR v. tr. (aft- Ys Wa.y) to perceive*
Der. fr. Aperoevoir, s.m. (by loss of penult through inf
luence of past part, aperou.)
APPARENCE? s. m. (Ca pas d*)
Pa .
j
oaimot b© truer also
ou-ti'd^appareneel as though this cannot be true I
Fr. apparence.
Dial: Picardy, apparence, used in upholding a doubt which
is contested.
APPELF.R DES NQMS {<=l
Dial: anjou.

) to give nicknames to

APPLIC.HT a.m. ( a. pf/^'ST) applicant.
Eng. applicant, or OF. aplicant, one who pleads.
APPLICATION a.f. (aP//'/f«^ application.
Eng. application. ( Jfai fait application pour le jobbe)
APPOINTER v. (a.P vV£ T f r ) to name, to appoint. II a ete appoint©
maire de rille.
Eng. to appoint, or OF apointier, to name to do a thing.
APPjINTEMENT s.f* ( <30
appointment.
«T*ai tenu mon ap ointernent avec lfhomme. T*as ti su que
j*ai recu mon appointement de maitre dfecole?
Der. Eng. appointemnt.
AP PROFRIER v. tr. {a-pYofrjjh-to appropriate by legal means, as of
a sum of money.
Der. Eng. To appropriate.
APPROPRIATION s. f. {dLPr^Pr ij<L
units
Der. Eng. appropriation.

credit voted by political

APRES (etre ames) ( Pr~
) to be In the act of. J*susapres
diner. On etalt apres danser. I*s etions apres m fnir.
Fr. apres plus infinitive with force of a plus infinitive.
Dial: Normandy, Orleans, Salntonge, Lourraine.
ARAIGNE s.m. ( 5) Spider. On gu^rit les coupures su'
la titeavec des fils d'argign^.
Fr. araignee, fem.
Dial: normandy, Maine, Lourraine, Berry, lie de France.

ARCAJOU s.m. [3-Y K
Fr. acajou,

mahogany.

ARCETTE, EGRGETTE s.m. (a.fS t tr ) receipt, recipe,
Fr. recette.
Common phenomenon of change of initial re to ar and eur.
ARCOMPTER, EURCOMPTER v. ( 3. Y «
( Oe.V^3"t<^ to oount
again,
Fr, recompter.
Change of initial re to ar and eur
ARCGQUIK s .m. (3-^ K<> K £. ) oocklebur
Could it he herb© plus ooquln?
AREGARDER ▼. tr.
to look a#/ 9a vous aregarde pas;
Its none of your business (also, he does not look at you)
Dial: anjou
ARECSRICHE ad j•{2
Y 'S ^ ) of animals, Son poil est aregriohd,
(stand up) s’argrioher, to arch tha back. Close to dial.
Fr. gricher, grucher
Dial: anjou
ARGARDER v. Eurgarder v.tr. (a-Yfdez.) to look at.
Fr. regarder
Dial: £.1).
ARIEN, EURIEN pron (
a_ r /
Fr. rian
Dial: Picardy, C nada.
ARI<3JE s.M. (iZ/'yi e.
Fr. araignee, F.

)

( Cte-VyZJ*

) spider.

ARKACHER, HARNACHER v.tr, ( 2 ^ 77.2-S**) to dress badly.
Fr. Harnacher, to harness. By extension of meaning.
ARPENT, s.m. (S-'f
an old French measure of land lessthan
an acre. 612 arpents are equivalent to 512 acres.
Dial: H. Maine.
ARPENTER v tr intr. (a-V^srte. ) to go to an fro worriedly;
also to survey.
Verb formation on arpent.
ARRANGER v.tr. (
Fr • reparer.

<r) to repair,

to fix .

ARRANGEUR s.m. (de pendule) one who repairs olooks, (
Der: Noun form on arranger.

</

ARRfItez
j wait. The second meaning is in more
common use.
Arwdte que j*te donne cine avis#
Fr. arrdter.

ARSISRS HHRliHE (
do) prop* and adv. (& yj £- y~
<
» behind.
IX a dit
on erri&re do mon dos.
Der, Fr. arri&re, and derrl&re f back, behind,

)

ARMFAILLE3 s*m. pi. ( aiYti-faj) kitchen utensils; By extension,
an
aaytting undesirable. "Va-t-en, tol at tout tea artlfailles"
Fr. attifor*
Dial: anjou* astifalUer*
AHV35NIR XTJRVENIB v* {az- v |/7?/V) to return, to come bank, again,
FT, revenir.
A MSB, adv. ( -2 f?
7^ ) to night.
FT* oe soir.
Dial Poitou, B« L*
ASaAPKH ▼* tr. (
pe. ) to make compact. to retort in a
witty manner*
la plule a aasape la terre, F'l'al toien assape; i* s’erelt
trop.
Prov. sapa, to settle the aoll.
Dial: Canada.
AS3AUT a, M. I s. s o
) a wound, a fall* Also, in this sense:
II a attrape ein aasaut, he was hurt, he fell.
assavoir v. tr. { &. s <3-\J tfctA to know.
Fais~aous autres assavoir ea tu eonnals,
savoir never used. Assavoir seldom used. Connaltr© replaoes
both.
FT. savoir* to know.
AS3AIE? s.F. ( a s i ;
) a trial.
Fr. easai, Mas. test, trial
Dial: anjou* Bas-Maine, Berry, Hainaut, Nivernala, Tourraine, Poitou* Gan.
A3SAYER v. tr* ( as.t,<~jeL ) to try.
FT. essayer.
Breton has verb asai
AS3ESSEUR s.m. ( &- £
) a officer who appraises property
ina parish and thereby sets the amount of texts on property,
ASSIBE S. V. ( <2-5 i y ) to sit.
OF. assire. (assisea-vous)
Dial: Picardy, anjou* Aunis, Poitou* Salntange* Hainaut,
Maine, Normandy,
ASSOCii s.m. and f. ( a s ^ associate, friend* partner,
Fr. assoeie* associate* partner
ASSOIltf adj. ( S s i t a f e ) Thlr,1sy
fr. ■oil't thirsty.

ASS OLIDER v « ( 3. s o I i4 e, j To make solid, to render Tinju
Fr* solide, solid, firm*
Dial: anjou.
ASSQMOIR ia. One who box*es, tires by bis conversation
Dial: B, L, (<3e.*s ova^a.r')
A3SUJBTI P.P. (<2. s
) *fc0
subject to, to be likely to*
Fais entention; tfes assujeti a tomber*
ATAKAPA M. {&^x.Ka.Fa
) Tree* The Catalpa tree
Orme de Samarie, now bears name catalpa in France*
Carolina Ind. Catalpa*
ASTEURE adT* Row, at present. ( a
oe~-< j
Yiens pa asteure, m a t s toutaleur *
OF. .astheure, a cettle beure
Dial anjou, aunis, Berry Bretagne, H. Maine Lorraine,
Picardy, Poitou Saintonge, Tourraine.
ATTRAP s. f* (S-’t'f'a.P ) a capture
Fr. at trapper, to capture, catch
Dial: Breton
ATTACH IR v. tr (^ ^ a S ^ ) to nail, used Instead of cloTer*
Der* Fr. Attacher, to attach*
ATRIQtTSR v. tr. ( a~~t y i
Der. OF. Btriquer, s.m*
Dial: Canada.

) to

dress,

to clot h e .

ATTELAGE? S.F. ( cl't I^3) whatever one makes use of to
travel in. Here wa^on, buggy, carriage, automobile.
Post-verbal noun on atteler, to harness,
ATTELER, 39ATTELER v.tr. ref. (
/<A
) To work hard at a
thing. II eat e.ttel^ su* ca comm© ein carrenoro aprds
eine charogne. Also sal£ of one who has a good or bad
attelage".
II est bien attel^. (mal atteld)
Dial; Anjou.
ATTENDRE, v. tr. ( sl ~tr
) to hear. Oui^ j*attends da tu
dls.(2) 3 fattendre,tojexpect, to hope* Je m Tattends qui va
venir.
(!) French entendre, to hear, plus French attendre, to wait
for.
(2) French a9attendre A, to expect.
Dial: Normandie, Canada.
ATTENTI0H2IE adj. {a.-t‘olsJ o
Past-substantive adjective

attentive
o n fr* a t t e n t i o n *

ATTINER,
tr. ( a r i n e - ) to provoke to anger, to quarrel
with, to tease,
Fr. attiser, to kindle a fire?
Dial: Picardy.

ATTIHBUB a .m* { a~~t t ii
j one wft0 provokes to anger or quarrel«
Fr. atwincur, one who kindles a fire?
TI3ER v.tr* ipjt (^
Fr. uttiaer. s.m.

) to kindle (a fire)

ATTRAPiitv v.tr. ( e '£'r3~^>G~) to take, to reodlve, to earn, to
oatoh. Tu vas attrapor elne raoletj dee puces; du mal;
eurleu d'bon.
Der. Fr. attrapor, to catch.
Dial: Canada, anjou
AUDACIDUX , IEUBB adj. {0<L u. $j $ ) insolent, impertinent,
audacious•
Fr. uudaoieux,bold•
oial: anjou.
aU^UEN, WiVitd ind. pro. ( O fC €
Der fr. aucun
Dial: anjou.

) not one

idJRA prep. (
v" <2.) near, near by. for Fr. aupree, pres de.
i>er. Fr. au rue de, on a level with*
AU33I,CC8JLE, adv. { O Si
oo m m neuf.
loth century fr. same•

as much as: "A vdut auael bien

aUTaHT — COM: F. »
( (D^S^K^?n) as much as. a v&ut autant comma
toi
16 gL century Fr., seme.
AUTEL, a.f. I O -t € (
Fr. autel, m.
Dial: anjou

) altar.

aUTOUH, prep. { O'tU.Y' ) about:
J’ai autour de mille piastres ©n banque.
Fr. autour, In the spuoe near.
Dal. anjou
ATAJLEIi U LAliGDE, loo. (
dumb.
Dial: ijajou.

5L

V a- I

Ia-g ) to reIaaj.n silent,

AlALOXibl, a. m. { ai/^IWdv) throat, for fr. Oeoophage., pastvorbal noun on avaler.
Dial: B.L., Picardy.
AVALADJK s. f. (clfz/ss) downpour, a heavy rain.
fr. avalasae, a torrent descending from mountain or ol&ff.
AVAtfCBK V. tr. { 2 K ^ 5 £. ) to go, to got there
jf ai avano^ juaqu*d ohez eusse.
Dial; ^njou.

AVANT (6tre de 1* avant, ( <?- V <*) to be advanced In onets
work*, to have saved some money*
j *sus d * 1 *avant, moi; toi, tTas pa s commence'•
AVARS, adj. (a_t/a.7"' ) gourmand, greedy.
Fr. avare, stingy. Sransger of meaning
AVARTXR, v. tr. (
Fr. avertir
Dial: anjou.
AY&, prep. (<2.1/ <2.
Fr. aveo, with.

/V ) to warn, to tell

) with

AVENANT, adj. ( 3.1/ 77 ST j agreeable, in accord with,
Fr. avenant, affable
Dial: §icardgr.
AVEltGL133 SMEN T, s. f. ( 2. V ce.g //st??5T a blinding; Depug son
avenglisseraent ifva pa nulle part.
Fr. avedglement, s.m*
Dial: Picardy.
AVI3SR v. ref, ( cLV I'z.
) to inform oneself.
Fr. aviser* to advise.
A V ’lA1. ( aLVla.
) mere!
Fr. E ll voilA. Denazalization of en,
AY IS31. s. f. ( 3.V ( s
Fr. vis, a screw.

) screw.

AVOIR, v. tr. ( <3_v'Wa. v' ) conjugation of present indicative;
J'ai, t’as, il a , on a, vous a,(avez) l*s ont (aviont)
Subjunctive has aie ( £jf
) allthree.
AVOIR

PEINE DE, loc; {'&■ t/iAf I* P tr\
) j»aura lapeine
de l’faire, I shall have do do it. syn. of falloir.
Dials Anjou.

AYAYE, Excl. ( a/ aj
) Oh, it hurt!
Fr. aie, (Repetition)

B

BABA v. ( b z - b a .
) to drink; also n* water. Childish expression*
Fr. Boirev to drink
BABIGHE s.f. ( b <2 b i 5
) lip
French barbiohe, light beard*
Dial? Berry, Nivernals, Poitou.
B A B I m r . tr. ( b z -L> {j '<zl ) to soold.
Der* Fr. Bab 1Her, to bahihe, prattle* Transfer of meaning*
BABINE s*f* ( b & b / n ) lips; fairs des bablnes; pendre la bablne,
to pout, to show discontentment*
Iter.Fr. bablne, lip of animals
Dial: Frov., B* L. Anjou.
BACHELIER s.m* (b a, $<^/je) Gay unmarried mature man
OF. Bachelier, a marriageable man who does not wish to marry.
BACLBR, t * tr. ( b a /C/e. )
ea*
a hurry.
Fr. Baeler, to olose a window or door with a wooden or
iron bar.; from Prow, baclar, to close and baoulus, stick*
BADJEULa GE s* m.
speech.
OF* bagouler,
Dial: Canada*

useless pratter, intemperant
cr
^7
to takk aimlessly

BADJEULABD s.m*
one who talks much to say little*
Noun formation on bagouler
Dial: Canada*
BADJEULEB t* intr. (b&JijZcG. /<£- ) to talk uselessly, without
reason *
</
OF. bagouler, s.m*
HAFFE s.f. (k> &f~
) a blow* *Biffebaff*i sound that blows
makes onomatopeie •
Dial: Picardy*
BAHIHUPPE s.f. (k>3. ki kfF) a hen with a tuft of feathers on
its head.
OF. bahl, frightened, or m.f. bahut, ©onoave bos, plus M*F*
huppe?
BAIC3N^, s.m. { b c j e .
fat*
H
afr. “"L&* JBr m

) a corn or wheat cake fried in deep

Bailler, t . ( £> aj e- ) to give, to let out, as of a seam in a
garment* Da robe bailie en errl&re*
Fr* bailler, to yawn, to open the mouth, to be half~open.
Dials Anjou.

BaXLLB 3 . f • ( b <£J
) wash tub
OF# bailie, a container. M# F# Bailie, a nautical term
For containers of caulking material» ropest water, etc#
Ital# baglla, nail#
Dial: Prow# Bale#
BAXSSETTO, BASarfeRE s. f. (iesoer' ) & depression, a bole In
tbs ground•
Probably OF# baisse and suffix#
RALAjB, (btre on balan loo# (ba. I ^
itate *
Fr# btrs en balance, to waver
Dial: B. L#

) to be undecided, to bes

BALAHDRINER, t. intr# (ba. /§Tdr/n$- to swing without much rigor,
energy, softly, slowly#
Der. Fr. balancer and ballader V#L. Palandra, carriage?
Dial: Anjou
BALER r# intr# { b a l e ) to go to dances often, ”11 aime baler
Fr. bal, dance , verb formation*
Dial; Picardy.
BALEUR? (EUSE s«m«f# ( i?a_/<asr) one who likes dances
Fr. bal, a dance*
HALIER ▼. tr. ( £<2-/j'e- ) to sweep.
OF. until 17th century
Dials Anjou, Auvergne, Berry, Champagne, Picardy, Sain-*
tange, Touraine, H. Maine#
BALLXEDR, ETJSE, s.m. f. (b a./jeer)
(hz/joe. o n e who sweeps#
OF. Bailer* noun formation
Dial: Anjou, Auvergne»Berry, Saintonge, H. M v Balyeux, s.m.
BALLOTER, BOULOTTER V intr#
) {bU-hte) to feel Will;
also to dangle in midair; ”0 a boulotte? " fttow do you feel?
Fr. ballotter, to dangle here and there# Transfer of
meaning.
BANQUETTE s.f. { b & K i ' t r ) sidewalk/ cement walk#
Fr. banquette, a footpath along a bridge.
BAQUE v.tr. intr. ( b i ^
) to go backwards. ”Fais
baque l 9automobile; le ch’fal a fait baque.
Der. Eng. back#
BAQUET s.m, ( b a. Ke~ ) bucket of any type*
Frov* bao, a trough#
BAR s.m. { h *
) bar
Eng* bar; fr# eoaptoir d fune buvette.
BARAQUE s.f.
a wretched house or vehicle#
Xtl# baraoa, a wretched hovel# Extension of meaning#

BARBETJX adj. ( b & Y b / ) bear&y
Fr, barbu, beaudy.
BARBACUE a,m,{b
) beef, pork or chicken, roasted over
an open grate, assembly where such is eaten,
Bahhe sspacrole s.f. { b & r

Spanish Moss,

BdllOT s, m. { b a Y b * ) June hug, a big insect which lives la
mud. By extension a child who is nervous and moves about.
Fr. escarbat, , barboter
Dial; Anjou,
BARBGTAGE s,m, ( b ^ ~ r b
prattle, foolish talk. Also playfullness; messlly done work.
Her. fr. barboter, to agitate the water noisily with the
beak.
Dial: Breton
BARBOTTE s.m. f, ( b ay b ^ i r ) endearing name given by mother to
a child. Ah! ma ©here vtlte barbette•
Fr. barbotte, a river fish
Dial: Anjou
BARBOTER , v.tr, intr, ( b < L i b & te) to idle away one*s time.
To work aimlessly; to do msssy work
Fr barboter, to make noise in water with the beak as does
a duck.
BARBUS s.f. ( b & r b y
) blue catfish
Fr. barbue, flat sea fish.
BARDE-MDw s.m. ( b & r o
board.
FT, barde u, shingle
Dial. H, Maine,

) shingles, By extension any thin

BARENE, W RENE s. f. (b a~Y£v\)
{ T n & Y f n ) hopscotch, A
ohilds game, eonslsting of the tracing of a ladder with a
stick or knife oft the ground and then jumping on one foot
through the ladder following certain rules
Fr, marelle, same game,
BARGUIHE s.m. ( t a r g / )i ) bargain exchange,
OF. Bargaigner, s ,m»
Dial: Canada (Eng. Bargain influence in La,?)
BARGAINER v, intr, (t a r t o dlkker, to exchange,
Fr. marohander,
OF. Bargalgner, to exchange s.m.
Dinl Can., B.B.
BARGUINEUR s.m. ( b
one who likes to exchange things,
OF, Bargalgner, to exchange.
Dial* Canada,

BAR0S3E adj (
) stupid, foolish, without reason,
o’est doe ideas barosses, oui"
Fr. baroque, bizarre,
BAROUCHE a

f. ( b ^ Y u - ^ ) a four seat carriage

B&RRE DU COTJ, DE PORTE, DU JOUR (ba.r<lf tu.) {d^ fey ft
nape of the neck; a pieoe of wood placed transver sally in
& door to operate the closing of it* dawn of day
Fr. barre, a long, narrow place of wood or iron.
BARKER ▼. tr. ( b a r ^ ) to loch, to stripe, to make stripes*
Fr. farmer a clef, to lock
Fr. barrer, to fasten with an iron or wooden bar.
BARRIERS s. f . (barjcr') fence.
Fr. cloture, fence.
Fr. barriers, obstacle that forms a barrier.
BAS adv. ( ba*
) under . II est en baa la m&ison.
Fr. En has, below.
BA3ARE e.f• { b^L'z.^rrx.) freckle
Fr. besane, tanned.
Sp. and Portuguese, badana, tanned sheepskin,
BASCULE loe.( a
://) to fight with, to put to shame
OF. Baeuler, to strike.
Dial: b.L, H. Maine has baseul, bout de hois qui sert de
paloanier.
BASSET, BASSETTS adj.
) ( ba.
t) short, stumpy, of
■an, or animal. Ohien basset, one easily lead into mis
chief, who does anything he is told to do.
Fr. basset, m. a short man, diminutive of bas,
BA3TRINGTJE s. f. ( b a. s brtTg) noise, uproar; ill kempt house,
a ruin of some type
Fr. bastrimjue, bal de guinguette.
BAIACLAN s.m* ( b a ± a , K /£) belongings.
T vla tout son bataelan.
Fr. bataolan, things that are in the way.
Dial: B, L.
i

BATAILLE s.f. ( b a ^
) a gome of cards in which each
player cowers his partners card* When he plays ahigher
card, he takes the other and puts both his and the other's
card In his deck. The gamd
isoyer when one of the players
has won all the cards*
Frov. batalha, 3p. batalla, Fr. bataill®, battle.

BATARD adj. ( b&k&s

) hybrid.

XI est hatard negre, he has negre blood.
Fr. bat&rd, who is born out of wedlock.
Frov. bastard, 3p. and Ital. bastardo, Germ and Eng. bastard.

RATISER (du lait* du yin) v. tr* (ba.irt ?-<z-) to add water to
milk wine* To dilate; to alloy.
Dial: Anjou*
BATISS35 s. f *
t5
) a dwelling, a house, an outhouse«
FT. batir. Fr. batisse, that which is a construction, a
term of masonry. .
BATISTERE 8 »m. ( ba~ -t is b<tY) registry of baptism*
Fr. Registre de bapteme, Pt o t . batlsterl, s.m.
Blais Prorenoef Can.
BATON s.m. (bzi't YY
) stalk, baton dfeoton, baton d#m&i.
Fr. baton, a stick. Long pieoe of wood*
BayardaOB s.m. [ b & r
meaning, gossip.
Dials Picardy.

gossip,

talk, prattle, Mest common

^

BAILLB adj. (ba.j
) A tannisg yellow, of animals; blond, of
people
Sin ohvfal bailie, a bay horse
Sin enfant bailie, a blond child.
OF. bailie, bay-oolored.
BATON a .a. ( b & J <~c
) a stream smaller than a rdTcr but
larger than a eoulee.
Probably from aobillan, Indian "bayuk" creek, rlTer,
BSBSLT.S s.m. (b<s-bz-l ) toy, plaything.
Fr. Jbuet
Der OF. babel, s.m.
Dial; Orleans, Canada.
BEBBTTS DE MARAI5 s.f. (
b £ tr ) any small water frog.
Dials B* L. Bebette, s.m.
BSCASS IKS s. f.
Fr. Beeasse.

woodcock, snipe

BEGOT s. m. ( b & K o ) a little kiss. Formed on Fr. begueter
Dial; Pic. B. L. Beooter, to kiss.
BEC-CROCHE, s. m. { b z K r = > ^ ) a large gray bird whieh feeds
on crawfish, the Spanish Curlew IGuara Alba L.)
BECOTER , BBC ODER, BBQDETBR T. tr. intr.

hr.

Dial: Burgogne, Can., B.B.

(fce. fC<s. )fcetfte.

BEQATSUR a.m. (be.g<sj<as-r)
Past-Substantive on begayer

stammers, stutters,

HELER v* tr. ( ^ l<^
) to aoream, to cry aloud*
Latin Balare, onsmatopoe;
F*. beler, to bleat•
Dials B. L.
BEN, m HEN,
Fr. Eh Man*
Dials B. L,

) Weill

BENTOTJ BETOT, adv.
soon. Tantot betot, 11 a arrive•
J*va aller bentot,
Tr. bientot, soon*
Dial. Anjou, Ardenne, Picardy, Normandy.
HSQUE m. { b ^K) a kiss, a beak
Fr. bequeter, to peek.
BEQD5R T. tr. ( b & K *
) to kiss.
FT. beoquer, to peek.
Dial: Burgogne, Can. B. L,
BSqDILLES a. f. pi. [ b ^ K i J
) stilts.
It is quite a fad around here to walk on stilts In rainy
weather. They are made with two poles from four to six
feet, according to the size of the pbtbotl who is to use
them
FT. Sehasses, stilts
Formation on Fr. beguilles, crutches.
BBRCE s.f. { & t r s
) rooking chair.
Fr. bers, m. a cradle.
BERCEUSE s. f.
) rocking-chair
Formation on Fr. beroer, to rook.
BERDA3SBMENT s.a.
aot of working very little
and of playing much.
Prov. Bardasser, to throw violently
Dial5 Anjou, Poitou, Maine, Can.

BERDASSER v. intr. {b nr
Dial: H. Maine.

to play much and work little

HERDASSIEB adj.
Dial.

playful, noisy, lazy.

B. L.

BERGE *•
) haystack
Der. OF. barge, s.m.
/

BERD0UIL3LER v. (baz-rdU-Je) to talk without reason, unintelligibly.
Fr. bredeuiller, s.m.
Dial: B. L*

BESSON BU {
) twin
Lfttl* Bis, S«S»
Dial. Anjou, Poitou, Maine, Champagne, Jura, Lyonnais
Nivernais, Orleans, Can* B* L*
BESSONNB S. f. ( b a s ^ n ) tw&B
See bessom
Dial$ See hassonne.
BERLOQXJL, (Battre La ) Loo* ( b i r / ° K
)
t>© mad, foolthh,
distracted. " A bat la berloque" She talks in a foolish
manner "800*0 crazy."
From OF* lo ehier, to more?
Dial: B« L*, Picardy.
BCTAILLK s.f. (
~t o~j
j any insect or animal whose name
m e cannot call to mind.
Gardes don* tout ces detallies I
Pror* bstaU, insect,
BSTA3SE, adj. (
a. s
awkward person.

) atapid, foolish, awkward, a stupid

BETASSERIE, s. f. ( b e. ta. sr/ ) giapiieity awakwardness, naive*
ness, stupidity.
Foemation on betaase, stupid.
Dial: B* L.
HETE, s. f • ( £> £- -tr
) a bovine or equine.
2 *aims pas tirer cette beto.
BETS A CHAKD2LLE a. t. ( fcii
may be.tle.
Beta plus ehandelle, because of its habit of flying about
a light.
HETE PUAHTE a. t . ( b s-^ P y
) skunk.
FT. maufete, an animal resembling the otter, but with
shorter legs. If attacked, it does not flee from its agressor, but emits a liquid whose unbearable odour one oan
detect miles away.
BE HETE ROUGE s. f . ( b b t r l l ? ) the red bug or ohigger
Bate plus rouge.
^
Dial: H. Maine, Picardy.
BBTISER r* intr. (
f i 2^^- ) to joke, to do or say amusing
things.
Fr* Betlse, foolishness.
Dial: B. L. Anjou.
BgUKOUBVTB s« f. { boe.?* w l tr
) wheelbarrow.
Fr. brouette, OF, Berouette; Lat. Bis plus rota.
Dial: Touralne, Canada.

BIDET s,m. ( & /
) a good for nothing, worthless indiv~
idual.
Fr. bidet, a pieoe of furniture for certain ablutions,
BIDON a, m. ( h i d ^
) a derby*
Der* Fr* bidon, a vessel of the shape of a derby*

B i m FAIRS v. Intr ( b j Tf CiT

) to suffloe, to be sufficient
to grow rapidly.
Le riz commence a blen fairs*

BIO BOGUEJ s. m* ( ^ 1 %
"Big Bug" oolloq.

a rich man, a sueoessful man*

BILL a. a. ( b i 1
) am.
I’m ’envoi* ein Bill tous les mola.
Bus bill.
BIB adv. { is'C
) Waii.
Vr* bian.
Dial: B. L* Poitou, Bas-Maine.
BI3K0UID, BISKANQTJIT a. ( h , s Kvv’,d- )
Dial: Breton, blskonid, a.m.

( b i s K ^ ^ i ) blaouit.

BISQUE D •ECREVISSE *.a. ( b i s K d. e.
BITE v.tr. ( b i ~tr
Sag. Beat.

crawfish blaque.

) to surpass, to beat*

BITTOKE a.f. (8 fdonner eine) { kit^K
)
ge^ arunk, to eat
like a gourmand.
Fr• bittore, a cable with which to anchor. Extension of
meaning.
Dial: B. L*
BITQBXEB s. a. ( b ( b Y ^
Formation on blture*

) drunkard.

BIVBAVER v.intr. (bi^PK^jC^
ite for.

b Id.
Eng* blaokeye.

) to long for, to have an appet
) blaokeye*

HLACa JLK a* a* (

BLEU ( voir) Loo. { b I $

) to feel dizzy, to be afraid.

BLEUZIK," v. (
^
) (^e linge) to put bluin in clothes.
Der* Fr. Bleulr.
Dial: Anjou, Canada.
BLOFER, v. ( b/o-fe_
Eng. bluff.
Dial: Canada.

j

bluff, to deceive.

BLONDE s# f. ( i
^
) a young girl to whom one makes lore*
a mistress *
FT* blonde, blonde*
Dial: B. L.,H. - M.
BLOUSE s.f, ( bl u.'Z) long, beltless gown*
gown
Fr* blouse, shirt open in front*

Womans night

BOBINETTE s.f. ( b o b t n <L~tr } a kind of tulle or malign from
whieh evening gowns are made*
BOEUFS s* M« PI {6 o&) bulls, beeg© s.
Pronounced the same way in the singular as in the plural,
BOETE s* f • ( b W £ t r
) box
OF* Beete
Dials Anjou, Berry, Touraine, Poitou, Brittany, Canada*
BGBYER v* intr. ( b
) to limp
OF boete.
Dials Anjou, Berry, Youralne Poitou, Brittany, Can*
BOFLO s. m. ( b
I°
Sag* Buffalo*

.

BOCKJEY s. a (
English, buggy*

) Buffalo, by extension, bull*
) a hersedrawn, one-seat carriage

BOIS 30UT0N, BOIS DE FLECHE s. m, ( b ^ V ^ t L ± ° ) {byOr^<Lf It
dogwood, (eornus florida, 1 .)
BOIS D fABC s.m.
made bows from it*
Fr* Bole and are*

) osage orange tree early settlers

BOISUBE s.f. ( b W 5 L ^ ] / <
) walnsooting.
OF* boisure, a piece of wood.
Dial: H. Maine.
BARD s.m. (b ^
Virer d’bord;
▼ote?

) side
dfun
bord et d'l'autre; su'que bordtfaa
i

BORGNIANT, adj* (
Fr. bowgne, one eyed*

) blind

BOSCa s.m. { b o 6 K o ) hunchback.
Fr. bosser
Dial: anjou, B. L.
BOSCOYO s. m. (
°) a pine knot, a large knotty piece of
wood*
Probably diminutive on boseo, from germ, bosk.
) boss, master

BQS3ALE 8. A. ( bosol
) halter.
3p bosal, from Italian barbasssale, a eurb chain*
BOSSE a* f* (

) aa sucre, da sel# lamp.

BOSSER y * { b a s e
Pr. besseler.
Dial: Anjou

) to dent a thing# to arch one’s back*

BOSS y • tr* intr* (bos
le baloun a boss*
J'ai boss a rira*
Eng. burst*

) to burst#

BOTTSS (avoir las) s* f* ( bat
) distemper
Hon eh•fal a las bottes; quoi #fva fairs?
BOTJCANKE s . f* ( bukarrx j
ET* fuace
Tupi Indians of S* A# bucan, lattice frame for smokdng
meat*
BOUGASJTER y ( bakeine^
)to smoke (meat#) a house, etc#
'Aliens boueanner la maison pou*tuer les marIngouins•
Tupi, 3* A* Indian*
Carib has sambone# Cambossieourame, s.m*
BOUGAHNIERE s* f* (bu.
) smoke screen# smoke house#
cloud of smoke* See Boueanne*
BOUCHERIE DE SOWETE s. f. (buj r id sos) efe} Kaoh one takes his
turn to kill a sow sheep, hog for consumption* On Saturday
morning each one goes to get his portion of the meat*
this meat is cooked on Saturday and put into lard for
preservation throughtout he week*
BOUGHURE s. f . ( b a 5 ^rDial: 3. L*

) hedge, fence*

BOUCHER v* tr* ( buje,
j
#
oover
Vien boueher l'trou* Bouche tea yeux, on va Jou er
eaeher faite*
BjUDARD s. m«f • ( fpa d zvr) on0 who pouts*
Prom the root "bod**# everything which is prominent or
which protrudes, as the lips when the lower lip is advan
ced.
Dials Anjou*
BOUDER v* intr. (
Dial; Picardy*

d e.

) to pout, to rebel against work*

BOUDIN
j W oo d pudding, rie© pudding . The pud*
ding 1 $ mlfl from rioe, fresh pork and the warm blood that
flow© from the out on the lower part of the ||©ga nook#
BOtJDlTOERS f* ( lo^ d ‘ ^ ev- j a
used to stuff the guts
and make "boudins" and sausages*
Formation on boudin
Dial : Anjou*
BOUQGNNKR t * tr, intr* ( feu
j
murmur*
Der* Fr. Bougonner, to murmur*
Dial; Can* Anjou, Brittany* B* L#

Seold# to grumble, to

BOUGDE s. M# ( bu§
) a fellow, an individual, a boy*
Der. Fr* bougre, one who praotloes Immoral acts,
BOTJILLEB v intr* (
) to be in greatnumbers, in great
quantity. Ga ea bouille de uouehe*
BOUSCULADB s. f# ( bvtsky
a shove, a seolding*
Dials Anjou

) a fall, a tumble in asouffle,

B0U3CXJLER v# To stagger, to lose one’s equilibrium* To some
near falling#
Dial Anjou
BOULDOSER v* tr. ( b aldose, j %Q feulXy
English, to bull* doze, s.m.
BOUILLOIRE a* f* (
} steam-boiler#
Fr* bouilloire, a* kettle#
BOULOT s. a* (bu \o
Eng* Bull#
BOULON e* m# (

) a small

(male) oalf*

) a screw, a stingy person*

BOtJLOTTER v* intr* ( bulote^
Dial; B# L*

) of the health# Ca boulotte?.

BOUQJJER? v* intr* (
^e
) to pout, to rebel, to be angry,
II est bouque su'l'ouvrage*
II est bouque apres mol
Dial; Poitou, Anjou*
BOURDON s. a* (
) bee.
Fr. bourdon, bumblebee*
BOURREE d#VENT s« f* (bure<iv£) gust of wind# To eat greedily
3e foute eine bourree*
Fr* bourraaque and bouffee*

BOUHGUI®QHUER ( bar^i
with hesitation
Dial; Anjou
BOURRER t . ref* ( bu ^
Dial; Anjou
B0URRAU3S s. f.

) -jjq g0 f?om on© place to another

) to eat like a glutton
) a woman who eats like a glutton.

BOBBRIQUER t . intr. ( bu rike
Fr. bourriquet ?
Dial: Anjou.

) to work reluctantly.

B00BRIER ( burje
) apeak of dust, a small foreign object.
F*al ein bourrier dans 1 *0011 .
Fr. bourre, speck of lint, etc.
Dial: Anjou, Bretagne, Touraine, H. M.
B0DRXJ3 adj ( b u ^ s
) angry, sullen.
Dial: Breton Bourus, agreeable.
BOUSXLL^aB s, m. (
mixture of damp moss and dirt whleh
served in the plate of wood for walls in the old homes.
BOUSILLSR v. (baxije ) to f i n with moss and dirt the spaces
between the large posts or columns in the old homes.
Dial: H* M. Bousiller, to soil to do one*s work badly.
BQOTAILLE s. If ( bu.+aj

) a short man.. Also bout d’homme, s.m.

Fr. Bout.
BOUTQHIHER t. tr. I l3°jine' ) to cook badly, By extension to do
anything badly.
Eng to butcher.
BOUTS 8 . m. (but: ) a Span 0f time* An indeterminate space,
or span of time.
C*est~y loin d*ioi tu reste? ouai ein bon boute.
Ca a*a pris ein bon boute pou* fair© mee affaires.
Fr. bout.
Dial Anjou, Touralne.
BOUTER v tr. ( buke.
) to strike rudely*
A a* a boute son doigt dans mon oeil*
Der: Germ botan, to strike, to place, to put.
BRAILL^RD adj. ( braj<nr~
) Who weeps much, often,
Der. Fr. brailler, to brawl
Dial: Anjou, Picardy.
HRAXLLITR Y.intr.( braje,
) to cry. Fr. Pleurer is almost un*
known.
Der. Fr. brailler, to brawl
Dial: Anjou, Touraine, (Poitou ebrailler, s.m. )

BRa Xl l o o h e r v .
same as pibeurnioher; to ory, to whimper*
Formation on brailler.

B R A L m m v# tr* ( brali

) to bleaoh in the sun*

BRANCHA3XLES f* pi* (
) m m l l branches
Fr. branchages changeof suffix*
BRANGH^R v. intr* ( \>rc^

) to

quit a road

to go to another*

BRANDILI*SR v* tr* ( br^^ &
) tio brandish, tomove,
Fr. brandiller, to sw&ng to and fro.
BRa ^UER t * tr, (
) to settle , to put, to place one
self.
Viens pas tfbraquer devant mol.
Fr. braquer, to hold steadily on a mark aimed at*
Dial: Anjou
BQUTOUR f. ( but^fr
) a sprout » a cutting.
Dial; Breton, s.m.
BRAS3HR v. tr. ( bra,se- ) to shuffle, of cards
Fr. brass©r, to stir, to move etc*
BRSCHED , BR^GHST, a. (
) chest.of animals.
Fr* brechet, edge of sternum of birds*
Dial: Breton.
BHEDOUILLON a. (
) one who takes a groat deal, whol
tells falsehoods*
Fr* v. bredouiller, to speak hastily, unintelligibly.
BKBiE f, (
} eggplant.
3p. berenjena, s*m.
BRAISE f. ( brtz.
) a spark of fire.
It replaces Fr. etineelle.
Fr. braise* a
live coal.
BRESrSH, M. ( b r
) a largefire, a conflagration, piece of
wood still burning, and covered with ashes to serve to start
a fire.
Fr. bratier, hearth full of
burning coals*
BRICOLE, BRICOI/EE, f « { bri k o I
) ( brikd/t j aauspenderwith
which a workman fastens a saok around his neck when
picking cotton, peas or corn*
Fr. brioole, s.m,
BRIGaKD s.m. adj* ( bridal
Fr. brigand, bricand*

) hard to manage, restless*

BRIRDEZIHOTES (aller aux) ( brinz.£^a ) ^0 g0
ruin; also to
go to the devil} to be in misery* I,s,en va aux brindessln*
gues.
Alteration of Germ* expression, Ich bring© dlrvs, Fe t© port©

Dial; Anjou, Ea Brindezingue, en brinde©, en Goguette.

BRINGUE? f. (^r^ S a
) a woman who 1 ® badly built , a derisive
term , a wench.
Dial} B. L. Anjou, Poitou
Briv^uor, v « tr. (brike.
) it i0 Gn 0x& custom hero to deduoe
brick to powder and put on the floors to koep them clean
after a scrubbing* rtTfas pas brique ir cusine * a va pas
raster propeH
Fr. brique, a brick*
Dial: Anjou.
BRISER v. tr. (
) to break, to shatter a thing Instead
of Tr* oasser*
Fr. briser, to shatter by striking.
KRISTER adj. { bri^ £r } said of a child who is hard on hie
clothes, who breaks dishes, etc.
Hast briefer.
Dials Anjou.
BROCaBTBH ▼. tr. intr* (Mokate- j
ex:©hange something for
another
FT. broo&nter, to try and sell or exchange thing a*
Dial: Poitou
BROCEER v. tr. ( broje,
) to knit
Formation of broehe, knitting needle.
Dial; Anjou.
BRGQJJE adj ( tr ok
) to be without anything, especially without
money.
Sag. slang, broke s.m.
HROUASSER, T. tr. (kruas<^ ) to rain slowly*
Same root as Fr. brouee, fog.
Dial; B. L.
BROUILLER v. tr. ( bra
) to bo angry with; 11 est broullle
arec mol.
HRODHAIT, BR0X7ILAN adj.( b^uois noisy.
Der/ brouhaha?
BROUILLET m ( ^r u )e

)

) Wfco mnkes noisy,

) a small foreign object, a speck of dust.

BRXJLASSER v. (brvjldse. ) to burn slowly, superficially *
Fr. bruler.
Dial; -injotf.
BRULIo a.m. (
I\ ) the remains after a fire, also a pile
of leaves destined to be burned*
Dial Anjou

BRTBLiGSEUX? ADJ• ( bry
) said of cloudy, rainy weathers
Le temp3 est brumasseux,
Fr. brumaoser., to be foggy*
BBUN (faire) ▼ . loo* ( brg*
) to get dark.
1 1commerce a faire brim, taut qufj*nfen allle.
Fr. bran, dark, brown.
Dial Berry, Poitou, Can*
BHUNS s.f. ( bry^
) twilight.
Fr. bran, dark, brown*
BRUT, s* n. ( t>ry
Fr bruit, noise
Dial: Pditou

) noise.

BUBGERGN s. M. (ky.brO
) nursing bottle nipple
Fr. biberon, XVII eant., baberon•
Dial: Gan.
BUCHATII.KR T. tr. (tyi*Oe-' ) to administer small blows; to kiok;
to strike.
Fr. buoher, to work diligently.
Dial: Poitou, Anjou.
BUCHER
tr. (by 5^
Dial: Picardy.

) to beat, to whip, to give blows.

BUCHKUR DE BOIS s. m. (byS**^
Fr. bueheron, woodcutter

two, ) woodcutter

BUIS s. m. pi. { byi
) shrubbery hedge.
Dial: poitou, buie, a vase, a jug*
BUTAHU5R V. TNTB. { by+ajex
)to stumble frequently. I 1
aven va en butaillant.
Frequentative of buter, to stumble.
Dial. Anjou, Poitou.
BUTIN s. m. (
) household goods, furniture, fortune.
Fr. nutin, booty.
Dial: Berry, Burgogne, Anjou, Saintonge, Touraine, Lorraine,
Nivemais, B. 1. Norm. Gan.
BUTTE adj. (byte.
Dial: Anjou

j uneven rough, also, stroked.

BUTTE ( de Bats Masques) ( by tr

) house of the muskrat.

c
CA, pran* (sa. ) * A pronoan used inter changea ly far the
personal pronouns 11 * ell®# ©lies, and ©e, ©eel* cela#
Oa jone tout la journee, e* g&roon-la#
Fr. oela-,
Blais Berry, Nlvern&is, Canada, B. i, Anjou, Poitou ,
Haute-Main©.
CABAIO, a* d* (k£\bajo)# Horse#
Garib has cabai©, from Spanish ©aballo*
GABANNE, s. f. (kaba* ), An old dwelling or one of ancient
architecture; a dilapidated building,
Prov. cabana, gave; Fr, cabane, whack.
CABANNEH, v. intr, ( ko b^-ne«), t© cru3h, as of a hat*
Prov* cabana, to fall, to tumble.
CABAS, s* m. (kaba. )# Valise,
Prov. cabas, a reed irasAet.
CABBCHE, s. f. (kabs) ). Head.
Dials Poitou, Anjou.
CABLE, s. m. (kabl ). Hope.
Fr. cable, cable.
CABINET, s. m. (kabine.). Outhouse, toilet, outside toilet.
Fr. cabinet, office— or probably cabin©, a narrow ward
robe.
CAB08SER, v. tr. (k*bo.se)# To dent, t© make a dent as
into a tin bucket.
Fr# cab, head, plus bossuer.
Dials Anjou, Berry, Orleans, Canada, Haute-Maine, B. I*.
CABOSSUHE, s. f. (kabosyr),
See cabosser.

Dent.

CACA, adj.
Childish term, for dirty.
Mange pas ca; c*est caca.
Batin e&eare, Fr. caca.
Dials Anjou.
CACHA, m. (k^+5^.), Cushaw*
Deri Algonquin escushaw.
CAGHE^tACHE, (l<T>^ka$), a child* s game which consists of
finding a ring ©r handkerchief which has been hidden.

Also}, a snipe, so called 'because it hides when it
apprehends danger*

Dial;

Anjou*

CACHER (£*£8 VICES),
Dial*
Anjou*

), To appear good*

CACHER-FA ITE , (

)# a game, like hide-and-seek.

CACHBTTF (EN), (
)* See&etly, in hiding, under
neath*
11 & fait ca en eachette d© mol*
CATCHOUQUB, adj* ( kat^uk)# 0nt 0f style*
CADJEN(E), m* and f*
) (kadxin ). Name applied
to all French people who dress*poorly and look like
peasants* — As a rule, it is a derisive term*
Fr* acadien.
CADE DE CHEMXNEE. s, m* (kaj da
Fr* Cadre plus chemlnee*

Fireplace screen*

CADET, s* a* ( kw e. ) , A strong fellot*
V* L* capittetus (capdet), the little chief*
CADFER EIN EDITS, v. loc* (U<Jre ? (=>y • )* To place boards
around a well in order to keep the dirt from caving in*
CAFE NOXR, su (kafe
See eafe-brulot*

Breakfast coffee without cream*

CAFE-ERULOT, s. su (k^«-b^lo
Black coffee, flevtoed with
whiskey. When the whiskey Is poured into the coffee
and lighted, a rainbow-like flame Is produced which
burns until the alcohol i3 consumed* The coffee is
then ready to be served brulor*
Cafe served with Arab, gahvah, wine*
(In Angers, since 1906, there are sellers of Kalfa).
CAGOU, adj* ( ^ g 0^ ) * Dropping; ill, sad, pensive; more
often used to describe a sick animal*
0. F. cagou, leper*

Dial;

Berry, Canada*
f"
CAGOTJETTE, s* f* ( k* §wt )#
CASBEJ s* m*
)*
English caah*

Cash*

0f the neck*

CAILLE* s* f# ( l\9 j ), Catbird* meadowlark, thrush*
quail#
Fr# oaille* quail.
CAXLLB* adj* ( Haj
), Vari-colored* spotted*
Dials Anjou* Maine* Normandy* Orleans* Poitou*
Canada#

GAILLE-GOUTE* s* m. (kaje6 ^ e J 9
CAXLLB* s* m# (Kaje
GAXLLETTE* s* f •

)«

Cream-oheeae*

Clabber*
)*

A spotted cow*

CALBASSB* s* f* ( k<31 fcgs )* Head (applied to someone who
lacks Intelligence*
Ca* e’est la grande calbasse! -What a foolI
Spanish eal&baea* cucurbitscee dont le fruit est
▼Ida at seche— alors* employe en guise de vase* From
whence! head*
Dials Anjou#
CALECHE* s* f* (
I
), A little two-wheeled cart*
Fr* caleche* borrowed from German Kaleseh* which In
turn was borrowed from Polish kaluska, an elegant fourwheeled carriage*
CALEMBOUR, s. m. (ko/a-bur ). a Falsehood} a Joke,
Dire tou* ein caleabour a quek’eln*
Could it come from the name of the Abbey C&lemberg—
person famous for witty tales in Germany?
Darmestater* Dictlonnalre Generals calem* et berdaine
our bourdalne*
Dials Anjoul
CALEB* v# tr. and intr* ( kale )#
sink, to take* to dip*
Caler le linge dans l’eau*
J'mal oale elne grande doze de medeclne*
French caler* to let down the sails* to draw— a nauti
cal term*
Dials B# L*
CAEXBABAMBE* adj* ( kali b a b ) * Ready, prepared, well
filled* full*
CALIBOTB* adj# (kali bote. )• Same meaning as callbabambe*
Anjou has caillebotte* couvert de nuages distlncts#
CALIFOURNIE* s* f# (talifu^oi )# Corruption of Californie*
Dials Anjou#

GAL DEACON, c. a. (kal/waso ). Snail,
Fr* eollmacon#
BAalf Normandy* c&llaachoiu
CALINDA, s# f « (kalinda )* A gam© somewhat like stealing
bases*
Probably of African origin*
CALOTTE, s# f* (kaldt
j#
Fr* ealot, bonnet*
Dials B. L.

erown $£ a

a skull cap#

CAMISOLE, s* f# (kam/2t)l ), Night-gown, nightshirts also,
tightfltting long garment for women*
Fr# camisole, smock#
Dials Anjou*
CAKOMXN1, f •
). Freheh caraomilie*
Fr* eamomille,
from two Greek words which signify
pomme-a-terre, on account of the odor of the blossom**
ings of *ltanthemis*w
Dials Anjou, eamamine, s* m#
CAMP (POO TON)*, ( k £, (fa (s) . Go awayt ^oc
Fr* fichez le
camp, to go away hastily*
CAMPER (SE), v* ref*
( k 30be,
without budgi&g#
Dials B* L., Anjou*

) * To remainstationary,

CANAILLE, s« f* (kan&n
). a shrewd, clever persons
C fes* elne canaille cft avocat-la# Also adj* mis
chievous*
Fr# canaille*
CANAILLEBIE, s* f# (VC2»jin ), An infamous action, a villainy#
Ital# canaglla or 0# F* chienaille, s# m*
Dials Anjou#
CANARD DfINDE, s* m* (kanarciEh

),

Muscovy duck*

CANARD FRANOAI3, s* m. (leanzur fra: se
which winters in Louisiana*

)t Greenhead, mallard

CANARD MTJLET, s# m* (kavtarm^le
duck and mallard*

a

J4

Cross between muscovy

CANCAN, 5* m. (k&kSl). a lie, a piece of gossip, a tale*
Fr# cancan, noise, scandal#
Dial* B# L. quanguan, cry of the duck*

CANCANAGE|^s• m*

rvcx^) # Talk, slander, gossip, back-*

CANEC0NS, s« m* pi* (
)* Drawers*
Pr* calecon.
Dial! Picardy, Anjou, Burgundy, Champagne, Lorraine,
Maine, Normandy, Orleans, Touralne, Saintonge, Canada,
B* L*, Picardy,
CANBTON, s* m* ( kcCrko
Dl&lt Anjou*

)# a very small duck*

CAMPERE, adj* ( k£ f r ^ )# prepared with alcohol*
Pr* camphre, which contains camphor*
CANGRENB, s. f* (*z*orZv\ ),
Pr* Gangrene*
Dials B* L*, Anjou*

Bliod poison*

CANIQDE, s* f • (K*n/k ), A marble*
Prov* canoco, eanique, marble*
CANNB, s. f,

)*

Reed*

CANONNER, v* Jr. (fa none
To stone, to beat*
U s l*ont canonne© a coup d* plerres*
Dials Anjou*
CACUANNS, s* f* ( K a w d n
Big, slow, dowdy woman* A big
native turtle.
By extension, anyone who goes about slowly and aldlwardlyj
a wench*
Carib caouanne, big turtle*
Dials B* L« couenne, s. m*
CAP, s. m* (kif )*
Mdngllsh cap*

Cap.

CAPABLE, adj. (kapcb )# To be able to*
j» sus pas capable aller aujourdfhui*
Pr* capable, capable*
CAPOT, s * m * ( tea/30 )* A coat for man or woman~~long or
short, light or heavy, is called capot*
Pr* capotf storm coat*
Dials Canada*
CAPOT CXRE, s. m* ( h/oo s/Ve), Raincoat*
Fr* capot plus cire*
Dials Canada*

Proms

CAP0TTE, s* f * (Ka.Jo^'t
^ Tall* & tumble*
Fr* capoter, to upset a boat#
CAPOTEB, v, tr* and intr* ( Kc\\?cfte.) #
over, to fall*
F t * capoter, to upset a boat#

»j0 tumble, to turn

^. tatr (pi

CARABINE, ad
(
& n ©■) * Excellent (dinner)
C fesf eln diner carabine#
Fr# carabine* violent (?) *
CAHACOLEE, C&fllNCQLER, v. intr, (KnraWole.
To stagger*
Fr# chaneeler*

«

) (|<arf/fole

).

CARGHL, s* m*
) # Calculation, a problem in mathema
tics#
Fr# e&lcul, dissimilation#
Dlalf Anjou, Bas-Maine, Berry, Burgundy, Brittany,
Nivarnais, Orleans, Picardy, B* 1#
CARGULEK, v# tr* and intr# ( k a ^ < y l e ) # To calculate,
figure*
Fr* calculer, to calculate*
Dials B* L # « Anjou, Bas-M&lne, Berry#

to

CARDER (l& peau a cjuelqu(un) ( K ^ ^ e )* To administer a
thrashing, a whipping*
Fr* carder, to card, or eorder, to twist into a rope#
Dial! Anjou*
CABDINAU, s. b . ( kdr*tir>o ), Redbird.
Fr. cardinal
Influe3ace of plural, cardlnaux*
CARDON, s* m* (
Fr* ecardon, s# m*

Corded wool#

CARENCRO, s# m* ( k a r<x kro) .
English carrion crow*

Turkey bustard#

CAEGBER (SE), v# ref#
)• To rear# to put on airs*
Fr* carquer, to set lip a sail. By extension#
CARNAGE, s* m* (knrnd.^)* Pillage, disorder, dam ge*
I»es ponies faisent du carnage dans 1* jar din!
V* I*, carmticvucj Fr* ca.ri.ia';e, a Butchery#
Dial:
Anjou#

CARNABSIER, *IERE, &dj* ( H Qfncl 5 )'e ) . Noisy, dissj^ated,
turbulent•
Fr# carnassler, flesh-eating*
Dial:
Anjou, Canada*

CARNAVAL, s* m* (k arnaVQl )* Son nez fait oarnaval abee
son menton. (She has a long, flat nose#)
Latin carnelevamen, a time when jdaating of meat is
forbidden* By ext©ns ion.
CAROTTK, s. f . (TIBER BINS). To tell a falsehood.
The Italian says fleher or planter des carottes.
The origin of this manner of speaking Is probably the
foot that carr ts grow well in soft rich earth (image
of credulity)*
Dial* Anjou.
CAROTTER , v* (kcird'k^)* To whip, to beat*
Vien iei, jfva t* carotter pou* ea tfa fait*
CARPE, s* f.

A buffalo fish*

CARRE (D*KAISON) s. m. ( k
house*

) $ The framework of a

CARREHEHT, adv* ( Keit'emi), Immediately*
Tu vas marcher carrement changer ta robe*
GABREAU, s* m» ( K e^r o )# Small remnant of goods after
cutting out a dress or blouse*
CARTR0N, s. m. (KaLrtvS).
Fr* Carton*

Cardboard*

CASAQtJE (TGURNER) , loc* <taz.cik)* To flee, to run away,
to take to onefs heels*
V* L* casula (little hut, vestment) • The idea of
shelter, protection, here*
CA8BURG0T, m* ( Ka
Sheephead, a round-bodied silver
fish* Probably from e&sser plus burgot— to break
plus shell,
CASSAGE (DR 1IAIS), s# m* ( k e t s a ^
CASSE-COtJ, s* m. (^5)5^ ).
Casser plus oou.

)*

Dangerous game or enterprise*

CASSEB (BIN BILLET) v . tr. ( ^ ase/
).
casser eln morceau d*argent. sm at*
CASSER (LA PIPE), ( h s e
Dials Anjou*

Corn harvest.

), loc.

CASSE-TETE, s* m. (
). Hatchet*
Fr. casse-tete, tomahawk.
Dials Canada*

To make change,

To die.

CASTROLE, S. f* (fasfr;)/ ),

Kettle.

Fr, eas erole, saucepan,
(Russia ’corroded tils words kastrlonlia, 3, xn.)
Dials Brittany, Picardy, Poitou, Snintense, Canada,
Anjou*

CAIAPLAS2, CATAPL&MB, 8. r.

f<9/?/as </«rfa

»&>.

(ki[
)
Pr# e&t&pXasme* By dropping m, making preceding
vowel long.
Dial: B* L., Anjou*

CATAPLBM, s* m* (Ifatq pldr*j) , a sermon, a lecturing to*
Ah, J*y &i foutu ©In e&t&pluxat
Could it be from Pr. cataplasm©?
CATECHXME, CATECIIISSE QkasfesCim ).
Fr# catechism©#
Dial* B* L., Anjou, Picardy,

Catechism.

CATHERINE (Y A PAS
J ^ loc • (Ijf5o"t"^i in
^ • It ^3 no n@@*
X a pas d* Catherine; f&ul qu* je fait oa# -It13 no
use argu&& 9 , I have to do this.
Haute-Maine has *eatnerine,® a plant*
CAT IN, s* f* (
)* Doll*
Fr* Catin, a woman of ill-reputej a wench*
Dial;
Anjou, Aunis, Bas-Maine, Berry, Burgundy,
Poitou#
CATXNEK, v* tr* ( Jcafioe, )* To pamper, to spoil; se c&tiner,
to take excessive pains with oneVs person#
Fr# oatin, verb formation*
Dial;
Anjou, Bas-Maine, Canada*
CATOUCEE, s. f* (IfS+tfC
), Prostitute*
Dial; Anjou, c&tuche, si m*
CAUSANTE, adj. (
Affable, talkative*
Fr* causer, to chat*
Dials
Anjou, Bas-Maine, Brittany*
CAVA ILLADE, s« f* ( k ci Vc) d) m A troop of horses; cavalcade.
Fr* cavalcade, asst-nbly of horsemen*
CA Y E8T (j c i j e . )*
Dialr Anjou*

It is done; it Is understood*

CMEU (SON) SXFN, pron*
II a pria son sien*
Dials B* £»#

His, hers#

CSRXM0NIE, 3 # f • { s e r t
Fr* eer©monie•
Dialt Picardy#

toon/) t

Geremo ny#

CERNER, v* tr# (serne). To corner, to ©atdh, ©specially
someone who is trying to tell a falsehood. Fr. eerner,
to surround completely* (szrhe,)
CES-LA, pron* (-^e^). those*
Fr* eeux~la, oelles-la.
Influence of den. adj. ces*
Dials Haute-Maine#
CETTB-LA~JiA, & t r 13 ^ )* Collegia• That one (or this one)#
Fr* eette, this, that, plus la, there (repetitive).
CHABRAQUE, s. f# (X^^^/<). Large, ugly, unkempt house#
Anjou has chaferaque, wheel -barrow.
CHACOTER, v# tr. (^/<ot«)* To sharpen, to make a noise,
to scratch#
Poitou, chacoter, to agitate, move, an object to make
noise. Anjou, same as Poitou.
CHACOTTE, s. f* (k^ € } k o t ) 9 a shaving of wood— as of a pen*
oil when it has been sharpened.
Sp* chico, little, small.
CHAGHON, CHIGNON, s* m. (Sa/?)? ) ( (inj'd'). The back of
the neek, also, a knot of hair An tne back of the neck*
Fr* chignon, nape of the neck.
Dials Poitoul
CHAGRAIGNANT, CHi.GRINANT, adj . ( S 3 $ r V s )
Sad,
that which renders sad, unhappy*
Doubtful derivation. Chagrin appeared only In the
XVth Century.
Dials Anjou.
CEAINTE, s. f* ( 5 ^ ) *
Headland. Also a furrow traced
at the extremity of a field.
Ceinture, or latin cinctura, s. m.
Dials Poitou, B. L», Haute-Maine*
CHAITE (PLANTER), (hi 8r t eftt), To tumble, to fall. Allons
jouer planter chaite.
0. F. word chaite which is still used in expressionst
a la chaite du jour, at nightfall, twilight.

CHAMAIU»ER, v# tr#
To teas<3, to arouse to
angery to aggravate#
Fr* chamatiler, to fight with somebody,
CHASCBE, s# m« ( ) #

Cancer of the nose#

CHANGBAILLEH, v# ( (a,^ cije) . To change often#
Fr# changer,Jtou change#
Dial* Anjou#
CHAHOBATTBUR, a* and adj# ( 5 &
* Inconstant, who
changes as the
winds do change#
Fr# inconstant#
Deri Fr# changer, addition of suffix#
CHARGE0TTISR, v#
) • To exchange frequently and
without reisOR something for somettng else#
Fr# changer, by addition of suffix -otter#
Dlalt Poitou, Anjou#
CHANTERIE, 8 , f, ( J a t r i ). Singing.
AnJout XFXtn century, choir in a church#
CHARGER (SB), v. ref.
F&ut J’va s* changer^
Dials 8 # L#, Anjou#

)*

To change clothes#

CHAPELETTER, EORAXHFR L'CHAPELET. ( (Gple. tt. ) . To tell
beads, to recite rosary after rosary# A rosary con
sists of three beads#
Dial! Anjou#
CHAPETRE (XL EE A FAIT TOUT EIH) loc. { ( H p i t
Discussion, deliberation, endless talk#
Dial! Anjou#
CHAOUX, ®# ( f d wi ) • Raccoon#
Fr# Raton laveur pourvu d*une longue queue annelee
et aarquee de bande blanche sin* les cotes de la tete
et autours dec; yeux. XI s© nourrit de chair, d©
glands, do fruits et de mats#
Hobillan Indian *shaoui#w
CHAQUE, pron. (Csi A )♦ Each.
V content dlx sous cheque*
Fr# cheque, each#

Diali

Anjou#

CHAQUIN (TOUT), ind# pron.
Fr# ohacun, each#
Dials Poitou#

)# Everybody#

CHAR, s. m. {(cir )* Trainl
Fr. train, train.
Fr. char, cart, chariot.
Blais Canada.
CHAR A BAGAGEJ a. m« ( (a ry?/S?a toJ • Baggage car*
Fr# Feurgon a bagage.
*
CHARAGE, s. m*
^ talk, a tete-a-tete.
Fr# causer re, entretien, tete-a-tete«
Frov. charra, to chat#
Blais Canada*
CHAREUR, ABUSE, s. su and f ., and ad^.
Talkative person* talkative#
Fr. grand parleur.
Prov. charra, to chat.
Plait Canada.

)*

J

CHARGER, v* tr. and intr. ( fa rz
. To charge, to set a
price, to debit#
&
Fr. charger, to load.
From English t© charge, in the sense of to set a price*
CHARRXER, CHARREYER, v. tr. (5W<ye )*
port.
y

*2® <5&rry, to trans

CHARRIBTB, a. f*

).

A cart or wagon load*

CHART23* a. m. tfd'tt )*
Blais Anjou, B* L.

Bed of a wagon on card.

CHARIOTER, v. tr. (
). To carry back and forth.
Fr# charrier, to transport in a wagon.
CHARPILLER, ECHARPILLER, v. tr.
To reduce to
small pieces, to break into small parts*
Fr. charpir, to unweave.
Dials Haute-Kaine, hharpiller, s. m,, and also charpigner, s. m.
CHASSEPAREU.LE, s. f. ( ^ 5/v?/r))# Sarsaparilla*
Fr# salsepareillei
Bials Canada, Normandy, sassepareille.
CHASSIS, s. zq*
St ) # Window*
Fr. fenetre.
Fr. chassis, window-frame.
Dials Canada#

By extension.

CHATINE, s* f* (Gi.'f#’*->)* Name given to a Bchatain* cow*
In Poitou,^chatein, m a m given to a reddish bull*
CHATTERIE, s* f, {Ccrtn )* Goquettry, false love-making.
Pr* ehatte, the female oat*
Dial* B* £*
CHAT TXGRE, au (/(if.'J ).

Puna.

CHAUD, adv. ( G ) * Bear, eostly.
0 a eoute trop chaud*
Pr# cher#
CHAUD, s* m* (r^ )* loo* Heat (temperature).
I faisatt ein ehaud terrible.
Pr* fair© ehaud, to be warm#
Dial! Anjou#
CHAUDIBRB, a* f* {(oJ jf r)* Cooking pot*
Pr* chaudron-J small cooking pot, and chaudiere,
boiler, big pot*
CHAUDIEREE, s* f# ( C 0
contents of a cooking
pot, sauce pan* J
Pr# chaudrie, content of pot*
Dials Anjou*
CHAUDIN, m* ( ( o d T )* large entrail of pig. The people
here stuff the *chaudinfr with dressing and serve as
a meat dish*
0 . F* ch&udun, Intestines*
Dial! Picardyt chaudun, s* m»
CHAUFFE, s* f# ( CoT* )• A striek reprimand*
Tout© eine chauffe a quequ’ein*
CHAUFFER, v. intr* ( G / e ). To be difficult to do.
Ca chauffe pouVl* faire*
CHAUSSER, v. tr* ( G*ie)# Of a plant* To put dirt on the
roots of the plant* Theopposite of dechausser, to
break up the dirt at theroots.
Dials Anjou*
CHAU8S0N , s* m* ( G s o )* Sock*
Pr# ohaussette, or ohausson, a sock worn over a
stocking*
Dials Bas^Xalne, Canada.
CHENE PBHT, s. ra# (

^ r~) * life oak*

GKBNX®B, f*

*") • Oak grove*

v* lnt*
CHOXREJ v«
int# ( Cyvcjr )*
lali Anjoui
An jo
Dial!

To fall*

CHEQUER, v* tr* (fye/re)* To check*
Fr* billeter des merchandise*
From English to check*
CHERAHT(B), adj* (j>r<£)* 0ne says this of a person who
sells his wares at an exorbitant price* II est cherant*
Fr* cher*
Dial! Poitou, Anjou*
CHERQKX, s* su (fj>r*/</)# Cherokee bush*
Fr* rosier, pimprenelle*
The Cherokee has a white or pink flower with a yellow
center*

trsc. )# To seek, to look for
Dial* Anjoui Bas-Maine* Berry Canada, Hivernais,
Hormandy, sercher*
CHESSER, v* tr# (tf?5e)# Secher#
Fr* secher# ^By metathesis#
Blall Berry, Hirernais, Canada*
CHESSERESSB, s. f. ( Je^rfs ), Drouth,
Fr* secheresse* Metathesis#
CHEF1TE, s. f, ( Ce r,£e ). Charity.
Fr* charitn*
Dial* Ploardle#
CHETI, -THE, adj# ( fef"/ )* Bad to the taste, bitter,
wicked} also, weak, worthless, sickly*
Fr# ehetif, puny, sickly#
Dials Canada, Poitou, B« 1*, Anjou#
Haute-Malne has ch’tl, eh'tife, s# m#
CHEYAL DE DIABLB, s# m# ( C ? $ /
preying mantld#
^
CHEVRETTEJ s# f* ( 5 s

•

</?a$#

p

Devil horse,

)* Shrimp*
Fr* crevette#
Dial! Picardy, Hormandy, Guernesey, H e df Yeu#

CHlCAXt Inter. (O'Ae)*
to send him -away#

A cry to a calf especially

CRICHB, CHXSSB, adj* (f;jf ) ( S '5 )*
Fr* ohiche, Familiar For avare*
Dial* Picardy*

Avartcions* greedy*

CHXCHTE, GHISETE, s* f*
< (Vste)*
For mesquinerie, avarice*
^
Fr* Shlehe, avaricious.
Dial* Poitou* Haute-Maine*
CHICOT (DE CAHNE), a, m. ( S ’ h o d f a n ) ,
Fr* ehicot, stump of tree*
Dial* Carlb, chico, s. m*
GHZBBTDSOT, m* ( S,'{V<x;)» Blue grass*
avoine,*
J
lat* triticum repens?
Dlall Anjou*

Avarice*

StuDble cane.

Bam© as Fr* "foil©

CHIEH DE TERSE (
J
/'), Groundhog.
Dial* Anjw, ©hien a© terre, taupe-grillon#
CHIENNERIE, s* f* (5/^^*^)* Abjoction, immoral life,
debauchery* Also, people who lead immoral lives, the
wicked.
Fr. ehien.
Dlall Anjou*
CHIEM SA1 SI loo* { Sj Cs&ty • Great I Goodl Probably equivalents
to English slang* Hot dogt
CHIFONI, s* f* ((/ fSt) / )•
standing* J
Dials Breton.

Anger, a quarrel, a misunder

CHIMERB, s* m* ( <*/^//-)*
Dial* Anjou*

Chagrin, care, worry*

CHIOUAXNE, s* f*
)* Woman who weeps often*
"Ah, ma chioualnel* "Oh, you mean thing I*
Dial* Poitou, chiouler, pleurer*
CHIQTJE (CHEHCHBR), v* ( <Y/f
From chercher chicane.
CHISMATIK, m. (
Dial* Breton.

)*

Also,

to look for trouble*

)* Schismatic*

CHOC, adj. (i~Cdk) '
Foolish, drunk•
By extension, sick*
Dials
Anjou, choc If to look ill*
CHOIS IB SON MONDE, loc*
zi
m ^d) * To manifest aver
sion, fear for the unknown, for people unknown, as
do little children*
Greek kansjan, to try#
Dial* Anjou*
CEOIX (FAIRE), loc.
( 5VV* )* To establish a difference
between things.
— Etre a choix, loc. To be fre to do or not to do a
thing •
Dial* Anjou*
CHOP, f. (Ojfc> ). Shop.
Fr* boutique, attelier*
English shop*
CEOUBOULURE, f* (J w f a < W y r )•
Fr* echauh oulur e •
Dial* Canada, Poitou*

Prickly heat*

CHOUAN, m* (.$*>*** )* Derisive term.
Ah! Mon ftit chouan, va.l
Also, an endearing term*
Ce cher *tit chouan, va!
This is probably derived from Fr. chouan, nocturnal
bird of trey*
Or, could it be from the German kawa
which gave 0* F. choe and Modern Fr* chouart and
chouette?
CHOUEl Int. ( S w )• Cry by which a pig is chased awayl
The same cry is uttered here to chase any animal away*
By the tone in which one says the word, one can tell
what animal is being driven away*
Dial* B. L.
CHOUCHOU, s. m* ( jv/Ju )♦ A spoiled child, an endearing
term.
J
Mon chdr 1tit chouchou (also cliou) •
Could it be from chou, cabbage, under which cliildren
are said to have been found?
CIIOUNAVET, s. m. ( C u h o V e ) *
Horseradish.
Fr. chou (rare).
Probably Fr. chou plus navet*
CHOUPIQUE, s. m.
Choctaw shui

Bowfin

rirmel

CHTURE, JTURE, s* f. (5 ^ V ^
or cotton cloth*
'
CHUILLE, s* f* (5y* j )*

)•

Tissue of home-made wool

Article#

Fr. cheville.
Dial*

Anjou.

CHUTER, v. Int.
To fall, to tumble over*
Fr. Faire une chute, same meaning.
Dial*
Haute-Maine, Anjou*
CIMITIERE, s* m. ( S / m i t j f i ) .
Fr. cimetiere*
J

Cemetery*

CIRE, past part, (57/Tg
). Covered with dirt that shines
from much rubbing, as of fche seat of a little boy * 3
pants.
Dial:
Anjou.
CIGALE, s. f. ( S / p / ) .
Mosquito hawk.
Fr. cigale, cicada.
The French for this word is
libellule.

CIGALE DE BOIS, s. f. ( $ i £ * l ds

.

Locust.

Der. Fr, cigale, cicada.

CLAIRTE, s. f.

(k/trte. ).

Daylight, light.

Fr. clair, light.
Di 1: Anjou, Picardy.
CLAQUEE, s. f. (/r/?| /fe ) ,
Fr. claque, slap*

Dial:

A number of blows, slaps.

B. L »

CLAQUER, v. tr. (kid /fe. ). To crack (as of a whip).
Fr. claqner, to applaud with e&Apping*
CLOCHER, vj intr.
To swell, to blister after a
burn.
Fr. cloche, a blister.
CLOS, s. m. (klo ). Field.
Fr. champ, terre affect ee a la grande culture.
Fr. clos, a garden or field which is fenced in.
Dial:
Normandy, Picardy.

CLOUTER, v. tr. ( f f h t e - ) .
To nail.
Fr. clouer, to nail, and Fr. clouter, to stud with
nails.

COBER, v* tr* ( A ot>e*
To make a dent in, to tend#
J'ai tout cobe mon chapeau*
0* F* cobir, to crush with blows*
COBICHE (FAIRE EINE), s. f. ( l \ 6 h / C
)*
a nick in a tin bucket, in ahtnife*
0* F* cobir, to crush with blows*
Dial:
Anjou*

A gash, a dent*

COBIB, v* tr. ( k o h i r ), To make a dent in a met all c sufface
Fr* bosseler, bossuer, to dent*
0* F* cobir, to crush with blows*
Dial:
Berry, Nivernais, Anjou.
COCKER, v. tr* ( k o ( e )* To scallop, to makk by means of
a scallop*
'
Fr* cocher, to cut a gash in.
Dial: Anjou*
COCHONDRIE, s. f. (hoCb)nJr/),
Dert Fr. cochonnerie#
Dial:
Canada*

Rubbish, trash; vulgar talk

COCODRIL, s* m# (
)* Crocodile, alligator, inter
changeably*
Fr* crocodile, crocodile.
Dial:
Canada*
(Anjou, cocodrille)*
COCOMBRE, s. f*
v"r>
). Cucumber*
Fr. coneombre, cucumber#
Dial:
Normandy, Anjou.
COUER-DE-POULE, s. m. (
bd0
^
)* One sensitive to
physical pain.
Dial:
Anjou, coeur-de-poulet, s* m.
000NER, v. tr. ( k o r > j e ). To strike, to hit, to fight*
Fr* frap er, battre*
Fr. cogner, to strike repeatedly*
CO IFF-AGE, s. m. ( kyvt i ' f df ) *
Headdress, a particular way of
combing one's hai/r#
C» est eln beau coiffage, ca.
Fr. coiffe, head covering.
Dial:
Anjou*
COINCER, v. tr. (Klt?$e.). To sit close together} to corner
someone; to beat someone at his own game*
On est trop coince; j' su' pa' a mon aise* -We are
sitting too close together; I am uncomfortatle*
pro ably from Fr* coin, corner#
Diall Poitou, Anjou, cointer, same meaning.

COLIBBIS, s. m* (ko/ZfeiG). Bumming bird, another name is
suce-fleur*
Dial*
Carib, colibris, s* in.
COLLANT, adj* ( kola,
Home-loving, one who never takes
part in social functions; also sticky.
Fr. coller, to stick*
COLLE, s . f * ( i( 0 1 )• A lecture* a reraonstration, a whipping.
"J* *i ai foutu eine colle*"
gave it to him!
Fr* colie* mucillage, paste; eatch-question on student
examinations •
Dial* Anjou*
COUkECTER, v# tr. (^o/f)rfe)* To collect.
Fr* is percevois* recueillir, to collect*
English collect*
COMETE, f*
A shotting star.
Fr. comete, comet*
Dial*
Anjou.
COMBIEN (LE), s* m. (fco kjt )* In questions about dates*
Le combien 011 est aujourdMmi, he in?
Dials
B. Is*
COMITE (DE VIGILANCE), s. m.
hi),
Illegal committee
that metes out justice* Popular justice without law
suit; existed after the civil war* Old citizens like
to relate the pranks of the vigilance*

COMMENT CA SE FAIT? Interr.

loc. ( k S' t» Z S c T i

ffe ).

Why?

For what reason?
Fr* PouT-iuoi.
COMMERE, s* f*
Prisay, vain, foolish, affected
woman*
Fr* commere, the godmother of one * 5 father, or or.4*s
godchild.
Dial* Anjou and Pcitou have coumaire, commere, a woman
who has just given birth to a child*
COMPARAC-E, s. m* (/nd p'&rdb * Comparison*
Fr. comparalson, comparison*
Dial* Picardy*
C O M P ARATION, s. f.

(kb
) * Comparison.
Y* a pas d 1 comparationl
Fr* comparalson, comparison.
Dial*
Picardy.

OOPajh* copink s. f, (A 5
OF* comparing
Dial; Anjou
COPXS s. f«
F t * ©xemplaire

companion

) copy of book or newspaper.

r&o

COHBKikU a. m.
} a very black negro
Pr* oarbaau, crow. toy comparison
Dial: B* £. Corbeau, person who dresses in black.
ATo A:rWi2

COzOTN .Ii v* tr* (
)
to steal
Fr* ooquin, robber, dishonest person*
CQHCOBI aG^ 8 * a. { K-'z*r K ° bj *j) skipping, jumping, dancing
about. It is said of animals and of humans
Probably same source as 3p* Coroovear, prancing, stomping*
CORCOBIER v* tr* ( t^o^r K & t>j&) to dance, to prance, to jump about*
Fr. cabrioler from same source as 3p. eonooveau.
CQREILi.ER v* tr* ( K °
) to correct, to reprimand*
Fr. corriger, to correct, reprimand.
CQRKaILLZH v. tr. i K. e>~r n
Dial; Anjou

to gore, as of a cow with the Horns•

CGRKE s. f • {
) a bump on the forehead; I a tomb®;
tu devrals voir la eorne 11 a su9! 1front.
Dial: njou
CORNER v. intr. ( K o y t l ^.

) to speak ver

loud*

CORNEILLE 8 * f* {fa/yej ) Crow
Fr. oomeilla, species % small crow.
COHNI * D03JU adj, ( A W / * ' ) hunchback
Fr. cornu, with horns, plus bossu, with bumps.
Dial:Canada
CORN ICR f. (
/i
) mantelpiece
Fr. corn!cue, cap of pedestal
Dial Canada, Normandy
COBONAIR u s. m. (/rbTo^tr
) coroner
Fr. coroner on officer charged with preliminary examinations
in murder cases*
CORPORA adj ( A'W/^e.

Fr. corpulent, large

) well built o:body, corpulent.
of body.

CORPOREKCL S . f* {Korp&y' ars
) OOppUlonO®, i'rt&SSiV©V1008 of body*
Fr. corpulence, formation on Fr. corps, body.
Dial: H.
in©, ieardy•
COTE ., prep* (
Viens cote mol.

) close, near;
Fr* pres de, a cote de*

CQJ4P:;H>] *0LORXAT» m* ( KBpZt) a Stye on the ©ye*
xial: Poitou Compere-gorlot * s. m.
COMPETITION s. f . ( K'speTtsjsr- ) competition
Fr. concurrence* competition; the act or presenting oneself
as a competitor.
CQMPvJTi^R s. m. ( K
y
} syrup pitcher*
Fr* oompotier, bowl for serving preserves*
CCMPR.^AhLL adj. (
*d.}> )
understood.
Formation on Fr* comprendre.
Dial: Loraino| Poitou* Normandy* Canada*
COM?R&NtJRK s*f. { KzrpraKyt' ) intelligence* understanding *
Fr* ooaprendre, noun formation by analogy with words like
eoupure* etc*
Dial: Poitou coaprenouere*
CONDI11OK s. f. [ < / )
on oonditl n that* provided that*
J W a oiler a eine condition qua tu va aussi.
Fr. e condition quo, on condition that
ial; -*jaJou•
CQNFK33E loc*£o go to confession.
)
Fr* aller a confess©, to go to oonfes ion
Dial: Anjou
CONNa ITRL v* tr* I
er
) to know someone* to
J’eonnal oa • J'oonnais la la con*
Fr. oonnaitre* to be acquainted with*

now a thing

C0N3E Ui3?T* adj* {K&se**
) important.
Fr* consider ble* Important*
Dial: fi* Maine* -njou
CQNTRaCTEK V* tr. {K3'*'ro/rte. ) to oontract
Fr. fairo un oontrat*
CQHTROLaLLE cd j. {/fs'Tr*} aJ> ) oontrol&ble* submissive.
Fr. docile* sounis.
Probably from fr. oontroler.
CONVEKaT 01. s. f* (/T5-k v? a s ) agreement, convention, Ca depend
dec convenances qufon our ensemble

Pr. convention* agreement.
Dial: Poitou,

njou.

COP • COP m* (
) an individual who is vain, but who is
unimportant in sooiety.
COPAL m. (XTo ^ ) ) sweet gum
Fr. oopal, resin from various trea., By extension.

COTiiJ# s. f. I X'zr
COTON at\ls

jb.

I ATo

) avoir Is e ootes en long* to be lazy*
) corncob

Fr# paxmeton. That which is loft of the ear of c o m after
T e removal of the grain.
Bial: Eerr # Normandy# Canada*
COTONKIKB s« a* ( fa ?s nj&
) sycamore tree
Fr. eotonrier# cotton tree.
CQTONVI^ S. f. ( kv*'5‘nji,'r )
storehouse for cotton*
COTJAHTE a* f * (K >
y $ rr

) quirt# a long whip

CQUCHiv-COUCHK a« f. (/cus o s
) com meal dissolved in
water ^nd cooked in a little lard*
.Arabian couscous# a dish made from meat balls rolled in
flour*
GO0COU e* a*
) a specie of the raInbind familyIt has a very long tail*
COTOPIFTKRv. tr. intr* ( f a d P j ) to kick
Fr* coup de pied, a kick
COUETTEs* f. (
) a braid of hair# mattress ticking*
Fr. eouette# dimin. of gucue# a little tail.
Fr. eouette# a feather mattress* By extension# th ticking
of the mattress*
Dial) Anjou# Canada# B* L*
CQUETT

D2 M.'iTFLaS s. f . ('CWsj'V* Ar)<L

) mattress-

tieking

Fr# eouette# a featherbed.
COUETT:^ Dfoai;SH s. f. {fa'tr dos-J e.
) piHow- ticking .
Fr. eouette# featherbed# feather cushion.
COUILTE, 8. f.
) quilt.
Fr. eouverture piques.
Probably roa Kng. quilt*
COULEE s. f. I /tTWe.
) a brook or ravine#
Dial: Orleans coulee, a narrow valley

COUP loo. (

tiled by rains.

) once.

On coup qufll a fait son idee# i*la change pan*

Once he ha ’ made up his midn# he does not change It*
COUP s*
Prendre un coup ( /Cu
take on intoxicating drink
Pial: Canada*

) boire un coup, to

COXn^/iXiXKR v* tr* {/Cu fdje> ) to out, to chop
Fr. ehareuter, couper
Fr. couper and-ailler suffix
Dial: anjou, ^anddd.
COUPS loo. ( J^°
) not to know illicit way to turn, in bewlld**
erment *
eoup d’atr, a cold*
Dlall S. L.
CGUR? IH15TR5 DSFaKT LA v* tr.

( /(far

) to prosecute•

Fr. poursuivre on Justice*
COURAILLER v. intr. i K » > + J
Dlall B. L. a

&

) to run hero and ther •

COURSAI^LHR ▼ . Antr tr*
) to (50 about aimlessly;
to Tisit frequently, to visit places and women of ill
repute
Fr* course, a race, a try*
COURSER ▼ . Intr* k/c'&tssa
) to pursue.
Ca m*©tonne pas qu*alle lfa eu. All© etalt tout1*temps
apres courser apres lui*
Also, to run.
Fr. course, a trip, race etc*
CGURTBOTJILLON s* m. {Jfurboj 3 - ) a fish stew, usually highly
seasoned with onions, red pepper, garlic, tomato paste, etc*
Fr. courtbouiUon, a sauce of vinagar, wine and spices*
COURTET'OINTK s. f. {/cut-r$ wz ■?
Fr* courtepointe, quilt.

) bedspread.

CGUTaHCK s. f.
) price, cost of a thing.
OF. coustunoo, price cost ^f a thing
Dial 3. h.
COUTEAU DE C>J E s . m. ,{/Cu ci/Cs^ ) sugar cane knife
Knife us< d to out down the sugar ccne and to prepare them for
the mill
Fr. couteau, knlfie, a n d o'mne, c u e .
CQUTURAH, v. tr*
) J’rct t^outurer d^oup® d’fouette.
To give many Blow t with a whip
COOTUBi:.UJi: s. f. (K(utqrjve.s ) dressmaker
Fr. oouturiere*
COUTCBTc* f. (favgrt

) blanket.

Fr. couwerture, blanket
Dials B . L- Maine•

CHali-VjR, ECR^-JUjSR v. intr. (

) to crumble, to fall,

CHAPadd s. a* ( kTr ex?*
) carbuncle
Fr. crapaud, a tumor of animals*

CR GHIE 8. m« ( /TVcp c;

up), residua *
Fr* crusher
Mai: B* L.

) that whloh

1 a spit out or thrown

'

CRAlinosiNBH v* Intr* (/rj^-Tie ) to act inu cowardly manner*
CRA^tfF adj* (/C-ro AT
vase, a board*

) foolish stupid* a no split as of

CRAQUKLPf s. xa, (XV* )£
breed, a scrub horse,

)

n

small horse of no

a

particular

CRA3SL a* f • {XV a *s
) Impolite aot
Cfest eine oraese quflvma fait*
it is an UUpolite thing he did to me*
Dial: Poitou, B* L. Maine*
CHE, SACHS adj* {A^&/^<=1 j(Tr^ ) an oath, litterally sacred
Blais B. L*
CRIBOUILLE adj (/Cy/J> c*Je_ ) beaten; shaken; at the point of
death•
Dial: ii• Maine, Ti1,1boulller, 8*&«
CR20LE s*m* { A'r a
) a descendant of French and Spanish
settlers in Louisiana during colonial period*
CRE03L adj* (
) anything manufactured or produced
by creoles, also of poor quality*
CRSVTEH v* Intr* ( /rV e.
Fr. orever, to die
CRI^tJST s* ra* ( >CW

) to die,
) & small home

By extension, « poraon of short ahi turn.
Dial: tj« 1 *

CRXHE v. tr. ( XV'A
) to fetch, to go and get*
Probably from Fr* merir.
CRGCHIH v. tr, (/^rof /V
Fr* orocher, to bed*

) to curb, to beftd

CROIHE v. rof. K/t'rwdiT
Dial: r>* x_»•

) loc* to bo vain, proud.

a

metal

CR0I30H s. m* (K^ w a z ^- ) partition
Fr. oloison
Dial: aaintonge, Canada,
CR0itnnCI05N0Xfi »* la. K/^oKs /n
Fr• ©P-»?pj.ignol© s* m*
Dial; OurGiUidy, Canada*

) a sort of pantry.

CBOTEIK, GROTOTJX, CROlTOCtK ( A ° V
) I/("Voi„
(
j adj. full of mud* of dirt.
'
French orottu, sane meaning.
Dlali Poitou
CRGUSTQN s. m. (JC-r^s
) Piece of# ©rust f bread*
Fr* orouton * nose of a loaf of bread.
Dial: B. L. Crouton s. n.
CUEILLFR v* tr* (
Fr* eueiller.
Dial n. l .
CUITE b* t* (Artv' *

) to gather# pick from future
) a thick syrup taken from the sugar

oane, just before the syrup turns to ue: r
Fr* nasee outte
Dial; B. L. oulte, intoxication.

CU La pron (sy I
) that one
Fr* oelui 1f*# that one
Dials berry
CUL£\ ▼* tr* I /ty I q-

) to go haclrward# to get out of the

way*
Provencal cola, or fr. ouler* to sail backward
( A y >-aj>

} food for horse® , alfalfa# hay# oats*

CUR3RKE a. f. 1>Cy^ere ) spoonful*
Fr* euilieree* spoonful*
CU3INE f . { XTy
Fr* Cuisine,

) kitohon
Cusine
Diali uurgundy* Orleans*

C7C3TS s*f* (•**'*

) wild swan

CTPRP a* a. ( 5/>

) americ n cypers tree
Fr. cypres, a smaller tree of oomperons family.

CTPRIEHE 0 * f .f [ S , p r / J sr
with nouns in iere.

) eypreaa s^amp. By analogy

DAXNE m. ( d €
) turkey
Fr. dlndont turkey gobbler
From Fr. dinde, turkey hen.
Dial: Lyonnais, Canada.
DAME s. f. (
) wife.
Cvest sa dame» she is his wife.
DAMEZEL
(d^inn2.t/ ) miss, young lady
Fr. demoiselle, young lady.
Dial: Breton.
DARDER, v. tr. ( 4 B r 4 ©
) to sting, as of a wasp. To prick
with a pin.
Fr. darder, to throw violently, as a spear.
DARTE s. f . (
) skin disease, ringworm.
Der. Fr. dartre, ringworm
Dial: -erry, Canada, Nosmandy, Anjou, Burgundy, B. L.
DEBARQ.UER v. intr. (debarke-) to descend, to come down, to get
off a horse, to come out of a saw.
Fr. debarquer, to land from a boat.
Dial Canada.
DEBARRER v. tr. (de,b<3
) to unlock a door; to open something
which is under look and key.
Fr. debarrer, to remftive a barrier.
DEBEHNER v. tr. intr. (
to clean, to disengage, to free
to get along.
Fr. embreuer, to soil oneself with exciement.
Dial: B. L. Debrener, to take the ho>k from the line.
DEBITER v. tr. (debj'te ) to eat with appetite.
Probably from Fr. debitor, toout to pieces.
DEBOULIS s. m. ( deb u Ii ) a fall, a tumble
Fr. eboulis, eboulement.
DECANILLSR DECANIGER V. tr* Intr. (de/qao'i^ )
( decani
)
to Jeave, to disturb, Jfva Vdecanilie , I shall see^that
I leave this place
Fr. decanhller, to leave hurriedly, but only speaking
of animals.
Dial: Canada, Anjou, B. L. Berry, Burgundy, Picardy,
Normandy, 8 alntong,Bas- Maine, Poitou.
DECHARAGE DLCHARGEAGE, (4e(aK-a*y ) (4e Ca K a j ) action of un
loading anything.
J
0
' 0 #
Fr.. dechargement. Formation of Fr. decharger, to unload.

DECHARGER v. tr
to discharge, to liberate an accused
person
°
Probabyl from Eng. to disoharge.
DECHAUS3ER Y. tr. ( dejo Se ) plowing the dirt away from the
plant •
OF. deehausser, to stir sail at the root of young plants*
DECHEMIN, t *
) To singlefoot, of a horse
ce oheval va l'deehemln*
DECHESSER V.
se ) dried,
Fr* deasecher, metathesis
DECHXRER L f G-INQAT
aggerate*

(dc O'rl rT~ ^ cL ) to prevaricate,
J
Q *

to ex

DBCOTJDE v* tr* (dek o d
) torup, to undo a seam
Fr* deooudre*
Dial: Canada, Anjou, N1vernals, Berry*
DECOUPAILLER v/ tr* (d<?kuj?aj*e ) to out, to slide.
Fr. deeouper and ailler repetiveending*
DECOUTER v. tr* ( d e U v e ) deeouverune poule - Tokeep a
hen from sitting. Deoouver une personne, to Bring someone
out of hiding* C fes eine personne qui couve, 1 faut la
deeouver, he must he made to go out more*
DEDANS ( cfa d ^
same meaning*
Dial B. L.

)

t

. tr* to deceive, also faute dedans,

DEDJEULER v. ref.
) to weep Bitterly; a sa dedjeule
quand alle a vu son pere*
Fr. gueuler, and prefix de*
DEDJOULI s. m* (dec/^l;

} mess, things in disorder.

DIFINT adj. ( W e
r
) deceased, dead, late*
Fr. defunt, deceased, late*
DEFONCER v. tr. ( Je f ? S e ) to Break a look, to Break a door.
To Break into a house
Fr. defoncer, to open By striking out Bottom.
DEFRAICHIR v. tr* (o)
rz O V ) to ravage to plunder, to clear up
land
'
Der. Fr* defrlohir, to clear up land.
OF. defticher, to ravage*
Dial: Normandy, Canada.
DECOBILLER v. ( d & g°
& ) to eat voraciously*
Fr* degoBlller, to vomit*

HB0OYS& T. tr* (de do'fe ) to remove an obstacle in a mill. I
beard the expression used to mean the same as Fr* dogorger* Jfpeux pas degoter l’moulin., also, to put to work*
OS* degoter, to displace or remove*
Dial: Canada, B« L*
DEGQDTER, v* ref* ( d e ^ t e
) to change one’s mind* Ca va
me degouter d’&ller. That will make me change my mind about
going*
DEGREYER v* tr
) removing to clear a thing of same*1*
thing by to strip*
Fr* degreer to unrig*
Dial; Canada, Bas Maine, Anjou.
nEGRIGHER DEGRUCHER v* intr* (c/e^/’se) to descend, to come
down.
*
Dial: Poitou.
DEGRINGOLER v. tr. intr* (
r ? £<We> ) to come down in a
hurry* Veux tu degringoler de la. , to go to ruin* Ca
degringole vite quand on s'en sort pas*
DEGROULER v\ intr. ( de
stagger
•*
Can* degringoler*

le ) to fall down an incline; to

DEGUELLINIE adj* ( d e J e.) in rags, wretched, in tatters*
FT* deguenille, In tatters*
DEGUEREPIRE. V. tr. intr* (de^rbi'r) to come down, to take
down*
'
Deguerepl, d vla, mon petit*
Yiens me deguerepere cette boite*
Fr. deguerpir, to vacate a piece of property
Dial: Picardy,
DEGUE0LEMENT s. m* (de^/noS: ) action of vomiting
Dial: B. L*
^
DEGUEULLER v. tr* (de <$<&!& )to eat fast
Dial: Poitou, degueiller, to tear to shreds.
DEJABOTTER v. intr. (de-yab^e) to wear a low neck dress; to be
deSolte•
®
Fr. Jabot, shirt frill, and prefix de.
Dial: Poitou,
DEJXMBRE adj*( d z *7

br

) n i clad.

Enjimbe, same^meaning
Dial; Poitou
DE JOINTER v. tr*

^ n/ I'te ) to disjoint, dislocate
Fr. de and Jointu
Dial; Anjou, Canada, Bas Maine*

BELAISSE s.m• f * ( cfe.le
) a divorce©.
Fr. delaisse, abandoned.
DEMANDANT s . a. f. (cihoa^cJS^
) purchased, on© who asks to
buy. J’en aural pas pou* las demandants.
D2MARHER v. tr. ( cA€ r r > t o unfasten to untie,
Demarrer, to untied To untie rope of a ship.
D3SMESURE s . f . (
Dial; Pioardy.

) outrage
*

DEM0I3EELE s. f. (dk\wa?.* /) daughter
Fr. demoiselle, young lady,
DENTISSE a. m. ( da4r« S
) dentist
Fr. dentist©, dentist.
DJPARLER v. ( d <?£>a^U) to talk out of one1s mind, to be del"*
irous.
Fr. parler, and prefix de.
Dial: Auvergne.
DISPENSE

Fr

a. t. ( d e f> <K-s

) pantry.

depense, a storeroom for provisions on ablg farm.

DISPENSER v. tr. (
) to use, to consume.
beaueoup trop'd vlande, ioe.
Fr. depenser, to spend.
Dial: Canada, Normandy.

On depense

DEPETRER v. ref. ( ^tefse^re ) to get out of trouble, to get
along in business.
Fr. depetrer, to rid of an ououmbranoe•
Dial: Picardy.
DEPICOTER v. tr. (
ko't’e.) to clean, also to take the grain
from the ear of com.
Dial: B. L.
DEPIS adv . ( d e b i
) since
Fr. depuls, since
Dial; Pioardy.
DEPLTJMER v. intr ( Je ^ Iy-m e ) to lose ones hair; also, ones
skin, as in spring.
Fr. deplumer, to remove the feathers
Dial B. L#
DEPONDRE v. tr. ( W e fo ^ n

) to take from a hook a thing whloh
is hanging
Fr. Lat. dis and ponere•
Dial: B. L.

DEP0TEng f e p W

5 t & IS L flta tio n

DEPUS ad*, (d ^ y
) since.
Fr, depuls, slnoe.
Dials Poitou, Depis, Depeu,, Pioardy, Canada
DE QUOI ( d- e k
j
wealthy, to have means •
Fr, de quol, th wherewith
Dials B« L«
DBS FOIS ( de ~fw a
) sometimes, at times
Fr, quelquefols, parfois.
Dial: Burgundy, Canada, Pioardy,
DEPSXGHER v, tr (dej^t j e ) to take down the hair, to
unooab,
Etre depeigne, to he dlseheveled.
From Fr, Pelgner, to eomh, and prefix de,
DEPERDRE (s u p ) v, Intr, ( d e ^ ^ n ) to depend upon,
Fr, dependre de, to he olosely connected with a thing or
person that It or he is necessary for a oertain realiz
ation, Perhaps also influenced by English depend on some
one,
DERAILLSR v. intr. (dereje ) to talk foolishly, out of reason,
Fr, deralsonner, to talk out of reason.
Possible from Fr. deralller, to jump the bracks of trains.
Dial: B* Xj,
DE3AIRER v, tr. (dg-z.e^
) to chase some person or animal
away; to keep one from his work,
OF, Aire s.m, a place, uncultivated ground used in plural,
and des, from etre.
Dial: Poitou, Picardy,
DESEHTEHKER v, tr,
to dig up, to unearth,
Fr. deterrer, to unearth and enterreer , to bury.
Dial: Saintonge, Canada•
DESERTER v, Tr, (dezir'/e) to deserve.
Probably from Eng. Deserve,
DETAMER v/ tr. (d e t*a m e ) to injure the surface of a tin
bucket, or of a silver utensil.
La oulller est detammee.
Fr. etamer, to cover the surface of metal with tin, and de
Dial: Canada
DETACHER v. tr, (de^rake,
) to detach, to take off a hook,
Fr. detacher, same meaning.

Dial: Pioardy,
DEVERGONDE adj, ( dev^r<5ode) dishevely, debauched, ill kempt
Fr, divergonde, shameless.
DEVTKETTE s . f. (d^vfin ^t ) a riddle.
Fr, deviner,by discover by superficial means.
Dial: B« L«

DIABLEE a, f. {cKable
Dial: Bas Mdin©.
BIDOB s. m. (bid S'
Fr, die done?

) a great quantity.
) a baokweedsmen, an illiterate person

DI0R3, adv* { <d j D r
) outside, out of doors, mettre dihors
to put out of one’s home
OF, dlors, outside
Dial; Berry, Saintonge, Nivernais.
DODELINER, DADXNER t • (dcd Wn<2-) to more about slowly.
Ft , dodeliner, to swing to and fro slowly*
Dial: Poitou, Moselle*
DOXR

t • tr* (d vv ar
) to ewe to be Indebted to,
Fr* devoir, to owe*

DORLOTER, v* tr. ( dorl oie ) to idle away ones time.
Fr. dorloter, to surround with delioate cares.
Dial: Pioardy, dorloter, to adjust.
DORMITOIRE s. m. (d
r-) sleep*
C'est affreur comme j’ai besoin du dormitoire
Perhaps formed on OF. dormison, sleep, and OF* dormitoire
somniferous.
Dial: Poitou
DORURE o. f* (durvr
) a piece of jewelry.
Fr. douire, gilt, extension of meaning*
DOUCEHEKT adj.
) slow, II est doucement aveo son ouvrage, he is slow with his work.
DOUILLE loo* ( d u )
) plenty of it; much;
7 en a a la douille
Probably from Fr. douille, oovering of a mattress, which
being large can eontain much.
Dial B. L. Douille, money, also many blows.
DOUTANCE s* f* (
s ) doubt*
OF. doutanoe, doute, Latig, dubtun.
Dial: Poitou, B* L., Picardy, Moselle.
DRE, DREQIE (dire)
( drtk ) as soon as, immediately*
Fr. des que, a3 soon as,
Dial: "erry, Burgundy, Canada, Champagne, Lorraine, Nivernais, Normandy, Fieardie.
DRELIKETTE s. f. ( cli'-ol 1'ndr ) a little bell.
Fr. drelin, 'the sound that a bell makes*
Dial Poitou.

DRET - LA adv. (dret ) right ther©
Dial: B. L. Normandy
DRETTKMENT adv.
) immedlately
Adverbial formation on Lat. dlreotus.
Dial: Poitou.
DRIOAIL s. f. (cJrI4,^3 ) trash.
Tehein, touv tes drigailles, ©t va-t-en.
Dial: Poitou, drigail, farm implements.
DHOITIR, V. Tr. (c\r^a+ir' ) to straighten.
Fr. redresser.
Verb formation on droit, straight.
DROITURE s. f. (cUwatyr ) a straight forward aot; a clever
act*
Formation on Fr. droit, straight, right.

E

KBOTIRIFFLE adj# ( e b u T </2a. ) uncombed, disheveled *
Fr. ebouriffe or prov# ebouriffla, name moaning
Dials Oaacony#
SBREGHER, v* tr# (<- b y ^ S
) to make dull a knife, a rassor,
to cut; ifaa ebreebe l*doigt#
Fr# ebreeher#
Dials Canada#
EBRSCHURE f• (eire/yr ) gapping, notching, ©hipping, nicking#
Fr# ebreoher, to noteh#
Dials Canada#
BOa IRE, FAIRS SIHE v#
j
(
) to jump suddenly
to the aide through fear# Lo eh9fal a fait eine eoaire#
1he Xoree jumped to the aide through fear#
Fair© eeare# name meaning#
Formation on Fr. ©carter, to draw,away © thing from another#
Dial; Canada, ec re#
EC 1*2 f* ( e
) rish scale •
Fr# SCallle, fish scale
Dial; Canada, Normandy, ionrdy#
SCARDS a# f# {&/C oi r J
) a cord, for combingwool
oF# ©carder,
to card wool
BOARDER v# tr# (e a r ^ ) to card, tocomb wool
OF# ©carder, to oomb wool or cotton
Dials Poitou, Canada, Normangy, njou#

or cotton

or cotton

ECARDOD c*a# {e* &rc/s' ) a atrip of combed wool or cotton,
ready to be made up into a mattress#
OF* ecarde, with addition of suffix#
BCARTER, ECL-.RTXLJJ2R V# tr# i&Jra r t<*
)
r
)
to loce to misplace#
Fr. ©carter, to move a thing from the vicinity of another#
Dial; Poitou, aaintonge, Canada, Pierdy#
ECSHaZKJER, V# Tr#
>a
) to ohunge { as of clothes)
va ©changer ton ltnge; tf©a pas propre#
Fr* changer, to ohange#
Dial; Efonaandy

KCHappaTOIR a*a f •
atom* his duty*
Fr. eehappGr, to escape

one who shuns his work; who

KGHappeh v* tr*
) to let tall, to drop,Jfai eohappe
mon chapeau* La zoiaeau m fa eohappe*
Fr* echapper, to escape .
Dials Barry, Nivernals, 3aintone*
BCHARPB s * f. (ejctr^
) In ruin, shattered; tomber an echarpe,
to fall to pieeea from wear or age
OF. eeharper, to reduce to pieces*
Dial: Canada.
BCHa RPILLKR v* tr* iatr* (e j* v v ®
) to crumble*
OF* eoharpiller, to ennoble, to break to places*
Dial: Canada* Poitou , Charptiler, same meaning*
B* L* Eoharpigns, s.m*
KCHEHPIE (fe-je-Yyc?/ ) samething reduced to hits, to shreds, to
ponder etc. Boherpir, to reduce to bite.
OF* eeeharplUer, to reduce to pieces*
ECHODHXSf s* f . (e j u y / ) II a fait elne grande echourie*
When one hears a noise as of dishes falling, of something
breaking*
FT. eehouer, to run a ship aground* Perhaps connected with
noise aade by sane*
SCOPEAtBa* I a K o p o
) chip, shaving of wood*
Fr. oopeau, by agglutination of definite article plural*
Dial* Aunis, Berry, Burgundy Lyonnais, Niver&nals,
Saintonge, Poitou, B* L* Kcoueaux*
BCQRCHS s* f* { &
^
Fr* ocorce, bark
Dial8 B* L*

) bark, of a tree, watermelon rind*

BCOHCHE a . f* ( e ^ ^ j e
) nick in a blade*
Fr. ooehe s* f . nick in a piece of wood*
BCRiK&fER v. tr. i&fcre ; <=>
) to pull ones hair* J’va t*
•oraisna
J
probably verb formation on ex p us orin, hair*
Bourgnlgnon, Eeralgne, Bruise*
EdUB^ULiH
tr*
<xb «) e. ) to crash, to fall*
fr* ecrabouillcr, to burst in c using pieces to fly in
all directions*
BCBALEB ,
sc 'r dl e ) to orach, to fall,
Fr. ©eraser to crush, and ecraboulller,
EBU4USR v* tr* (e^yATe ) to educate, to cause to acquire
knowledge* Alls est Cduguee*
OF* 'jduguer, to educate, to form by education
Dials Poitou

SGa l i r v* tr.
) to equalise* to mal e equal* also to make
smooth
OF. Egalir, to make equal.
&SIABGXEB ?. tr# (e^r^oie. } to pick cotton* especially the
cotton that is diffteult to pick.
Dial Poitou* egraboter* to beat in order to get the seed
from the pod*
SQRAFXGNRR ?* tr *
to scratch.
Fr. egratlgner
OF# egraffignsr* esgraffigaet.
Dlal: Picardy* Berry, rendu Poitou* Baintonge* Nlvernals*
Champagne* l!aine* B. L.
SCauHiKH v. tr.
i^e.
) ?o remove seed from ear* of oorn,
also to toll a bead* to pray.
Fr. grains, seed and egrener.
S ®B£ DJ xa v* tr. Intr.
to ovumble bread* to break
bread Into small pieces.
verb formation on OF. gremillon* crumb#
w
Dials Anjou* Berry, Canada* Orleans* Nivernais, P ltou.
a

SIN* SOT5
( *
)
( £h
Fr. un» une, one* a •
Dial; Gascony lie de Fftnnee*

) one, a
lear&y* Canada

EJaRKSR* v. intr.
j ^
) to stand with legs apart.
Verb formation on Fr# Jarret, ham* back.
Dial: Poitou
ELAN a* a.
s
) moment* Instant.
Fr. Ian* Impulse# By extension of meaning.
SLGKGSH v. ref. (<e2 <=> ) to stretch* to put oneself at ease.
OF. esloaglr* to etreteh.
Dial: C nade.
EMBKHNEB v. intr#
ey *
) to be bound by, to be chained
to* to be burdened with also erabernailler* s.m.
Dial: roitou, embenetrer* s.m. and embrener* s.m.
U ine; embemailler s. ra#
BMBEKI21 v. Ca/>«#.fe
) to dupe* to Be false to vows* as when
a nan promises to marry a girl “nd does not do so. 11 L*
cubebe«
Fr# ambeber* to bore, to both r
Dial: Can da* Anjou* 13. L.
BMBOXjkbeb v. tr# (
)
to eover with mud#
Der.em plus verb ending.
Dial: Picardy* embouec* s.m#

KMMICKEK * ( a ^ 'S
) to boroi to annoy* to be inones way*
Ve-t-ea tu m ’aamlehe uveo tout too bet loss*
Smile Zola so sort do oo mot*
Dials B# L* Maine* smleher, to become thin,
EMGUS*iER v* { <2. >*> u
Dials H« Maine,

sgl

)

to toko moss from

a

tree*

▼. ( e,>n. u I/&
) to begin to move* to start* to leave•
fr* ooovoir, same meaning.
Dials Poitou*

sfieom m

JBSFEEUiB v* tr#
) to string beads*
fr# eruperler, to ornament with pearls#
gMPlAT? a# A* [a
a ? ) stupid* awkward* without oouyaga
Fr# stapletre* n plastor
Dial: njou, Canada* Normandy* Poitou*
IMPHETBH v* (a>^<a-he- ) to borrow
Fr. eapruater* to barrow# By analogy with pretor* to lend#
Dials Jaintonge* Canada* berry Anjou*
EMP0C3SKR ?. tr*
Fr# empoigner* u* ra*
Dials B* L*

)to take to seine with thehand

SHDOSDSR ▼# tr.
dose, ) to plow up to the corn*
Fr# enoaser, toput on* to wear* to don#
Dials Canada*

oane* cotton

SHDURaMCB a# f . ( oi 4 ^ ^ ^ ) suffering.
OF* endurance, patience*
Dials Poitou#
ENPAITUR T* tr# (& j~e.t
) to ataok or pile objects one on the
other, or to fill a pitcher or vase to the brim#
Fr* fait* top of e roof*
Dials li# **•
ENGAGE* a# m* f# ( a j d j e
) one who works for wages;
finance*
a person engaged to be married# The word fianoe la not used*
Fr* engager to impose an obligation#
KHGOTEft V, ref* ( c*cj o % ©_
) to strangle* .r*sus en^ot©; j*visas
d*manger d*ia oouohe eouohet
Fr* engorger* « m e meaning*
FMGNEDIiiBH v. tr* ( ^ ■>-<9 d r(\!e ) to keep one from succeeding;
from becoming better
Fr. gredln* beggar*
Dials H# lu

3&*<2HOCHER ?. tr, t ^"5 ^ y SQ ) to stack, to pile up % to hook
object in the branches of a tree*
Dl&l* H« Maine, enorucher, s. m«
KSHaXLLOHHH, adj. (ex. h a.jr ne. ) covered with rage, poorly clad.
Fr. bullions, rags.
Dial: Picardy.

m o u d u m v« tr.

) to place in a trunk
Fr. malle,trunk
Tr. Malle, verb formation.

SSTXNTIjK s. f. (*>*,5^5- ) attention
Tr. attention, attention
Dial: Picardy.
EHTOUH adv. (
^ ) around, about, II eat entour de deux
heures.
Fr. entour, place surrounding a locality.
Dials Picardy.
SB BUYSJcU adv. { a- r r a. ✓e >- ) accrues, through.
Fr. an travors, across, through
Dial: Picardy.
ESaiQXJSR v. tr. ( £ 3 ^
) %0 pU^ into a sac.
From verb formation on french en and sac.
Dial: 3. I#.
KB 50, adv. loo. { c i s y
) on th top of, above.
Fr. an* dessus, on top of.
Dial: Poitou.
EKTORTILLSH v. tr*
to surround, to captivate, to
wrap around.
Fr. ontortiller, to wrap around
Dial: B.L.
SBTODRAGK a. f. (CL f U
j
) surrounding, environment, vicinity.
OF. eatour, mac, vicinity.
SBVAl a v. tr. { ^ i/a I e
) to !viallow.
Fr. avalcr, change of prefix.
Dial: Picardy, Nivcrnai®, Herry.
SB VlhXR v. intr. ( <xv/v/^
DKVOHiiAl v.tr. (div ^ a. -tgl
Dial: 1*. X*•, H. 1£.

) %0 come*
) futureof envoyer•

EOtJ adv# (cj of
) where, where to .
Fr. ouf where.
Dial: Ban Maine, Canada.

tr# (
i
) to stretch out, to hang out ©lothos*
Va sparer asa ohemlge «uf 1.; eorde a Xin^e#, go bang my
shirt 014 t&V Xing*
Fr# sparer, to scatter, to spread*
Dial* Canada, Poitou
EPIOCHO&? a* a*

) a stunted ear of com*

Dials H* M* Epioohon, any stunted fruit of vegetable#
SPINOUS e* f * ( e-p € *
) pin,
Fr* epingle pin,
Dials ^njxiu» Canada, Komandy*
EPIKOIT; h LBIilfi a, f*
Fr# epingle and lingo*
EPIVAHDIS a* f*

slothes oin
) a tig worthless girl*

Ui, >au grande epivardee#

EPWAiiD^H v* tr* l«/? 'VccY-d«.
) to frighten* Vlosm pas s p iv
ardor las ponies*
Dials Poitou, epivarder , of a bird, who cleans hi®
feathers with his beaks XI s’splvarde,
HPOUs>Fi v* tr* \ <°/> ^ ^ ^ ) to dust, to brush*
Fr* epouasster, to dust*
KPXUCih. a* f*
) peel, paring*
Fr. pelure, peel, paring, on apiushuvs, paring*
KPLTK2H>Ft, K?DUiC*H, v* {&/:>) ys&,&/’?y?^ to peel to pare
Fr* peluror, paler, to bore, peel
Fi. splasher, to Slean by removing useless parts, as
feathers» etg*
Dial; aujou, Canada, Champagne, orleans, Bamaondy, Picardy#
KPjtXilci;, EPOChTOii s. >a.
(
a feather dustor
Formation on fr* epouaseter, to dust*
Dials FoitoU.

* duster, usually

e r i c x f d h ;; s *

f* ( & r / ^
) erysipelas
Fr* erysipelo, iryslpsle, erysipelas
Dial: ieardy*

1KOKC

a* f* ( e
) briar, blaokborry bush,
Fr* t o 0 0 , briar, by agglutination of definite article
Dial: ioijou, Deny, Canada IJoumuudy, Burgundy, Poitou,
Uaimit lour line, B# L*

EBCL/\3 C*Ti^ V, tr. (esF/o bo?*) to lie, to tell a falsehood,
to shlno, to Banal©*
0 F* eolabotor, to bespatter by o using water to gush out*
asod* Fr* eelaoouaso , to show off*

Dial Picardy*
gaCuUKK, f« tr.
) to shake
of. essouer. to shake*
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BfRXPwi v* tr*
Pe- ) to hold too
to boot up i to whip
Fr. etriner, to toko out theentrails*

to aquoes&e*

£fR0Q&33&) v, tr* (ctrtLSe. ) to whip Tory hard, to boat* to
reodor bare* oo of a tree. J*va t*etrouaaer9 mwmi igalllepa*
OF eatrousaer, to brenk, to out short; *strmaottr*» the
out off brenehes of a l m «
21&U H# Haim*
OTRTOESa, HK3OTr*B, T. tr* ( o&r b f £cl )( rbyit<z_ J to pout*
to bebel*
Fr* ao robutor, to bo discouraged* to lose courage*
OTRJD.4HKB ▼# ref# ( c ^ r j V b ^ .
) to revolt* to rebel#
Ifm eurilstbo centre l’o u v ^ *
Fr# reginber#
la H# M a i m ofrobJjiter» a* m*
smaiAOT a# rjssaO T h v . intr*

) to renr bade* to atoaap#

to bocotae indignant* of a parson*
Fr# eater# to ralae a mast#
FUSar pear* prtm*obj# ( ^ 3
gn va tiler Chez euaae*
FT* eux#
nXAXTEHSSt per* pro*
autres# at tlielr ttmw*

} them*

) they, them# chee our*
Che* none autfea# at out house#

OTSttEB* v. tr# (^ tr-arte) %q {*aell*
Jfevents 9 dTle bonne mni e
Fr* eventer# to mail# to .miff#it la intransitive*
XSQICX'ZWi T* tr* (fi/Cz-trst' ire. ) to eaeeyelfle, to take eacar*
CiMi
OF. axoroiter, to put Into praotloe, to oxoroiae.

F

FACTOR13 s. f. ('fa/iPri
) factory
Fr. faoture, probably by the influence of Eng* faotory
Dial: Canada.
FAIOfANCS a. t. {Peljd:s
) tomber en faignanoe. to go to
ruin, to perdition
Dial: H. Maine, Faignanoe, faineantise?
FAIKE s. a. ( Pttr
) bazaar, fair, festival.
Eng* fair or Lat feria.
Dial* K. Maine.
FAISANT, FaISIONS ( P ^ ^ c L P e z \ ^ )
iid. of faire.
Dial: H* Maine.
FAHFERLTJCHE f. (- f zf £r ly$
Fr. fanfreluohe, s.m.
Dial: Pioardy.

Third per* plu*, pres,

) frills

FAR a. a. ( fcir
) a dressing made of rioe and perk, or of
chicken livers.
Fr. farce, fem. same meaning.
Dial: H* Maine, Far, Oseille farcie.
FAIS-DODO s. m . \ p c d o d q
) cajim dance, ^ese fais-dodos
are aecouqmnied by a fiddle and triangle. Themelodies
played are primitive and consist of a repetition of the
same verse of a song, at least ten times.
FAtE s/f/ (
) craw of a fowl.
OF. fale, craw of a bird, m.f* jabot.
FAKETAIQTJE 3 . f . ( P a k ^ ^ k

) a little girl, a brunette.

FARAUD adj. I A r o
) well-dressed, elegantly dressed.
Fr. fieraud, diminutive of flier, proud?
Dial: B. L. H. Maine, important, proud.
FARAUDBR v. ref. (7^ d b o c f e
to dros3 in fashion,

) to dress, t

FERBLAKC s. m. ( f z y b /a.
ja
Fr. ferblanc, tinned iron.
Dial: Canada.

dress elegantly,

paB| any metal bucket.

FEURSAIE s . m. ( foe r-z zr
) nighthawk.
Fr, fresale, kind of screech owl.
Dial; H. Maine, Fersae, s.m*
FEVI s. m • ( <4~c v *
) the okra pod; the dried okra leaf,
ground to pulp and used in seasoning creole chicken gumbo.
FIEVRE LONGUE s.f. ( P j i ► / D d ) typhoid fever.
The early settlers in Jefrerson Davis Had no doctorsv
hut "tralteurs" who probably did not know the mddical term,
and beeause the fever was of long duration, called it
fievre longue.
TIFOLET s.m. ( it f o i e .
Fr. feufolet.

) will-o-the-wisp

FILER v.lntr. ( P i I^
) to go away, usually in imperative
construction, animals.
File la-bas, vllain ohien!
FILET s.m. (
) a drink of whiskey.
Fr. filet, a small jet of streaming water.
Dial: Canada•
FILASSE DE MAIS s. M. (Piks dd m?}'i oorn silk.
Fr. flasse, unwoven textile material,
FILLEUSE 8 . f . (pi
) god-daughter.
Fr. filleule, god-daughter.
FILLOU,FILOU ( ~f~ *Iu
) (
) a shrewd man; a boy who
likes the ocmpany of girls.
Fr. filou, a subtle thief
Dial: B. L. H. M., filou, enjoleur.
FINIMENT, adv. ( f.in t mo.;) completely perfectly.
Cvest flniment beau.
Adv. formation on adj. fin.
Dial; H. Maine.
FBJFIFORD s. m.
) a place for removed from civiliz
ation.
Fr. fin, and , repetition.
Dial: B. L. fin fond, tout au fond,
F10N s. m. (
) to be whimsical, to put on airs; to make
much over nothing •
Fr. fions, a final touch, a flourish.
Dial: Normandy, Canada, B. L. , Picardy.
FIONEUX, FIQNEUSE, adj. ( p j 0 f\ ft ) whimsical, fanciful, hard
to please.
F t , Fion, a furnishing touch , a flourish
FITE s. m ( t i t
) a fit.
C* est ein vrai flte. Ca fit bien, ton soute.
Eng. fit.

FLa-FIAs. m. (/7cl fidL ) big display Tor an unimportant thing#
Onomatopeic allusion to cracking of a whip
DiaJ.: B. L«
FMNDRIN, m« { 4 1 cl c!V t ) a bad character, lazy individual,
slow to act.
Fr, flandrin, a parson without energy#
Dial: B. L.
FLAGXXE m.
) flag* Drapeau in Jefferson Davis Is used
exclusively for diapper, clout*
Eng flag*

Pi~ L

FIANQJJER v. ( ' /a/
) To do a thing with ceremony, to ad
minister, to place abruptly,
Fr* flanquer, to throw roughly, suddenly.
Dial: Picardy, First definition*
ft O/

FONCER ▼* tr* ( f D 5 &
) to but, to gore.
Fr* foncer, to rush upon and enjoncer, to drive in.
FQRCAT s, a* ( •PorSd.
) penitentiary
Fr* forcat, a convict*
Dial: Canada •
FORMAGE s* M* ( 'formdL-j/
Fr* fromage
$
Dial: Breton.

) cheese

FOSSE s * f • ( ■fos
) tomb, a burial place*
Fr* fosse, pit for dead body*
FOUKTTJSUSE s*f. ( fty£

)the long, slender whipsnake*

FOUIGNE s* f. (~Pn/tn
Fr* fouine, weasel*

) a disreputable woman, a prostitute.

FOUILLARD adj. ( ~Fa J
) curious, inquisitive.
Fr. foulller, to explore.
FQUIHER, v. intr. ( f w i n
) to lead an immoral life
Dial: B. L. foulner, to give up, to be afraid,
to run away. H* Maine, foulner to give up in cowardly
manner.
FOURCHE s. F. (u
)the fork of a tree
Fr. fourchon, fourchure, fork of a tree*
£>er Fr* fourchon, s.m.
Dial: Breton.
p_ z.
FOiJTART adj. ( ‘~u ^
) vexing, disagreeable
Ca c ’est foutant, out*
OF. foterie, trashy, diaagreable thing,
DlalB. I*.

FOUTARADE 8 . t. (
) one who is in the way, also one
who is pedantic, proud,
FOUTRE v. tr. ( 'pu't
) to give, to throw; I'm* a foutu eln
ooup d'poing, foutu par terre
C'est foutu, all hope is lost,
OF, Jodse, joutre
Dial; B* L,
FOUTftJ adj. ( -f u i y
Dial: B. L.

) badly built, out of shape*

FQURNEZ, adj. ( f l a r h ^
) curious, annoying.
Fr. fourrir, to thrust, and nez. nose.
Dial: Picardy.
FOUTUMENT adj* ( ■fttty rna^) very much, extremely.
C#etait foutument bien fait, va.
It was extremely well done.
Ah, foutument, non., Implicitly, no.
OF. fodre, foutre; past part, foutu.
FEAICHEf. ( A r r
) breeze. I*fait eine bonne fralohe,
aujourd'hul'i Viens t’assire suvla gallerle,
Fr. fraiohe, adj. cool.

e

FREMER
tr. ( -f r <3 rr%
) to close
Fr. farmer, to close
FRENE PIQUANT s. m. ( f+Tr>

) (jotkS^ ) pri0iay ash.

FREQUENTER V. tr. ( fr c k Os ■be*
) to
love to.
Fr. frequenter, to visit often.

visit,

to oourt,

to

make

J

FRETE, ad . ( f r i t
) cool, cold
Dial: Berry9 Nivemaia, Canada.
FRICOT s. m. ( ' ko
) fried food, meat or vegetable.
Fr. fricot, meat stew.
Dial: B. L.
P

PRUKJUSR? v. tr. { T j T l d ^
) to divert oneself, to play, to
dance, etc. • Arrete de frlnguer, tu travallle Jamals.
Celtic, fringa, se pavaner, se divertir.
Dial: Poitou

FRIPAILLE f.

J ) people of no consequence.

Fr fripe, rag, scrap.
Dial: B. L. fripouille, s.m.
/.^

FRIPONNERIE s. f. ( Trtfonin

) greed, cowardice,

M.Fr. fripon, shrewd, petty thief; OF. fripon, glutton.
Dial: H. M.

raiTCHE f . ( f f ' t s
) of toon
Tu va faire dfla ftitche aveo oa. You will render it worth
less , not edible, also mushy.
Ah, fritche, goodness
Der. Fr* friohe.
FRQMAGES ( f r o m c L y ) a game played by little girls, consist
ing mainly of burning around so fast as to cause their
shirts to take the shape of a bell.
Dial: B. L.
FROUBIH, v. ( fr'Jb'tr
) to scrub
Fr. fourbir, to rub or polish
Dial: Canada fourbir, Provencal forbir.
FROU-FROU, (
) to act important, to attract
attention to ones person
Dial: B. L.
FROUMI f . {-Pro m f y
) ant.
Fr. fourmi. metathesis
Dial: Anjou, Bas-Maine, Burgundy, Normandy, Poitou
Santonge, Lorine.
FOSEA^s.m. (
n
) spool, as of thread
Fr. fuseau,spindle.

Gr

GABIE, adj* Bi f. (
) fussy* gnumblelng woman*
Ell© est une gable or une gable femme.
Dial: H. Maine*
GAGNER v. ( §
) to win, to gain.
Fr. gagner, by nasalization of a
Dial: Anjou, Canada, Berry, Britany, Ploardy, Santonge,
Poitou, Orleans, Burgundy, Champagne*
GAILLARD adj. ( % -ay a y
) healthy.
Fr* gaillard, full of energy, vigor; gay*
Dial: Canada*
GALaNCER v* ( 2 3 to^se- )to swing*
Fr* balanoer, by ©hang© of initial consonant*
Dial: Canada•
ftAXiERE s*f • { % a / £-Y

) plane.

GALOPER v. ( < % , & / o F zl.
)to run,
Qalope me ohereher du pain a la tite gargotte, vieux.
Fr. galoper, to gallop
Dial: Normandy, Ploardy.
GAMBADER v. ( ^ ^ 2 </e) to stroll, to idle awaytime.
Fr. gambader, to Jump gambe, jambre*
GARCE s. f.
bad oonduct.
obsolete freneh
Dial: B* L *

)injurious termapplied

to a girl of

GARDE-FOU m ( % a Y dfd ^ lL) dashboard of a buggy.
Fr. babistrode, bannister.
CARDER V. ( ga/cie.
) to 10d>k at
Gar ca la-basl si o'est beau, heinl
OF* guarder, to look at, to watch.
Dial: Bas-Maine, Normandy, Canada,
GARGOTE s. f . ( g eL-r g of
) a little grocery store.
Fr. gargote, a cheap rest urant.
Dial: Canada, gargote, a badly done thing, work which is
not accomplished.
GARGOTER v* (
swallowing*

) to gargle, to make a noise when
q ^

GARG0T0N s*nu ( 6

0

*

ot

^

.
) throat.

GAR-MANGER s . m* (
a pantry
Fr. garde-manger.

e-) safe for food, but somewhat like

GARROCHER v* ( ga-Y^e) to throw, especially to throw stones;
also, to lihrow away.
Garroohe ca la-bas
OF. Garochier
Dials Poitou, B. L. Garrooher, s.m.
Gar -SQLEIL s. m.
j ) bittern, sun~gager. Also, sunbonnet
OF. guarder and solell
GASOLINE s.f* ( % ~a'z, o 1 1 7? ) gasoline
Eng gasoline
Dial: Canada•
GASTRONIA s.m. ( % -a.$ -t *°#/)» to spol crepe myrtle
Der. Lat. Lagerstroemla
GATCHER v. ( §
Fr. gaeher
GAUPER v * C % 0 ^
Dial: H. Maine.

) to spoil, ruin
) to mow carelessly, to cu$ carelessly.

GAVAG39ER v. ( ^ ^ <2^
was‘be> to consume, to expose to
ruin, to do work in a slovenly manner
Dial: Poitou, B. L* gavotiter, s. m.
GEGIE-R , GIGIER m. (
3 j e
) ( *5 / T j C.)
(hr. gesier;
<j V
V v
Dial: glgier, Lat. glgeria
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Nivernais, Normandy, Lyonnais, Poitou,
Maine.
GIGUE, f. ( 3-J’J
)
Dial: b . L. Maine.
GIGOER v. ( ^ ' ?><2.
self. *
Dial: B . L.

also tall thin woman

) to jig, to dance a Jig, to amuse one

GIRAUMONT, GIROMON, s.m. { 9 i r 0 1^1 '£)
(
) pumpkin.
Giroumont patate, cushaw, probably bee use when cooked
cushaw tastes very much like the sweetpotato*
GLORIECX adj. ( % lo /j /
Dial: B. L.
1

)vain.

GNOGNOTE s. f. (7?J o )li ^
) object oflittle
Cfest tout d ^ a gnognote, ca.
Fr. neant, by repetition.
Dial: B. L.

value;

GOBER v* tr* (
e) to be a victim of; II en a gobe dfla
mi sere. Gober des monehes, to feel sleepy, to go to sleep,
Va-Vcoucher; arrete de gober les raouohes.
Fr* gober, to eat hurriedly
GOBILLE s. f , ( % °
1J
) to play marbles*
Fr* bllle plus prefix go*
Dial: B. I**
GOELAflD a* m. ( ^ YY ^
^ ) a glutton
This word is pronounced as if the orthography were goilon.
Fr* goeland, a sea gull*
GQMBO FEVT, m* (
bofe/t) a gumbo made ofchicken
or sausage, with file, Congo, guingombo, okra*
GOURDE s. t. {§U--yc^
GOURMER, GQURMIR v* (
stagnant•
Dial: H* Maine*

or shrimp

)dollar.

% c<- ^

^

) tosleep,

toremain,

GRAFFIGNER v. ( % s. F ij e- ) to scratch, to claw*
OF* grafigner, to scratch
Dial: Aa jou, Berry, Lyonnais, Normandy, Picardy* Canada*
Poitou, saintonge, B« L., H* Maine*
GRAFFIGNTJRE? f* ( % r ^ ^ 1J /
Fr. egratignure*
Dial: B* L*

a scratch, a prick.

GRALER v. ( % Y 2
) to pop, as of popcorn, to toast, to
roast,
fr graellir, to roast*
Dial: Poitou
GRATELLE s* f* (
* b t J ) itch, skin disease*
Provencal gratello, itch, Ital* gratella*
Dial: Canada, Poitou, B* L*
GRATON s. m. (
) tallow
scrap. The part after the
fat has been melted off the pork skin* Theskin, with
the
fat, is cut into bits about two incheslong* Itis delicious
with sweet potatoes*
Dial: B* L.
GRATTE s* f. ( % * A ^
) Belle gratte
abuse of confidence* The expression is used when the thing
done does not come up to ones expectation*
Dial: B* L*
ORa VAILLE a. m ( ^ Ya. 1/1J) gravel.
OF. gravale, gravel.
Dial: B* L. gravails, s.m.

GREGfitE sf tf (

g

} ooffee pot, also teapot

GREMILLE s • f • I %"?' ]"w t j
Der. OF. Gremlllon,

) crumb of bread •

GREMILLIER v* {$'*'*'wife) to crush, to press strongly, to reduo©
to crumbs or pulp,
Fr. egr©miller s*ia.
Dial: H. Maine,
GRIBOUILLE s. f, { % Y i b UJ ) Personification df "nothing"
vaurien. Ah, tes pris gribouille.
Dial: H. Maine,
GRENADE s,f. ( § Y e n a d ) maypop
Fr, grenadille, passion flower or grenade, fruit of the
pomegranate tree,
GRENOTJILLE , GL’URNQUXLLE, GRQUNQUILLE S, f, ( % Yto 7t U.J )
(
)
(
) any small green frog,
OF, geurnouillle, same meaning.
Dial: Anjou, Britany, Canada, Burgundy, Picardy; normandy
B. L,
GREYER T, (greje.) to rig, to ©utfit.
I*va greyer sa oabanne, I*va sfgreyer,
Fr. greer, to rig out
Dial: Bas Maine, Anjou,
GRIBOUILLE s. m, f. (2W b UJ ) any undesirable person, a term
oil contempt, Ca cfest ein gribouille!
Fr. gribouille, simpleton or provencal, griboulho, a drunkard,
GRILLOT s. m, (
fj * ) when corn is popped the grains that
fall to pop are call&d "grillots"
GRINCHER v. ( S Y ^ S e
) to grit ones teeth, tognash
to be furious,
Fr. griveor, same meaning.
Dial: Anjou, Canada, Normandy, Picardy.
(SIXOCHER v, (; % Y 1 °
from one kind of

) to do practicallynothing
work to another.

the teeth,

to go

GRIS-GRIS s. m. (
<%,'>'' ' )a quack cure
Mandingo, grigri, to tremble.
GRIEVE s. f. (
Y
) american robin. Grieve in fr. means
thrush to which family the american robin belongs.
GROCERIE s. f.
) grocery store
Eng grocery Canadian dialect, grocesserle,

Kl
) grits
GRU s. m. (
OF. gru, grits.

GUAIRE adj. ( Q ]/Y £ V
fool I

) blond, also grand guairel , big blond

CfUERE also GcARE impv. ( S
Fr. gare, to take oare.

§ a ~>') Look, take care.

GUETTER v* ( 2 & ^ ^
) to look, to see, to pay attention to
Fr. guetter, watch, spy on
GUIGUI s. m. ( % i % t
) a eajun. A derisive term given to
anyone who is illiterate or rustic, and whose clothes are
not in fashion*
CRJIME s. m. { § 1 '7?n ) rooster, cock.
Eng. game (rooster) *

H
HABITANT si ( h. 2 k {
farmer
Fr. habitant, (The word fermier is practically unknown
in Jefferson Davis Parish*)
HACHER v* ( h'
to whip, to beat
Fr. haoher, to tear, to break, by extension
Dial; H. Maine.
HAIGRE adj. (
%
) sour, bitter
Fr. aigre plus H aspirate
Dial: Canada
HAIGRURE s. f . (
^
taste
Fr. adj. aigre.

YY ) bitterness, both In feeling or In

HAIR v. ( K 3- / t
) to hate
Pres. Ind. je haIs etc.
Fr. hair H. aspirate.
HAI.AGE s. a ( K. a. /
Fr. haler
a
Dial: Canada.

) haul, load

HALAHLER v. ( k^-Zuje )to pull, to pull apart, to tear slowly.
Fr. Haler.
HALER T. (fvile.

)

to

pull

HALOCHER v.
to pull, to tug about, to pull here and
there.
Dial: H. Maine, to oscillate.
HAPPER ?. ( ^ 3. f e
Dial: Picardy.

) to steal, to take hurriedly.

HARIAT s. m. ( h-'ZYj
) trash, ragged clothing.
Provencal, arrlat, anything th t Is In the way, an incumbranne.
Dial: B. L. (Harria, Clamor.
H. M. arrias, m. clamor, tumult, encumbrance.
HARICOT CIRE s. m. (2y/ & $tr) butter beans
HARICOT RAME m (a--W

r<3T7S%) pole butter beans.

HARICOTER v. ( & W ^ 0 ^ c) to do a thing In a mediocre manner.
Dial: H, Maine
HARNAOHER v. (3.Y"na ^*) to dress badly, to wear ill-fitting
clothes. Der. Fr. Harnacher, to harness.

HAUCHER v . ( h
e
)to lift, to put up, a thing,
hauche ea plus haut*
Fr. hausser,
Dial: Ploardy*
HAUT s. m* { h, &
) used to designate a heighth, or top of.
Su!lfhaut d*la maison.
Dial: B. L*
HEHETER v* ( fe.i e t e )
render timid, also, to bore, to over
whelm with fatigue. Synonym of embeter. II a lfair
hebete* He looks timid.
Dial: H« Maine.
HERBS A LA PUCE S.f. ( £- Y & <3./a. P y s
poison oak.

) poison ivy,

HEHBE DE SERPENT s. f. ( *-1 h d ** s o 'P S ^) a grass bearing a
small white flower, the leaves of which are yellowish
green*
HERSER v. tr. (
Fr. herser

) to barrow.

HIBOU A COHHES b. ( | b ^ 4 K 3r77
.

) Great horned owl.

.L. /

HIBOU GROSSE TETE m ( ' ^ u
winters in Louisiana.

9

) the barred owl which

HONTE adj. ( hr? ^
)faint-hearted, timid.
Fr. honte, shame; avoir honte, to be ashamed.
HQNTEUX adj. { h.'o't cf

) bashful, timid, also shameful.

HOUP A L A ( h. u. P P 3- Is- )is said when lifting a child in the
air to amuse him. Also, haupt Lets go.
Dial: B. L.
HOURRA v. ( h. lL-

)hurry

HUCHER t . ( /if S e
)to call In a loudvoice.
Grimpe su^'poteau, Huohe apres ton popa. ^it’i que lee
gonflots sont pares*
Dial: Poitou, B. L* Ploardy,
HUPPE s. f. ( h-*! P
)comb ( of a chicken) also, tuft of
feathers on head.
Fr. Huppe, s. m.
Dial: Breton B. L, ohuppe s.m.

I

ICARI s. m ( t K zYf

) a weed whose leaves are used to make
tea for relief of headache
Dial. Carib, Ioari, s« m.

OCOTE. adv/ ( / s '"t ) here, at this place,
Fr, let
Dial: Anjou, Berry, H, Maine, Normandy, Canada,
IDI£e s, m. ( i ^ e
) thought • J#ai idee dfaller t#wotr,
hentot. X think X shall go tosee you soon.
Fr, Xdee
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Normandy B, L, Picardy, Canada,
IENNE s, f , (J £ ^
) a disorderly woman
Dial Breton Iann, a man who toletates his wifes disorderly
habits,
ILE

s, f • ( iI
Fr, ile,

) a grove of trees

IMPASSABLE adj. ( IT
Dial: Anjou

P ^ * ^-b ) impracticable

IMP ATIEN T5RIE s, f. ( L P 3- S j o t rt ) impatience .

Fr. impatience
Dial: Ploardy,
IMCOMPRENABLE adj, { €"*K 3"
OF• incomprenable
Dial: Canada,

'’
^incomprehensible

MDUCATIQN s. f . ( *£ ^ Y ^ asjT education
Fr education.
Dial: Anjou, Normandy
INDTJQXTSR v,
Dial: E. Maine,

) to instruct, to educate.

INGENIETXR s. m. (
)
mechanic, engine driver.
Fr, ingenieurp engineer.
INVENTIONNER v. ( £
a story.
Fr. invention.

) to invent to fabric: t© as of

J
JABOT s. m.
^d
) bosom, chest also woman’s necktie
with ruffles*
Fr* jabot, shirt full} craw of a bird*
JAUNA3SE adj.
OF* jaunasse, a* a.
Dial: Anjou, Canada.

) yellowish*

JACNEATJ, m. ( ^
71 &
} all yellow dogs are called "Jauneau"
Ft* jaund, yellow.
Dial: H. Maine, jauneau, a plant with yellow blossoms.
JAL0U3ERIS s. f. (^ ^
e>W ) jealousy
Fr* jalousie ^
Dial: Picardy, Canada, Hainaut.
JALOUSETE s* f* ( *5:<sl/cc^z- -t e ) Jealousy
Fr* Jalousie*/
Dial: Poitou, B* L*
JAMBALA7A m (
dressing of chicken or oysters*
famous Louisiana dish*
Provencal jambalaia has the same meaning*

A

JAMBER v.
) to jump, to stride.
Fr. Jambe , verb formation
Dial: -ttajou, Canada
JAMBETTE

Loc*

^ b e.'t:

) To wrestle with

JAPAXLLEH v. ( *5 & p 2j<z) to cry out, to beg for something with
force.
u
Ft. Japper
Dial: Poitou
JOBBE s. m*
Eng. Job V
Dial: C nada.

) employ, situation, job, position,

JOGBE f. Id *3^1 ) ke&> ^
Eng Jug^
Dial: Canada*
JONGLER v* li'o $, I
Dial: Ploardy.

) to think deeply, seriously

JOUAILLER v* (“5 ^ ^t/e) to play incessantly
Jouer ami/suffix ailler
Dial: B. L.
JOU^UER v.
Dial:

) to yolk
M* jouquer, juoher

JOUR a,m* ( ^
Y
) it is broad morning
D fun bout d’Jour a 1?autref from day to day*
JULIETTE a | X IL lj 4 ~t
Fr. juillet
Dial: Canada,

) July

JUSSE adT. ( *5 la ^
) only,
J*ai jusse dit ©in mot*
Fr. juste» just,
Dial: -^njou, Berry, Canada Britany, Nivemais* IvJowmandy*
Picardy*

L

LACHER v, ( J & 5 ^
) to drop* to lot fall, also to cease
working, to be out as of school, to set free
OF. lashier, to cease*
Dial: Canada lacher, to oease working* B* L* laeher, s.m.
as in La.
LAIDIR t. ( I e J i Y) to become ugly.
OF. laiciir, to become ugly, or Fr. enlaidir. By dropping
of prefix
Dial: Berry, Canada, Neveraais, Normandy, Laidair*
LAIDURE s. f. ( /&J/Y'
Fr* laideur
Dial: Pioardy.

) ugliness.

LAI33ER t . tr. intr* (/e- Se.
) to divorce, to 1 av©
Fr. laisser, to permit to allow confused with
Dial:Canada
LAICBQURDE s.m. (

^

a board used in building a house

LANGUE, -oc • to repent of having don© a thing
(/
£• Avaler sa langue, to remain silent.
3. Avoir la langue trop longue, to speak too much*
4 MaUvaise langue, one who gossips.
5. Langue de chat, a small flame
Dial. B* L.

)

LaRGUER v. tr. intr. (/3'nr§ e'
) tired, fatigued, exhausted*
Fr. larguer, a naut.
Term meaning to loosen the sails of a ship*
LASSTOE s * f. (/ a -5 / r"
Fr. las, lasser
Dial: Picardy.

) fatigue

LA33ETE, s. f.
) fatigue
Fr. las, lasser of lassure
Dial: Poitou
LA SUS
( / ci 5 U.
) instead of la haut
Fr. la plus oF. sus
Dial: Pic rdy.
LAURIER 8,i . (/ov/e
) cherry laurel
The d*laurier, a tea made from cherry laurel leaves and
given to people with oold.
LAVAGE s . m ( /3- J'&X. ) washing
OF. Lavage, s.mY
Dial: Canada, Orleans

LAVEU3E s* f. ( /SL'VO&Q washing machine.
OF« lavage, washing
Dial: Canada, Orleans, B. L.
LAfcOCHER v*
blng, lightly.
Dial: B. L.

) to wash clothes badly, to wash by rub~

LAVORE s. t. ( la. Vf r
) dishwater
Fr. laver, to wash
Dial: Bresse Louhannaise, Relavures, s« m.
LE pers. pron. obj. ( l&
) him, her,
Laisse le aller. let him (her) go.
Dial Picardy Poitou: ehea le , at his home.
LENTE , s. f. ( )
louse e gg* A colored woman says to her
pickaninny , r,vien ici que j ^ ’ote ies lentes.
Fr. lente
Dial: Poitou.
LENYERg s.m. {/ <x V € Y
F* . engers.
Dial: Canada•

) the wrong side.

LEVIES DS F0S3E loo. ( /19 * e"i f° s&) jetty, levee
Dial: Poitou
LEVER LA CRETE loc, to become vain, proud; to strut.
Dial: B. L«
LI past part, lire, I h‘
) read.
Fr. lu, read by confusion vd th pres ind* je lis, etfl.
Dial: Anjou, Ardenne
LICHER v. ( /^'S*3
) to lick
Fr. leeh&r ?
Dial: Anjou Burgundy, Anjou, Maine, Nivernals, Orleans,
Picardy, Saintonge, Touraine
LICHEUR s. m.
) a greedy person, gourmand, also
an uncouth person
Dial: Poitou,(B. L. Relicheur)
LILAC PARASQB s.m . ( ( ' / »
LIMQN? m «

( /i'7r»

) china berry tree.

) lemon

L0GI3 s. m. ( /d?'
) a little country house, by extension
any house <t
Dial: H. Maine Ther it is a word peculiar to th© common
people *
LOQUER v • ( I ° ^ £
) to close with a lock
Der. loquet, a latch.
Dial. B. L. H. Maine, loquet, clef passe partout.

MACA UERIE, g. f* (

kdkrt )# Foolishness, stunts*

MACAtflNAGK t s. f. (makakeiVi a # . Senseless acts and talk*
Arrit# tea maeaquinageei Stop joking*
MACHER, ▼.
)* to hurt.
0* F* maaoher, to Bfuise*
Dial: Anjou, Aunls, Canada, Poitou, Saintonge, Touralne*
Machqrs , a* f* (h^yr

). Bruise*

ULC01N2BR, t. tr. intr*. [mZlkwfde )m fQ Ttx> t0 bor#(
to annoy*
MAC UBCHOU.
ca
Dial: Canada*

)* Fried oom*

MADAMS, a* f* {hr)dd$tr))9 Woman, wile*
Che Belle madame,- a Beautiful woman; ia madame,- his
wife*
Dial; Haute-Maine, madame, woman*
MAGNOLIA, a* m* (tr>?i6holi'cL )• Magnolia*
State flower of^Louisiana*

Grandiflora, the

MAIGHEE,
tr* (bo<£j e ). to lead, to oonduot*
Fr* maigner, a* m*
Dial: Pioardie.
MAIGRICHISS, ad j* {totdriCin
)• Puny, weak, thin*
Fr* maigre• Cf. maigriohon*
Dial: Canada*
MAILLB, a* f« (maj )• A lihk of chain, joint of eane stalk
MAISOBIER, -MRS, adj. {^ezlSnje )* Homebody, homeloving*
Deed as Standard Freneh easanier*
MALADER, t * (^al^de )• To Be ill, to feign Illness*
Fr* malade* Verb formation*
Mai: Bae-Maine.
MALAGAUCHE, adj. (foa Id.ds(

Dial:

B* 1*

Instead of maladroit, awkward

9y

MALCHAHCK, f*
)• Misfortune*
Fr* malheur* )
Dial: Haute-Maine*

KALCHANCliiJX,-EtJSE,

ad j •

(ma

).

Unlucky , u

n f

ortunate •

MALCGMMODS, adj. (lma.1ko noDcj)# Inconvenient, uncomfortable.
Fr* mal plus commode•
Dial: Anjou, Bas-Maine, champagne, Lyonnais, Toursins,
Canada, Fio&rdy.
PALMIST, adv. ( hr)t)lhn ^ jm Badly, also wickedly.
T*aa fait oa ma lament.
Fr. mal plus -ment.
Dial: Picardy, Poitou; Haute -Maine, malemsnt., at the
moat, hardly.
MAL-JES-TRA1N, loo. [nr)$ ia,4:r £
). I n © had humor.
Dial: Anjou, Bas-Maine, Barry, Lyonnais, Normandy,
Eivemais, Picardy, Canada, lour©inc.
KALPATIENT, adj. (mal
^ ). Impatient, irritated, hard
to please.
'
Dial: Berry Canada, Mvernals.
HAMOU, THE DE, s. m. {^edmZ. m u - ). Tea made from leaves
of a tree resembling the coral, given to an Individual
with lung affection.
AAHCHK, f. t mSlC J. A little road, a country road, a short
out, a narrow road.
Fr. manehe, strait.
Dial: Canada.
KANES, e. f. (/viDO).
Dial: Picardy.

A bushel.

MANGKAILLE, b . f.
Anything to eat; food.
0. F. mangeullle, <food«
Dial: Canada, tpovencal.
1SAHGKUR D15 POUXKTS, a. m. ( m A . y « fifa^We j. Sparrow hawk.
MANISHE, aflr.
a llttla, rather.
XI eat man 1ere fou,-he is rather (a little) foolish,
0. F • manlere, some, in a measure.
MARCH iND DE PAQJJET, s. m. ( hofi

a cljaA k&) . Salesman.

MARCHATOER, v. (nrj$ F ^ 2ud &) . To price.
&ARDI-GRAS, m. (/hard/Pr^L)# One who masks.
Dial: Anjou, Canada, alntonge.

MARIKGrOUXB, m.

). Mosquito•

MALEIKR, adj. f. ( nr)a Ifn )# Shrewd, cunning*
Fr. maligne, Influence ot masculine malIn.
Dial: Fioardy*
MAKISR, ¥. tr. (marje )* To merry, to wed.
She Acadian® here do not know the word epoueer*
Reflexive if
MARQ.UAILLSR, v. ( \m 3
Dial: Canada.

y\<&

je

).

To marie up, to scratch.

J

MARRONKR, v. Ihie?rone ). To run away.
Cf. Fr. marron, adj.
MART 18 FXONOmjR, m. <m arti joI§ ^ *"* ). Kingfisher.
MASSACRED, v. (masakre ). To hurt, to spoil a thing*
J*ai massacre mon doigt.
Fr* maa*»acrcr*
MASSE, adv. (ionas)* Much*
0. F* maaae, much*
Dial: Anjou, Picardy.
MAMLAS (METTEE EK), loo* To windrow (Sugar oane).
MAUW1SEMENT, adv. ( hr^6VrZtmZ)m Badly, wickedly.
Fr. adm. mauvdde, plus adverbial ending -ment •
Dial: Picardy•
MAU? ISKTE, s. f. (
Malice, wiokedneee, evil.
Fr. mauveis. Houn formation*
Dial: Poitou.
MSCULTURE, a. f. (>r>ek y/^ yr)• Bad cultivation, had harvest*
Dial: 13. 1*
11
MED I, a*
( faC-di )•
Fr. midi.
Dial: Poitou.

Woon.

KELAILLER, v. (fne/a/<e }• To mix, to put together.
Fr. meler, plus''verbal suffix, -ailler.
MEXI-MEXANGE, s. m. ( r h t l i n j-pall-mall.
Of. Standard French meli-nialo•
MELON FRA5-AI3, a. m. {innI

Mixture.

)• Canteloupe.

MELON MTJSQUE, a * m. (mismy$lc^
MEM1SRE, s• f. (
r }.
Fr. Grand'mere.
Dial: Anjou, B. L.

). Mustaelon.

Grandmother*

MENAGERE f a. f*
One who does not lose time,
a thrifty person, one who Is always busy around the
house •
Dial: Haute-Maine.
MEPRISEMENT, a . m . ( *ne.]pri
Fr. mepria*
Dial: Poitou.

*Th30 j

# contempt, diddain.

MERKLION, s. f* (hntrljo }. a Woman ghost.
Fr. mere plus lion.
MERMMTEAU, e. m* (hi<zrm2 io).
name of a little town
at the junction of Jefferson Davis and Aeadia parishes.
In the Patois of Hsute-Maine, marmenteau, that which is
left in the ground after a £ree has been out down at
the roots.
MXALLER. v. (r*ia/e-). fo mew,
Ein chat nrlale, or miaule.
Myaler (in the Jura).
Dial: Berry, Nirernais, Champagne, Saintonge.
MINOU, s. m. (oiina ). Cat, Aittlen.
Fr. minet and minon.
Dial: Anjou, Canada, Hainaut.
MIOQ.UE, adj. (hrjok ).
Fr. myope.^

Short-sighted, ha If-Blind.

MISERER, ▼. (fnii-ere). To suffer mental and physical
misery.
--Fair© miserer, to cause to suffer physical or mental
misery.
MIBER, ▼. (hiire ). To 2ook from the oorner of the ©ye, to
glance.
Dial: Poitou.
MIR1IT0N, s. m. (miHito ).

Vegetable pear.

MISERER, v. {unfLG^-e^ )m To be poor, miserable.
0. F* miserer, to be miserable.

HOOPS, 8• f. (^ 0k )•
Dial: Poitou*

An earthen cup, also a tin cup*

MOQUEUR, s* m* (took**- j# Mooking-bird,
MDRDURE, a. f. (h^or^yr )* Bite as of a snake, etc.
Fr* mors or mordi By analogy with nouns in "ure"
(moroure)•
Dial: Anjou, Bas-Maine, Britany, Champagne, Canada,
Normandy, Lyonnais, Poitou*
MOUCHAIDLER $se) y* ( mufa \6
)• To Blow one's nose,
to olear one's throat*
Fr* moucher plus verbal suffix -ailler.
MOUCHE A FEU, s. f* IrytuJ'af'ff

)* Firefly, lightning-bug*

MOUDU, (Knu^y)* Milled*
Fr* moulu, pp. of moudre*
Dial: Normandy, Canada*
MOUILLASSER, v*
)• To rain at intervals, to
drizzle*
J
Fr* mouiller plus ending asser.
Dial: Canada, Provence*
MOUI1LASERIE, s. f. {i^jaSri ). a fine rain.
Der: Fr. Mouiller, plus ending -asserle.
Dial: Poitou*
MOUILLER, v* (muje*)- To rain*
Fr* mouiller, to dampen*
Dial: Anjou, Aunis, Canada, Poitou, Lyonnais, Saintonge*
M0U1INER, v* ((nu li'ne j. To move about aimlessly, to aot
in a nervous, excited manner*
Tians done pas mouliner alentour de mol*
Fr* moulin, a mill*
MOURU (/n u ry). Died.
II a mOuru. Past Part* of mourir.
Dial: B* L,
By analogy with reg* v. in 4r,
mOYEN #EN BON) (& hjtyd ji).
Fr* beau moyen, s* aw
Dial: Haute-Maine*

With means, well#to-do, rich*

MUSIAU, m. ( ^ Y 1/0)* Face, also snout.
Quel vilain musiaul What an ugly face*
Fr* museau, snout*
Dial: B. L.

MULON, m. (my/j j. A stack of rice or bay.
Fr, meulon.
Dial: Poitou, Haute-Maine.
MURE, s. f. (>^yr).

Blackberry.

MURE D* ARBRE, f, (fajrc/arh ). Mulberry.
Fr, mure, mulberry.
MTJRS TRAI'iAHM, s. f. ( hnyrli'Z na.t). Dwwberry.
MUSIQ.UE A BABIHE, 3, f, (M y zil<c)bd bin )* Harmonica,
Fr. musique plus a bablne, because the sounds are made
with the lips.
5AHAHE, b. f, {ha'hfcn )# The inside of a peach, plum, or
other fruit stone. Also, food,
UAHANE, v. tr. and intr,
To eat.
Used only in the infinitive form after a verb*
BA7IGUER, v. (hdVtSe )• To travel, to go about.
Fr. naviguer, to navigate.
HEGRE (PARI.ER) v. ( ^ ^

)•

©paak the creole dialect.

HEGRETE, f.
in negro fashion.
RCfe8t d*ls negrete que f a s fait.11 You have done this
as a negro would have done.
Fr. negre.
Dial: Poitou: negrete, obscurity, darkness.
RET, BETTE, adj. (htt), (n
Dial: Haute-Maine.

).

Clean.

HETTIR, v. ( netir ). To clean.
Also netteyer, netter, s. m.
Dial: Poitou: netteyer, to clean.
BIoqUE, m.

(njol'i ). Hest-egg.

HIC, m. (n/K )* Nest.
O. F. nic, nest.
Dial: Auaia, has-Maine, Canada, Britany, Bormandy,
Pieardy, Saintonge.
NOMBOURI, HOMBOIJRIC, m. (no* buri
). Havel.
Fr. nombril.
Dial: Berry, Canada, Touralne, Poitou,

OBUSR, ▼. (ololije ). To torg.t.
0. F. oblier, to gorget.
Dial; Anjou, Berry, Canada, Normandy, Picardy, Saihtonge.
OFFER, ▼. ( A r ), To offer.
Fr. offrir# By analogy with verbs in -er, and the ppst
part, of offrir, offert.
Dial: Picardy, Canada.
OISEAU BE PLUIE, m. (zwaao d blu i ). Barn swallow, the
purple martin.
1 ’
OLIVIER, m* (olivj-e. ). Tupelo tree.
Fr. olivier, olive tree.
OH, ( 5 ). Usea for '*nous.,r The word "nous" is never used
as subject•
On, people, they, we, etc.
Bial: Berry, Maine, Nivernais, Switzerland, Canada.
OPPOSER (a£®z-e.)#
prevent, to keep from.
"I* m'a opposer d'aller." (Fr. empecher)
Fr. opposer, to oppose.
URILLER, s. m. ( a rj * ). Pillow.
0. F. Orillet, pillow*
Dial: Anjou, Bas-Maine, Normandy.
(Haute-Maine has orillier, s. m.J
0UA0UAR0H, s. m. (wSwa^O ). Frog#
Huron Ouraon, and I r o q u o i s wararon.
Dial: Canada.
OUCEQ0E, adv. ( u s k ^ 4 # Where.
Ouoeque Tfes pafcti, mon garoon?
Dial: Bress Louhannaise.
OUE, adv. (we. ). Yes.
Dial: Canada, Poitou, Saintonge.
OUISMI, m. (yvis/ci ). Whiskey.
English whiskey.
Dial: Canada.
OUVERT, v.
Usea instead of ouvrir in the infini
tive .
Viens, j*va tfouvert cette boete (past participle of
ouvrir, to open.
Dial: Canada.

BACE QBE, eonj.
Beeause.
Fr, pares qua.
Dial: Anjou, Bas-Maina, Lorraine, lyonnais, Orleans,
Normandy, Picardy, Touraine.
PAIN PEBDY, m. ( |3?
). Egg toast.
0. F ' pain perdu, egg toast.
PALOURDE, s« f. t b£»| ard).
Dial: Poitou.

Fresh water clam.

PALTOQ.DET, s. m. ( jpcil+oke. ), Man of little worth, clown.
(Roquefort) palietocX, a valet carrying baggage.
Dial: B. L.
PANIQJJER, v. I 9nik e ). To withdraw from an asgument, to
fight in a cowardly manner.
PAPABORTS, s. f. (^abc> bot ). Sandpiper.
Probably received its name from its cry.
PAPE, fTIT, m. (

). Oriole, also painted bunting.

PARC A COCHOTJ ( a rk a Vco^ ). pig pen.
Dial: Canada*
PAR-EN-SUS, adv.

**><>▼«*

PARE, adj. ( pSirc ). Ready, dressed.
Jvsus pare, maman •
0. F. parer, to get ready.
Dial: Canada, Britany, Normandy, Picardy.
Pa R EXPRES, loo. (
|
O
n
purpose.
0. F. par expres, on purpose.
Dial: Anjou, Canada, Normandy, Switzerland.
PARLAGE, PARLARGE, m. Ijodrla***)
conversation.
(j
Dial: Poitou.
PAR10IR, s. m.
PAR RAPPORT QBE, loc. (
Dial: Anjou, Canada*

(todfl& ^ )• Language,
1
0

Living room, parlor.
)• Because.
I

PART ANCE, s. f. (ba rdis J. Departure, leave*
Fr. partancej departure {of a boat).

PARTERRE, loc. IbairBfr ).
Dial:
Anjou*

On the floor*

PAS, adv. ( |pcLJ* Hot.
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Canada, Rivernais, Hormandy*
PASSAGES, m. ( basa ir6* )• Traveler*
Fr. passager, passenger on board a ship*
Bail:
Canada*
PASSES, s. f* (base )* A short tfisit, a night hunting party.
Fr. passee', act of passing*
PASSERUXLE, s. f- ( h a s r & l
Dial:
Picardy.

).

Rice bird.

PATAPOUF, s. m. (ba+3 tuf ),
Dial:
Bresse l.i

Fat, heavy,

PATARAFFE, a*
( b ata rat )*
a crowd of anything.
Dial:
Bresa L*

Trash of any type; a mass of,

(man or woman).

PATASSA, s. m. ( B ^ s a , )• Sunfish, also perch.
Der* Choctaw, patassa, flat fish.
PATATE ANG1AISE, f. (b a+d
6 It ^ )*
Fr* patate, Irish potatt)*
Dial:
Anjou, Canada*

Irish potato *

PATIR, v. (bdlir )• To die of hunger, to starve.
Fr. paxir, to suffer*
PATOUILLER, v.
)•
To wade, to dangle one’s feet
in the wateri
J
C f . Standard French patrouiller.
Dali:
Canada, Anjou.
PEIJfTURER, v. ( b i t y r e ). To paint,
o. F. peAiiurer, to paint.
PBLPRET AIITE, COURIR LA, loc* (jo & k r a i In
adventure.
Dial:
Poitou, Pretontaine, e. m.

)•

To search for

P M DRILLOCHE, s. f. ( b a.
Something which hangs as an
underskiBt showing below 'dress.
Dial:
Anjou, Aunis, Candda; Poitou: pendilloohe.

PEITDRIHON, s • m. ( hXdr i jS’)•
out of place. r
^
Dial:
Bresse D.

That which hangs, which is

PENDRIOCHE, s. f* ( h a d r i j
}• A hanging, a pendant*
"Rfleve oette pendrxocne,11 one says to a woman whose
petticoat is longer than her dress*
PESER, v.
Fr. poser.
Dial: B. JL.
PET AH A B E , s. f*
Boastful.

To weight

(|o£'tcirdul) *

A proud person, one who is vain,

PETEUX, adj. (be't^ )* Cowardly*
Dial:
Bresse Louhann&ise*
i’EEITE A i’ETIIE, adv. loo.
PIACRS, adj.
(pjvk
Cf* Fr* pietr6*
Biali
Poitou.

)•

i p ‘

p i t

).

u t t l e \>y little.

Of no value, worthless, undesirable*

PIALLER, v.
(pia/e, )* To cry out, to beg forsomething*
Arretes de pialler pour ea."
Fr. piailler.
Bial;
Poitou;
PI ilLARB, n.
One who

m., PIAXLET3SE, f. <p ; 3 /3 r"
)( p] ct l oe- z^
solicits with too much insistence*

),

PI0U1ER, v. { j?ja/e ), to cry.
PICKEEET, m*
( pi/ne)*
A thump with middle finger, usually
administered on the head*
PICKET, s. m. { ? i Ce ). A pitcher for liquor.
Un piohet d ’ouishi.
PICIIOti, m.
(p/$u
). Endearing term.
Mon eher *tit plehouS
PI CO CHER, PICOCER, v. ( p i k o C ^
as of a chicken*
'
Fr* picoter, to peck*
Bial:
Canada, Poitou*

)

lose

).

To peek,

'

PICOTE, f. (piK^t).
Small pox.
Fr. Petite Verole.
o. F. picote.
Bial:
Anjou, Bas-Maine, Champagne, Wivernais, Candda,
oitou, Touraine, B* 1*

PICOTB DE POULE, f.

(

PICOTE, adj. (pikj'te
by smallpox*

Vote*d^>u\). Chie&enpoat.

),

Is said of a person who is scarred

PICOTEUX, -EUSE, adj. (pikot^ )•

Same meaning as picote.

PIED-DEBOUT (bj^c/ be )# Worried, chagrined.
Fr. Pied‘plus debout.
PIEGKUR, m. ( pj e ^

^ ).

Trapper

PIESSB, f. ( bj^s )• A field enclosed by hedges or bushed,
sometimes by p;lo3cets.
Dial: Haute-* aine,
PIGUEROUIH, PIGROUIK, f. (h i
people and of animal©1
.

t

} ( PidNwr

jf ^&qK 0f

PILE, f. (p'i ). A mortar hallowed out of a section of
oypress log, about three feet in length.
Fr. pile, a stone trough.
PILLOCHER, v. Ik7
). To steal little by little.
By extension, to eat little by little.
Fr. piller.
Dial: B. Jb.
PILOH, m. (pi 1$* ).

Same as pile.

PILOT, m. ( p )lo ), A mass, a pile.
J'ai ein pilot dTpapier a lire.
PILUJjER, ▼. ibilfle* )•
great quantity.
Fr. pulluler•

To be there in great numbers, in

PIMENT DOUX, m. ( jjiwiS ^

J. Sweet pepper.

PIkEHT H RAGE, m. ( pi mai&r
per.
0

Cayenne pepper, red pep

PIMPONRSR, v. ( k x b o h e .
). To primp, to dress with care.
Dial:
Canada£ pimper, to primp, to dress elegantly.

PINiETE, f.

(p'mjir ).

Ptoae forest.

PINTE, f. i b ? t
)• A
n cup, usually a drinking cup.
Dial:
Haute-i/aine.

PXDNCQ9G17E, s. m. and f.
kp k )• A per son who is not
regarded very highly in the society in which he moves
Also, chic, a "humdinger" of a person*
In lake Charles, pionoonque signifies one, of the
best*
FIQfrHLBGIS, s. m, (jo ji< w 21 }# Woodpecker.
Fr. Piquer, plus bois, wood.
PIQUERIE DJ3 COailTE , f, (b I)<r/ct k ^
)•
party*
1
Der* Fr. piquer. Jloun formation.
PIRATE, s. m.
Fr. pirate.

).

A quilting

Rascal.

FIRE, adv. (Tant pire)• ( p*r )
( ir? L
). So much
the worse*
Fr. Tant pis. By influence of pire, comparative of
adjective mal.
PIS, adv* [pi )* Then*
Fr. puis.
Bial: Kaute-Ma ine.
PXS-LA, adv* (pi fa j. Then*
Bial: Picardy, pis, a. m*
PITIE, a. f. [bifcje. ).
Bial: Canada *

Pity,

PlTIOt^i s. m. and f. [yihl ) { pi"Iriii)* a baby*
Jlai amene mes pitits* I'brought my babies*
Fr. petit or 0. F. piti.
PITIT(E), adi. Urf.'t ). Small.
Fr. P.tit or 0. F. piti.
PLAIKIE, f. (hltr> ). Prairie.
0. F. plairle, prairie.
Dial; Canada*
P1A1GBAR1), n. and adj. (hi f j ^ J .
n. One who grumbles a dissatisfied person,
adj. Dissatisfied, complaining*
0. F. plaignard, same meaning.
PIiARQlTJER, SE, v. ( tilftke
)* To place onesself, to put*
Viens pas* tf Iplanquer devant moi*
Planque ca la et va-t-en.

PLARINE, f. (jha^ih j. praline.
Fr. praline. By metathesis of Mrtf and ’’I”.
Bial; Canada.
PLAQUE, adj. (Jo/dke). Places carelessly.
Jfai plaq.de ses affaires ©uT la table, et j* m'en ai
eta.
Bial: Picardy.
P10MBEAU, m. (bl5'h& )* Pommel on saddle.
0. F. plommeau, a little ball.
PLOY EE, v. (
To fold, as of clothing,
to bend,1as of corn.
C. F. ployer, to bend.
Bial; Berry, Canada.

paper, etc*,

FLURESIE, f.
( blyre-z-i). Pleurisy.
Fr. pleures/ie;
Bial: Canada, Champagne, Switzerland.
POBON, m. t jf>ebS" ).

Jar. ’

POINTURE, f. [j»wt 'Y V ).
Dial; Picardy.

Pointed extremity of anything.

P0TE, adj. ( b o ^ ). Wild, of horses.
Monte pas suT o' cheval; it est pote.
P0TRAIL1E, m. (botr^i ).
Fr. poitrail.

Chest--same aspoitrine.

P01SSCB, m. ( bw/asOj. Fish.
Fr. poisslon.
Bial: ^aute-J^aine.
FOISoCIT ARMF, m.
), Garfioh of Louisiana.
This fish has/long narrow jaws, sharp teeth and rhombri
scales•
FULICHINELLE, f. {VOoiiCihZi ). A girl who likes to visit,
to go out more than is customary.
Fr. polichinelle, buffoon.
fuimETTE BlEUE, f. {k>3rrii'tblff)• a bluish red haw, resem
bling an applet but much smaller; it is used extensively
to make jelly.
Fr. pommetts is ffiuit of the azarole.

i^RTE-PAQ,UET, m. and f • ( h 2>r^bcike.). one wlio gossips,
a tale-bearer*
'
Fr. porter and paq,uet*
Bial; Canada.
POSSESSOR, v. ( boZese). To possess*
Fr. posseder, influenced by English, possess.
Bial: Picardy.
POSTILION, m. (povtijOJ*

Postman, mailcarrier.

POSTURE, f. (bos+ym)* Pus, matter.
Fr. apostume/ a festering tumor. By extension of
meaning.
Bial: Berry, Burgundy, Canada, Lyonnais, Nivernais,
Louhannaise *
POTRE, adj. and s« m. (pot). A wide, untamed horse.
extension, an undisciplined person*

By

P O W # prep. ( b u ). For.
Fr. paur, for.
Bial: Normandie, Nivernais, ^njou, Burgogne.
BOURITE, adj. m. and f. ( />
), Rotten.
0. F. Porite, rotten, spoiled.
Bial: Anjou, Ardenns, Canada, Picardie*
POU BE BCIS , m. (f>u 4 b woo ). Cattle tick,
Bial: B. L. (flea) on dog.
POUDRILL-R, Y. ( |ovul irije)• To powder; also, to dust.
Fr. poudre; verb formation.
Bial: B. L.
POUILLOUi, adj. (puj .) .
Fr. pouilleux1
, e. m.
Bial: B. L.
ul

Full of lice.

Also, dirty.

POULE B TEAU, f. IJo u IJd )* Marsh hen; also, coot.
POUOIR, ▼. ( bvY & v ). To be able.
Fr. pouvoir.
Bial: Haute-Maine.
POURGALLE, f. (pur£a/ ). A Scare, a scolding.
Foute eine‘pourgalle,~ to scare someone by scolding.
POURGALLER, v. (Jsurjp/^.

To frighten by scolding, to scare

PUURSUIRE # v. {hu rs o t’rj . To institute e lawsuit against,
to proseouie. J
0. F. porsuir, same meaning*
Dial; Picardy.
POURTANT, adv* (jour'+<£). For that reason.
Pourtant cTest assez olair.
C'est pourtant bon pouT lui.
Dial; Picardy.
POUR TOUT DE BOH, loo. ( Jau rtu d )d o

)* Forever, always.

P0USSADE, f. (k>JSad )• A push.
Fr. poussir, by noun formation*
Dial; Picardy.
P0USSAIL1ER, v. tr. [huSdje). To push, to nudge.
Fr. pousser, witn -ailler suffix.
POUSSIFJ ETRE. (pus/P)* To hav6 asthma.
Fr. poussif,lto have difficulty in breathing.
Dial: Poitou; Poussist, asthma.
POUTE-POUTE, adj. (bifttuf ). Snort, dwarfish*
Dial: Carib has Pdito, s.m.
PRALINE DE BENNET, s. f. ( Id lr<571in AS bi n? )• Candy made with
syruo or sugar and the seed of the sesame plant. It is
served in corn shafeks in Jefferson Davis Parish.
PRECHER, v. tr. (breCe J. To beg someone to do a thing, to
plead.
'
Fr. precher, to preach, to exhort.
PRECKEAENT, s. m. { joIT1 \ trn£. )t sermon; a beg, ing.
Fr . sermon, a sermon.
Dial: Poitou, Haute-Msiue.
FREE, s. f. (fere)* Prairie.
Celtique’prad, prairie.
Fr. pre, mas, a meadow*
Dial:
Poitou.
PHE fDRE, v. tr. (p r^o h )#
1. Se fa ire‘prendre, to have a photograph made.
2. Prendre a, to begin.
Dial: Canada.
intr. ( h r e h d r e ~)0 To dress.
Faut j*va preparer,'- I nave to co *uid drens.

PREP HER, V.

PRETENDRE, v. ( p ^<,4 on ). To expect,
II pretend "que tout quequin va 1*obeir•- He expects
everyone to obey him,
PROCHE, adv, (fofOS> )♦
J'ai proche tomhe,
Fr. proche, near.

Nearly.

PROFITER, v. introns

To grow

u. F. profiter, to progress.
Dial: Berry, Poitou, Saintonge, Touraine, Haute-Malne*
PROPIR, v. tr. i b y o p t r )• To clean, to dust,
Jfai propi la dhambre,
Fr. propre, clean. Verb formation.
PROUNABLE, adj.
Easy to prove, authentic, true,
Fr. prouvable, susceptible of btdng proved.
PU, PUS, adv. { p\i J. No more, no longer.
Y* en a pu,- there is no more or it,
J'veux pu raster ici,- I will no longer stay here
Fr• plus•
Dial: Canada, Bresse louhannaise, Normandie, Picardie,
Maine, Aniou, Poitou, Burgogne, Hivernais.
PUQUITTE, PLUQUITE (avoir), (

To have

T*as puquite pas fa ire ca.- You had better not do that.
T*as puquitte a Her, y te dis.
Purity
Dial:

Picardy.

PUTOT, adv. ( jo)i 0 J. Rather, instadd.
Fr. plutot, instead.
Dial: Burgundy, Canada, Poitou, Normandie, Picardy.

<4
Q,UANDM5»E, Q.UAHTMEME, QUAND Bill (A
although.
Fr. quand meme.
Dial: Picardy, fJormandy.
QUANTE, QUOHTE, loo. (I<dr£).
Viens quanta moi, cher•dear.
Fr. A cote de.
Dial: Poitou.

J. Even though,

To.
Come with* or com© to me,

QJJASIMSNT, adv. (
Almost, nearly,
Fr. qussiment, in a way.
Dial: Poitou, B. L., Haute-Maine, Picardy.
QUE, rel. pron. ( k$) • Of which, of whom.
Fr. Don't, or de plus a relative pronoun.
"L'hoiame que Jf t'ai pari© es1 idl.
<iUENE, s.m. { kt h )• A can.
English can.
Dial: Picardy, quenne: a sort of earthen pot.
QJJEQUEKOIS, adv. ( ['Sik'fwcl )•
Fr. quelquefois.

Sometimes.

QUEQU'FIB, -EIlSE, m. and f. {k^k^T Ire Iczh
Fr. quelqu'un, dune, someone. ;

)•

Someone.

QDEQJJES, pron. ( k lk ). A few.
0. F. Q,ueque, a few.
Dial: Anjou, Canada, Champagne, Lorraine, Hainaut,
Hormandy, Picardy.
dUETCHOSE, ind. pro.
Fr. quelque chose.

Something.

QUIA <,UER, v. I k ja Ire)* To laugh heartily; to talk much.
Onomatopea.
Dialect: Haute-Msine quiaquer,! sold to chickens
that cluck much.
QUIT.LE, s. f. (^1) ). L«g.
Ger. Kegel, OF hid, a pioket, long pi.oe of wood.
Dial: Bresse Louhannais©.
QUITTER, V. intro.
Quitte-moi faire ca.
Fr. quitter, to leave,

To aLlqw, to permit

to depart.

Q0OX (AVOIR DE), loo. ( k w X
),
be at ease*
Fr* de uuoi. thing sufficient for*
Dial* B. Lo
QUO I FAIRS, adv. ( k * v a f g r ) t ihyT
Possibly Fr* pourquol fairs?
Daill Haute^Haine*

To be rich, to
By extension*

B

RAB0T, s* m, ( ra.be> )* Clod ©f dirt in a freshly plowed
field,
Pr* rabot-, a plane# By extension , the chips from th©
tool* by further extension, clod#
Dial* Picardy.
R610URER, v* tr# (rafcuire)* To plow#
Fr* labourer, to plow#
Dials Anjou, Ardenne, Canada, Maine, Nivernais,
Normandy, Picardy, Poitou#
RABOUSTIN, s. m# (bdbusi?)* Man of short stature#
Pr# rabougrir, to stop normal development of.
Dials Poitou#
RABOUTER, v# tr* (rabute) # To piece, to Join, to put. an
additional piece, to make longer, larger#
Fr# abouter, and ratoutir#
RACOURCX, s# m. (rRk^KSi*)#

A cut off, a shorter rout©*

RACCOURCIR, v* ( r^klAT$i^#

To shorten#

RACCOIN, s. m# (r^kwi )# An ugly house, a cabin*
Pr# recoin, Isolated place#
Dials Haute-Maine, raccoin, recoin*
RACINEUX, adj#
Pr# racine, root#

That which has roots*

RACHEDX, adj # ( r a ( 4 ) • RoughJ,uneven#
0# P* rasche, 'skin eruptions*
Dials Canada, Poitou#
RACLEE, s. f# (^dMe)# A whipping, a beating#
Dials Poitou, 5# I*#
RACLEE, v# tr# (ral</e ). To whip*
0# P# racier, to whip#
Dials Berry, Canada, Maine, Nivernals, Normandie,
Poitou, B# L#
RACMODAGE, 8# m* ( ^cl k0 ^
Pr# raccommodage*

, A Mending, a darning#
T

RACMODER, v# tr# (r^l<mdd©).
Pr# raocommoder#

To darn, to m end*

RACOIN, m.
* An ugly, small cabin#
V rest© dans ©In r&ooin, - he lives in. an ugly little
cabin*
Probably Fr* recoin, an Is&lated spot*
RACOQUILIiER, (SB), v. r@f* ( r a - A t o get into a
huddle, to s uat.
Adj*. racoquille, with high shoulders, stooped shoul
dered *
Fr, recoguiller, to hump up in he form of a shell se reoro uevlller, to shrivel up- in drying*
RAFISTOLBB, tr* ( v ^ f / s^o/e), To sev? again, to mend a
thing, to repair damage don©* J*al rafistoler men
linge*
Dial* Poitou, B*L* sm*
RABCTER, RAGOTER, v* ( t a-<1o £<=-) ( Y d ^ t e ) , To talk inces
santly, to gossip*
Fr* radoter, t© talk senselessly, and Fr* ragoter, to
gossip*
Dials Poitou.
RAGAILLARDIR, v* Intr. (-r a gaj'a^y), To get well, to re
cuperate*
Fr* ragaillardier, to !eeome joyful once more#
Dials Picardy*
RAINTIER, sm. ('t
<2
). The back, th© backbone*
J*al mal dans l’rnintler.
Dials H.-M.
RAINSEE, s.f. (-rtff s < ). Many blows.
*J*va tfdonner eine r-atasee d*coups de -;'ouote.w
Latins ramicellus.
Dials Pcitou, E.L., dalncee, ftaineoe, s.m.
RAJOUTER, v. tr. ( ra.jate: ). To add to.
Fr. a jouter, witft orefix •re*. By analogy with words
with •re11 orefix.
RALLER, v. intr. ( r a, /
)*To r turn to, to go again.
Aller with nreflx ^re* by analogy with 'ords with *ren
DAA1^X Ardenne, Berry, Canada, Maine, Saintonge,
Picardy*
RAMARRER, v. tr. ( ~r 0-7n 2ly^) * To tie again*
Fr. Amarrer, by analogy with words with #r©w prefix,
HAMASSB, s.f. { y a m a s ). To giv© a beating, a thrashing*
Donner eine ramasse d© coup d*baton*
Derivation of Fr* ramalsser*
Dials Picardy*

RAMASSBR, v, (ninise). To gather j to gck.
"Rstmasser lea roses du 3*arctin#*
Pr# ram&sser, to pick up something from the floor
and put it into place again#
Fr. Cueillii*, to gather«
RAMASSERIE, s*f. fK a-777a *i'') . A gathering, a picking, a
harvesting*
*J*ser& la pou la ramassorte d*eoton, c* t* annee#n
Dial* Canada#
Derivative of ramasser#
RAMEAU, sm* (fAih <> ) # A magnolia or palm branch blessed
on Palm Sunday and given to Catholics to burn during
stormy weather as a means of asking for the protection
of the Almighty*
Fr# rameau, branch#
RARCOEURER, v# tr* (VtT/^Te. ). To disgust, to fill with dis
gust.
Derivative of ©coeurer, to fill with disgust, and
possibly, rancoeur, spite#
Dial* Poitou#
RANCCSEUXJ eu38, adj. { r ' S T K y n / ).
Fr* rancunler, (
)
Diali H# Maine.
RAMDE, (Aha) loc. (^^7*
).
J*veux pu lfvoir a dix milles a la rande*
to see him again#
Fr# rande, space all around one#
Dlalt B*L# Rande, a measure of length*
RAPONNEAU,

r i P 3 '7'° )•

I never want

Poor, wretched-looking.

HAS, (ATT-DE), Prep. oc. (&rx.(L
). IJqhp, close by.
Fr. au ras de, on a level with. Extension of Meaning#
RAPPORTER, v*
Porte). To bear as of fruit trees, plants,
etc*
©es pechers rap ortent bien# Le coton va pas rapporter
c1t,annee.
Fr# rapporter• By extneslon#
RASSIER, v* intr# ( y a. s /’-r )* To sit again*
0#F* assir plus *Re* prefix.
Dial! Picardy#

RATAT0UILL1, f . ( Y"<?- -t a. - t c c j ). Bad, cooking, by analogy,
bad anything.
Speaking of a man or woman who is not
"Comm© il faut" one says; "Ga, cette retatouille."
"Foute eine ratatouille*” To give a whipping, to
scold.
Prov. rat&toulho, unappetizing dish.
Dial; B.L.
RATCHE (e) adj. (Y^L “t 5 ^ )♦
Eng*- Wretched (?)

RATS,UNTiR, v. tr. (

Wretched, poor, miserable.

no-

),

To raice .

Fr. rateau, a rake*
RAUG' T NTER, v. tr. (T o g w a'-t?)m To increase a second or
third time*
Der. Fr. "re" plus augmenter.
Dial: B.L.
RAVE, RAVERT, t.m. (-ra^e
Cockroach.
Fr* blatte
Tupi - Guarani, rabe, cockroach.
RAVXGORLR, v. intr. { - r a v t %o'>re ). To take on new strength,
new life.
Fr. ravigoter, tr., to give new life.
Dial;
Picardy.
PAYER, v. tr* ( f ft-je ). To trace furrows.
Fr. rayer, to line, to iark.
Dial: B.L*
REAVOIR, v. Tr. ('Ta a.iruVai), To have again.
Fr. ravoir.
By analogy with verbs having "re" pre
fix.
Bial: Poitou.
RSCIT, s.m.
). Eulogy.
Fr. recit, recital.
Dial: H.-Maine*
RFC OUR IR, v. tr. (~f £ ter t y ), To replant a crop of corn,
cotton, or cane, where the first planting was not
successful.
REDICULE, adj. (-redr'KV/). Ridiculous.
Fr. redicule, ridiculous.
Dial: Canada
REFAIBE, (se) v. intr. ( 5 r g f l Y ) . To get well; to ge t used
to, to et into the havit again.
O.F. refaire, to become stout, well* To be vigorous
mgain.
Dial: Anjou, Canada.

RKGRICH j'R, EURGKICH' R, v. intr.
attack, to answer rudely#
its hack#
I f s f a eurgriche#
Dial: H*-Maine,

$ e
). To resist an
Also of a oat which arches

RELICHER, v. tr. (r/',’S e
)* To lick; especially.
"se relicher les levres." (babin* s) To eat greedily#
Der: "re" prefix (expletive) plus licher#
Dial: 8 #L#, H,-Maine.
REMPIRER, v# intr* (
Pi ’^e'). To have a relapse, to be
worse, as of illness*
0 #F# rempiere, to become worse, to have a relapse.
Dial: Poitou, B.L*
RENACLTiR, EURNACLER, v. intr. (■fT'a^/c- )* To do something
in bad huraor, to find obstacles in the way of doing
that which must be done - of a horse who doesn’t want
to go.
O.F. Renacquer, s.m*
Dial: B.L.
RFNTRi :R, v. intr.
To enter.
"Rentre, cher; y a longtempo j’te pas vu."
Der: Fr. rentrer, to come back in, to return, to
reenter.
RENTQURNAR (se) { $ V C t U.-V7W). To return, to turn around#
Fr. retoumer, to turn, return.

RANV HIP. (se) v. ( ^ C ^ 7 »(V

)# To co e back, to return.

Fr. 3 ’en revenir.
Dial: B.L*
Rto OAT, v. ( t e P f
).
I* ra’ a repont line imulte.
Fr. repondre, p.p. repondu.
Dial: h#-Maine.
REriJIBii'.'U; R, (se) ( S'fr® K V Ke~ ). To dress well, with teste,
to keep o n e ’s person clean.
Fr. requirquer, to adjust o n e ’s clothes.
Dial: Picardy.
RESSAUTER, v. ( i s o t c ). To start with surprise or with
fear.
Fr. sursauter, to start with surprise.
D i a l : B# L*
RESTER, v. intr.
). To dwell, to live.
"J’reste (
) a Lafayette'.
Fr. reeter, to remrin.
Dial: Anjou, Britany, Canada, Champagne, Maine, Nivern
ais, Orleans, Picardy, Poitou.

RETENTI, sm.
t 1 ). resonance.
Fr. retentir, to resound*
RETAPSf, EURT IE (Ytraf^)
dressed.
Dial: Poitou.

( CfeY"t-a.@ . To be dressed anew, well-

RPVAIIGE, s.f.
) Revenge.
0*F* revange; revenge.
Dial:
Anjou, Berry, Canada, Bas-Maine, Champagne,
Briteny, Lorraine*
RSVANGER, tr. tr.
)* To avenge, to get revenge.
Fr. re voucher, (zo avenge*
Dial: B.L.
REVIJtSR,EURYTRER, v. intr. (
Vi
C&'fVirfy. To return, to
turn around.
O.F* "re" plus "virer", to turn* a nautical term..
Dial: Poitou, B.L.
RIFLER, v. tr. ( v t ' f t e ). To graze, to come near an object
without touching it.
"Ca m ,a riffle l*oeil."
O.F. rifler, to shave, to graze*
m.F., to plane.
FIGOLET, v.m* ( Y f g o le~
) • A little ditch.
Fr. Rigole, a ftanal dug to allow the water to flow,
and diminutive suffix.
RHUMATISSE, m. (Tf/?7af/5 ). Rhumatism*
Fr. rhu • t.sine .
Dial: Bas-Maine, Canada, Normandy*
RIBANDELLS, (En ) s.f. ( < i b'X'J * /).
In tatters, ragged.
Fr. rebambelle, a long line of things.
Dial: Anjou, Britany, Canada, Picardy, Touraine.
RINSTALLER, v.
Fr. reinstaller,

). To reinstate, to reinstall.
to reinstate, to reinstall*

R^ITFR, v. intr. ( r i t e ) ,
Fr. rire, to laugh.
Dial: Picardy.

To laugh,

to giggle.

RIPOPEE, t.f. ( nri PoPe.) Crowd, band, usually o r' children*
Amenes pas ta ripopeej
Fr* ripopee, mixiure of different kinds of bad wine*
Dial: B.L., Ripopette, s.m.
RODAILLER, v. intr. (YcAa-jc). To ride, to go about more or
less aimlessly.
Fr. roder plus "ailler", suffix.
Dial: Canada, Lorraine, Lyonnais.
ROLER, v. tr. ( Y6 fe ). To roll, to turn down.
"Va roler les draps &*lit."
Celtic, rodel;
Fr. roler, to roll into a cylindrical shape.
RONCE, EROMCE { -f
, &-Y <5?$ ).(
Fr. roncc, briar*

). Blackberry bush.

ROULAILLER, v. tr.& intr. [ ~ f U . / 3J c
)# To dissipate; to
roll.
Fr. rouler, with suffix rtailler.w
Dial: Canada.
R0ULAI50N, v.f. ( Y a. to. *z- C:)„ Sugar cane harvest.
Fr. rouler.
ROTJLE,

(Comment c a ) locution ( Yd,-1 )# How are you?

ROUPILLE, s.f. ( y U P<’J
). A disease peculiar to Chickens.
The symptoms are somewhat like cholera in hogs.
Fr. roupie, mucus hanging from the nose. Extension of
meaning •
ROUSPILLER , v. tr.

(

5 Rjc). To waste, to squander.

RTJETTE, f. (YW'i't
Space be tv/>en bed and wall,
"ruelle de lit.” A little street.
O.F. ruete, s.m.
Dial: Poitou.

s
SAC CANA, s.m. ( <>"3- K s-f»a ). Pocket, sac*
Fr* sac, and prep, a plus noix(?)
Dial: B*L.
SABE, s.m. (6ai?
). Sand, svjord.
Fr. sable, sand; sabre, sword*
SAFETIDA, s.m. ( 2>p.
Asafoetida.
Fr. Asafoetida, confusion of initial A with A of the
definite article*
Dial: Canada.
SALAtfD m • ( & 2- / *
) A person who is intemperate in his
eating, drinking, living habits, who is dirty.
Fr* saland, a dirty person.
SAL A N D , adj. ( e <2-( a ). Dirty.
Der: adj. sale.
Dial: Poitou.
SALOPLR, v. tr.& intr. ( &3~(<>Pe.)* To do a pieoe of m rk
badly, awkwardly; to lead an inuecent life.
Fr. salope, adj., very dirty.
Dial: B.L.
SALOPERIE, s.f. ( 3 f t !o /V/ ). A good for nothing person.
(Man or woman).
Fr. saland, dirty 1erson; s loperie, filth, merch; ndise
of bad quality.
3/lRB0UC.»N£ , SERBOUCAiii; m. (.»*•£>
). A glojl
gun. People in Jeff. Davis still make use of the
serboucanne to kill birds.
Fr. sarb; cue, blow goon.
SARD O N , s.m. ( 5 a Yin <C). 3 e rmon *
Fr. sermon.
Dial: Picardy.
3ARVIOTTE, s.f. ( ^ Y Vj f-£). Towel.
Fr. servfcettn, napkin, towel.
SATCHEL, s.m.
^i\ ). A beg, r. purse, also
Eng. satchel.

0

valise.

SAUCEE, s.f. (5a Sc )
(1) Faire eine saucee, to make o. short visit.
(2) Hecevoir eine saucee, to get a heavy rain.
(2) O.F. saucer, to wet a little.
Dial: Poitou.

fcl.ur

3AUVKR, v. ( ^ c>v e )# To save, to be thrifty*
Fr, saiiver, to save with influence of.
E n g . , save*
SAVATE, s.f* { 5 a. v
) Slipper.
Fr. savste, vo rn out sho©*
SAVOT'THJRE, s.f, ( ^ 3- i S o a p
suds, soapy water.
Der. Fr. savon. By noun formation*
Dial: Anjou, Canada,
SECOUEE, s.f. ( t > K \ ¥ & ) . A physical or moral blova.
Fr. secouer, to shake.
Dial: H.-Maine.
SECOUPS, s.f. ( S jCitP )• Saucer*
Fr, soucoupe.
Dial: Canada, Poitou.

snail plate,

3EIKER, v. tr. ( 5 I ti e
), To seine.
Formation on Fr. seine, a seing.
SELLJf ET BRIDE, ( e ^ e k W
# jK said of a thing viaere
nothing is missing.
" C ^ s ’ein diner selle et bride; also, C ’t* homme est
selle et bride."
SEMAINI- QUI VJ MIT.
Dial: B.L.

(La)

loo.

( S yr\Xn Kj Vj C ). Next week.

SEMBLANCE, s.f. ( ‘S a rb lZ L S )# Resemblance.
Y a eine certsine semblance entre ces deux fille.
Dial: Poitou.
8:i?'JJLAiTT3, (Faire Des) {
pain, wealth, etc.
Fr. fa ire semblant,
Dial: Picardy.

b )&:

). To feign, illness,

to pretend.

3EQUIR, v. tr. & intr. { ‘Zxs. K i < ). To dry, as of elo!hes.
formation on Fr. sec, dry.
Dial: Picardy.
3ERJ :NT SONiiFTl’E , s.f. [ S i - r P £
Fr. Serpent a Sonnette.
SERRFR,

), Rattle snake.

v. tr. (
y
)* To put away in safe-keeping.
Fr. serrer, to bind closely, to put away.
Dial: Picardy.

SERV0LA1TT, s.m* & f. ( 5>
A person who is never
quiet; who i always moving about.
Fr, cerf-volant, Kite,
Dial: Poitou.
SEUSSE, s.f. ( 5 d> 5
Fr. sauce.
Dial: Picardy*

). Gravy, sauce.

SIAU, s.m. ( tij o
). Bucket, lunch bucket.
Fr. seau.
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Canada, Nivernals, Poitou,
Touraine, Picardy*
SIFAIT, CA Y EST, loc. {
Fr. Ainsi fait,done
Ca and y plus est.
Dial: Picardy.

-fe
). It is done.
in that manner;

SIGIilr IAPCB, s.f. { S »vu*
£^5 ). Significance.
Fr. Significiance, (?) Significance.
SIMAROUBA? ( 5-< m a 1 ul bz ,). A plant, the leaves of which are
used for ranking tea.
Carib, Simouraba, s.m.
SINE,

s.m. ( S i ■77
). Moldon the face or hand.
Fr. signe, sign (of beauty).
Dial: H.-Maine.
Ronserd makes use of siune, s.m.

SIRIO, SUIiO, (si ~rj o ) (s V - r o ) . A plant, the berries of
which are of e y« llovish green and are said to be
poisonous.
Der. Could it be the sane as the Carib, Siriorou, a
plant?
SIROpjps BnT KHIE, s.m. (

^ J

). open kettle syrup.

\

3IH0" r
'KR, v. tr. (stTfi-te? ). To sueeten.
iiror, syrup.
dial: j/oitou, 31 rot ter, to drin, slo; ly, with sensuality
ZKiryiJ , m.

( f? I ± 1&.
) A. skiff.
Fr. esoulrf, ulus influenci >f Eng. skiff.

3?4ATT, adj. ( Sor^tr
Eng. smart.

) Smart, intelligent.

SOCILLB, SOUZIIXTi, T. ( <S o ^'J
) {
O.F. Sousie, solSie, a material, a oloth*
Dial: H,- ';
T
r.ine, souille, s.m.
Souzille is probably a diminutive.

SOCO, o.m. (

) Pillow Slip.

)# Museadine.

Der. Choctaw, suko, muscadine*
SOL ILhT'R, v* tr. ( s * /£-j e
give a sun bath to*
Fr. adj. soleil, sun.
SOTtE, t.rn. ( 5 &
Eng. sum, a problem.

). To expose to the sun, to

)n Arithmetic problem.

30KDFR, v. tr. (&arc/e ). To test.
"Sonder un melon'1, to test a melon to determine if it
is ripe.
"Sonder le coeur." to test the heart - see
ii it beats properly*
Der. Fr. sonder, to explore with a sounding line#
SORTIE (ae) v. intr. ( 6 a r t i ir
).
Replacer venir de. Je sors De fair© ca. Je sors
d ’entrer.
I just entered)
Dial • B#L#
30UCI, m. ( e>d.s/ ). Eyebrow.
Fr. sourc11.
Dial: Berry, Canada, Picardy, Champagne, Mivernais,
Orleans, Poitou, Baintongc•
30UFFER, tr.
). To suffer.
Fr. souffrir. By analogy with verbs in or, plus the
past participle Msouf fertTt•
SOUILLON, (En) ( 6 m.j S'*
). In rags, poor, unclean.
Fr. soiullon, unclean person.
SOUJ^E, s.m. { b
Eng. suit.
Dial: Canada.

). Suit of clothing.

SOULIER, m. ( &
)/ Shoe.
Fr. soulier.
Dial: Bas-Maine, Canada, Lorraine, Picardy, llormandy.
SOUR, prep# ( S i L <
). Under.
Fr. sous, confusion of finu 1 conso:u.u/.t. By an-logy
with sur, on , upon.

SOUNDER, v* tr* ( i l y <*&}. To appear suddenly*
Fr. sourdre, to come up from the ground*
Dial: Poitou.
SOTJRD ET 'TJFTTT2, m.f. (S U. V e
Deaf v-nd dumb.
Lit. translation from Eng* deaf and dumb.
Dial: Canada*

SOURIS CITAUDE, s.f. (S t C ^ i

d
). Bat.
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Britany, Canada, Bas-Maine,
Normandy, Champagne, Sainlonge, Touraine, Poitou
Cheuve souris.

S0UTADA1RE, s.f. (
At l & y ) Horse blanket.
Spanish, Sudadero, sane meaning.
SOUVENTES E0I3, adv. ( 5 H V &-fr f vTi). Often.
O.F. souvent, adj. pits fois.
Dial: Canada.

SPEED, (A FOULS) loc. [ t> P /' d.

).

Eng. At full speed.
Dial: Canada, speed, speeder.
ST, 3TE, dem adj. ( 5 ^ / 5 ^ ^ ). This, that*
w5t,homme c’est mon freren.
"St* femme c’est la soeur a larie."
Get, cette, s.m.
Dial: B.L.
STECK, s.m. ( s-fce^
Eng. Steak.
Dial: Canada.

). Steak.

STOVE, s.m. (
x? \/
Eng. Stove.
Dial: Canada.

)# Heater, stove.

STRArJ ;, s.m. {
P
nng. strap.
Dial: Canada.

). strap,

Su, prep. (
5/
). On.
Fr. sur. (By suppression of final "r".)
Dial: Anjou, Bas-!Maine, Berry, Brit any, Burgundy
Poitou, Lorraine, Nicernais, Saintonge, Normandy
C nada, Orleans, Switzerland.

;«JC3 tOEUR, s.n. ( 5 / S H » ' T ) m Humming bird,
Fr. sucer, to suck, and fleur, flower, because of the
habit of t; is bird.
SUO^TION, f. (
Trouble, worry, tumult, noise.
"Arretez vos suggestions.”
Possibly an extension of Fr. suggestion, to suggest, to
cause to come to the thought.
SUIRE, v. tr. ( sy i
). To follow.
O.F. suire, to follow.
Dial: Berry, Canada, Hainaut, Champagne, Maine, Picardy,
N iverna is, Normandy.
3UK HI R, o.m. ( s y ^ 9 'r
j e }.Sugar bowl.
Fr. sucrier, s.m.
Dial: Canada.
SUR (POMR), adv. ( s y r"
). Surely, assuredly.
Fou* sur i’va arriver domain.
Dial: B.L#
SUSP; CT, adj. ( S / s
^
). Strange, queer, bizarre, hard
to please.
"II est trop supect.”
Fr. suspect, that which inspires suspicion.

T
<2- b
Fr. tablier, sra.
Dial: Picardy*

TABELLIFR, s.m* (

}J e.

)

Apron.

TAC-TAC, s.m. (
. Pop corn., noise that the corn
makes nhile roasting.
An echoic
orA.
T A I A U T , n. ( -t
o
). Bloodhound .
Fr. taiaiit, cry of* a hunter* Extension oi meaning.
TAILLEP, v* tr. {
a~y ^
). To whip.
O.F. tailler, to punish, condemn.
T A I N T A N A 3 S E , s.m.
Fr. Tetanos.
TAI3ER,

Tetanus.

(Se) v. rep. (
^.e.
)# To hush,to keep
wTaise-toiJn Also, Pois-toi!
Fr. Se taire.
Analogy with verbs in er.
Dial: Anjou.

silent*

TALSURS, adv. ( i i )♦ After a while.
Fr. tout a l fheure.
By contraction (
)•
Dial: Ardenne, Canada, Hairaut, B.L.
TALLE,

s.f. ( ~t a- f
). Bush, tuft.
O.F. talle, bush, tuft.
Dial: Anjou, Canada*

TALLfE, TRALLEE, s.f. (
2- / & *£ V a -te .
group, many.
File a eine tralee d*enfant.
T A fT

j# A

crowdj a large

Q,TJE, (
5T IC &
). Instead of .
J u s q u fa, until.
Fr. tant que, as long as.
Dial: Picardy.

TAPOCHER, v. tr. ( ^
)• To slap. To administer
blows with the hand, especially in the face.
Fr. taper, to strike with flat of the hand.
Dials Canada, 3aintonge, Picardy.
TAQUER, v. past. ( trA K e_
), To tack,
Verb formation of taquet, a clamp*
Dial: Canada.

to make.

TAUPE,

s.f. ( t o p
)* A woman who goes out at night only,
who likes night entertainment.
Fr. taupe, a mole*
D i a l » B.L.

n

TENIR (En) (
1 v"
). To love, to care for, to be
in love with.
Fr. tenir a, to be interested in.
Diali B.L.
TAS (TO) adv. ( tT-fc a ) m Very.
II est un tas Malade.
T A 3 S E A U , m. ( -fc z. $ 0 ). Meat dried in the sun for at least
a week.
Sp. tassajo, jerked beef*(?)
TATA,

inter jec. {*£ 2. -t a.
}# Thanks, thank you.
poeia).
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Canada, Niverneis.

(Onamatd-

TATOUILLE, s.f. (
s. -t U-J
). (1 ) a good whipping, a number
of kicks, blows. (2) A sermon, a lecture.
See ratatouille.
Dial: Poitou.
TAUPIN,

s.m. ( t o p ?
). A big, heavy man.
Fr. Taupin, a miner in the army.

T A C H A M A N D E R , v. tr. ( t C
To beg.
tachanande.
Fr* quemender, to solicit scmething free of cost.
Dial: Canada, Berry, Nivernais.
TACKAaAMJEUTJ, EUSK, s.m. & f. (-t<^ a-Tft* Joty').
One who begs.
Quemander. Noun formation.
Dial: Canada, Berry, Normandie.
TiEfeEUE, s.f. (
0*T7• Choe,

(

). Tail.
tail.

TCHIITE, adj. ( ‘fc S ' 71
)• Curly, kinky (as of negro hair)
possibly, Eng. "kinky".
TCHOEUR, m. ( < r C o e <
). Heart (rare).
Fr. coemxi Pslatization of initial consonant.
Dial: Poitou.

)

TE?

OKS?

(
Carib,

c>trc, ). What? How?
Ote (?) s.m.

T E L A GHAPHKR, v. tr. ( t e /e- % Y
Fr. telegraphier.
Dial: Anlou, Canada.
TENDE,

How many? (Negro

f<=-) * To wire,

dialect)

to telegraph.

adj. ( ^
~n ). Tender.
Fr# tendre. By suppression of final ?Tr ” .
Dial: Canada, Burgundy, lie de France, Lorraine,
onge, Orleans*

Skint-

TENIR,

v* tr. ( ir'n t Y' )# Tenir magasln, Tenir des oranges,
etc. tokeep store; to have oranges for sale.
Fr. t&nir, to hold.
Dial: Anjou, Aunis, Canada, Lyonnais.

TERIR,

v. tr. (- t & r i ' f ). To become dry, as of
a spring.
Fr. t&rir, same meaning.
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Canada, Nivernais.

a well, a cow,

TETK D fCHILLER, m. ('tt't e l o r j e
). Pillow case.
Fr. taie d ’oreiller, pillow slip.
Dial: Anjou, Ardenne, Burgundy, Lyonnais,
Maine, ior andy, Canada, Orleans, B.L,
TIERSON, s.m. ( *"/£.“»" s sr )4 Liquor container.
O.F. tiers, a measure of capacity.

TIGNON, s.m. ( i i j S- ). Turban made from handkerchief, general
ly. Knot of hair.
Fr. tignon, part of hair behind head of woman*
By extension, a head convey.
TANK,
TAURE,
TEAM,
TIOUE,

s.m. ( t V K
Eng• Tank•

). Reservoir,

tank*

s.f. ( t o *
}. Heifer.
Dial: Aunis, Bas-Maine, Canada, Orleans^ H a u t - M M n e .
s.m. ( -t '■ 7n ). Team.
Eng. Team.

s.f. ( t < K
) Louse, tick.
Fr. tinue, cattle tick.
Dial: Cariu, tique, s.m.
TIbUETTB, m. ( -t( iC -t
). Ticket.
Eng. ticket,
Fr. etiquette, tag designating nature of object.

TIRAILLE, s.f* ( -t i y a J
) Tendons in meat, hard to chew.
Fr. tirer and"ailleV suffix*
wJ ffant blen tirer pou
manger d fla tiraille."
Dial: Poitou.

v. tr. { hr * 7"e.

)* To throw.
"Tire ca la bas." Throw that away. Tire la pierre plus
loin,
Fr. tirer, to pull, to draw, by extension.
Tirer le diable per la quene, to make great efforts,
to be in an embarrassed position.
Tirer les vaches, to milk the cows.
Se faire tirer 1 Tportrait, to have a photograph made.
Dial: B.L.

TIREBy

TIREUR DE PORTRAIT, s.m. ( *“ « V Ce. < d a F a * ^T?hQ tographer.
O.F. tirer, to reproduce*
Noun formation.
TIT. T I T S , adj. ( - £ i ,"b t t , ). Small, little,
jfr. petit, petite, small,little.
Dial: Canaaa, Picardy, Normandy.
s.m. ( tr f' t r s
Fr. Titi, warbler*

TITIS,
TODI,

), Swallow*

s.m. ( ' b o l t
) Toddy.
4
Eng, toddy, a mixture of whiskey and sweetened
water with crushed ice.

TOILETTEH, v. tr. & intr. ( "t vF <2 /e £ eJ • To primp,
time to dress carefully.
Fr. toilette, dress.
Verb formation*
Dial: Anjou, Berry, Canada, Lyonnais.
TONDRE,

s.f. ( ± - o y \
O.F* tondre, nois

TONiBAf!,
TONNE,

inter.

{

TOPETTE, s.f. (
Dial; Canada,

)* Decayed woou.
tundr, tinder.
da

s.f. ( -ir^> n
Der, Fr. tornr,

to take

). Well! What in the world!

). Cistern.
a 1 ?rye barrel.

) • A flaok, a little bottle, a drink.
foitou, B.L., fl-Maine.

TORTILLON, s.m. ( t o Y t / j V ) , Ball of hair; knot of hair.
Fr. tortillon, anything twisted up into a mass.

TOQUAIL, s.m, & f, ( i e> K ajas another.
TOTO, s.m, ( t c t 6
Fr. gateau.

), One who has the same name

)* Qrke, childish term.

TOUCHE, ( i
),(
Fr. toucher, to touch,
TOUCHER, v, tr. ( -fc
oxen to make
Fr. toucher,
Dial: Poitou,
the fields.)

). To lend a helping hand

U.
). To whip the horses* mules, or
them go faster,
to touch.
B.L. (toucheur, one who drives blasts in

TOUPINAltBOUR, s.f, { ll f f- t l LlGround artichoke«
O.F. toupinambour. '^.F. Topinambourl
Dial: Anjou, Britany, Orle; ??-, Touraine.
TOUR DE REIN , s.m. (-fccc.*>"d ** 'ftJ’flumbago re ion.

). To hurt theback,

TOURNAILLE, s.f.
~n slj
). A turn; a place to turn.
Der. Formation on tournpr, with "aille” suffix*
Dial: H-Mains.
TOURNAILLHR, v. tr. & intr. (t: u. r'yia/^, To whirl, to turn
around vigorously.
Der. Fr. tourner, with ending "ailler" suffix*
TOURNEE, s.f.

). A visit.

J*va aller faire eine tournee ce soir.

Fr. tournee, voyage with 3et itinerary.
In H*Maine, tournee wine drunk by one person after
another. The people stand in a row.
TOURTZ,

.%
) Dove.
O.F. tourte; M.F. tourterolle.
Dial:

Poitou, B #l .

TOUBHAILL ,R, v. int. ( £ U S a / e )• To couc|h frequently.
Fr. Tousser, v'ith "oiler" suffix.
TOUT AU JU3TE, ( t LL °Jys)» At the moot, hardly,
Fr. tout 8U plus.
TOUT

FTOUT, adv. ( «^ u ). Every here.
Fr. tout end portout.
Dial; Picardy.

TRACK, s.m* ( ^ 7^^ fC
Bug. track, s.m*

). Race track, route, railroad.

TRAIN, s.m* ( t T r
), Noise*
Aller le train, to paoe, of a horse.
Le Chercher train, to quarrel.
Le ehevel va l ftrain*
Dial: Poitou, train, noise.
TRAINAGE, s.f, (~L~r
Debris, leavings, things left in
disorder*
/
Noun formation.
Fr* trainer.
Dial: Canada.
TRAINA I L I E , s.f. (
F'Tva.j ). Object left out of plaee*
Fr. trainer. Noun formation*
Dial; Canada.
TRAIN/lSSFS, ^.f* ("tor ?Vl a s ). A womrn T~ho leads' a bad life.
Trainarde has same meaning*
Formation on Fr. trainer, by extension.
Dial: Poitou,(B.L* has trainee, s.m.)
v. int . (-fc
T> hand in disagreeable length.
■Trainer, with suffix asser.
Dial: Bresse Louhonnaise*

TRAINA33ER,

TRAIN-TRnJN, (Aller Son Petit) loc, ( t r C £ vST). To go slowly
without interruption*
0*F* Trantran, s*m.
Dial: Poitou, B.L.
TRAINE, A LA, loc. ( at. /a £ r"£rO. In disorder, out of place,
going to waste.
Fr. trainer, to drag, to be in ruin.
TRAITEUR, EU3E, s.m. nd f. ( t r e t « / |
quack, a charlatan.
Fr. trr iter, to treat.
Noun for ation.
TRALEE,

s*f.

(tra/e

(trstfi,),

a

)• A crowd, m band, a large nunber*

See rippee.
TRAITCH'R, v. tr.
). To slice, ms of brena, corn,
meat.
Der, Fr. trancher, to cut short, to do a thing im
mediately; "Trencher dans le vif."

TKQL2R, v* tr. & intr. ( 'ily' * )g . )* To assume superior,
authoritative airs, to run*
Fr. Troler, to 0 1 rry hither and thither.
Dial: Picardy, to run.
TR9PP1S, f. ( -U-^P ). A trap.
Fr. Treppe, a trap for catching birds.
Extension of meaning*
Dial: B.L.
TRAVAILL/OFr, s.m. (~L
V a j * A workman, an employee.
Noun for ation on O.F* travaillant, active, industrious*
TRAVAILLKR, ▼. tr#
t'aj e). To torment, to pain, to fatigue,
Tu m ’travailles avec tea mi di a quatorze heures*
{You bore me with your foolishness.
O.F. Travaillier, to molest.
TRFNTE-Qth THE (Se Meitre en) ( <^ Y ^ ^
a rp;
!
every.
thing possible, to do onefs best, to become worried,
e cited ovei* a thing.
Dial: B.L. Se mettre sur son trente et un ou trentesix, To dress in stylish manner*
TRICOLER, v. ( fr ri £ote). To zig-zag in walking, to stagger,
to 8tumble.
Probably O.F. tricolor, to dance, to move very fast,
end csrecoler, to o about in c cirol< , to go from
side to side.
Dial: Poitou.
TFilCOT^E, s.f* ( t r Y * t e ). A beating vnth a stick.
Der. Fr. tri ue, bi: stick or German streichen, to
strike.
Dial• B.L.
O.F. tricoler, to give a beating to.
TRINGUE, 3.m. (+ r T
e.
Dial: Bac-ii'.ine, Britany, Normandy* Canada.
TRIPOTFR, v. tr. m u inlr. ( <rr f*
). To
forth, to touch everything.
Fr. tripeter, to make e bad mixture.)
B.L. hue tripoter, to whip, to beat.
TB10,U~R, adj. ( t -r/ Ke.
Der. Eng. tricky.

). Tri olcy, witty.

o back and

TRITER,

tr, & intr* ( -£->'/ tr e.). 3*0 treat.
C'est- ti toi qui trite a matin?
Eng. to treat.

TROLER, v.
)• To assume authority, to impress
one with one's superiority*
Fr. troner, to occupy seat of honor, to affect
preeminence*
TROMPE,

s.f. ( ■£
P
). A mistake, an error.
O.F. trompe, deception.

TROTTE, ALLKP. LE, loc. ( 3 / *
a horse) to trot.
Fr. Aller au trot, and pronunciation of verb forms*
TROTTINKR, v. intr. { - t Y * t i me- ) . To go back end forth, to
move around slowly.
Fr. trotter, to trot, to walk with short steps.
TRUE-BILL, s.m. ( fro. I?1/
}. Report of gram, jury declar
ing the necessity of continuing with the lawsuit*
Eng. true-bill.
TUKLUTTER, v. tr. & intr. (-C yv/ y *" C. ). To sing, to vhistle
a tune.
O.F. Turluter, to play the feag pipe.

Dial: Poitou.
f. (
Y / f + r ^ ^ ). A little bug, which
sings at night in bushes, s cricket.

TURLUTUTU, s.m.

Der. Probably from the sound it makes.
TURLUTUTU, CfLJFkAU POINTU!
(loc) (ir/ Y ? Y ^
.
).
When one cloes not wish to be G a t h e r e d with someone,
he is dismissed with this exclamation*
Dial: B.L.

V

VAILLANT, ad|*
(
J
^
), Nice, kind, good, having value.
Fr* vn.tn.ant, vigorous, robust, deserving. Extension or meaning*
Dial* H&inant, Canada, Picardy, Sainton&ge, Normandy.
VALDRAQUE, s.f. (Y a. ! d Y a g ). Waste, disorder, ruin, neglect*
*Jflai lalsse aller a la valdraque"• I let it go to ruin.
Fr. Valdraque, Nautical, in haste, in disorder.
SALDRAULB, s.f. (If & ! d y ilj
). ruin waste.
Fr. Valdraque, hastily, in disorder; possibly influenced by Fr*
Valetaille, base, lowly people*
vauamss, s.f. i ('a t-e-t •
is old .aid.
F*as ti vu cette valentine apres assayer d'attirer lfattentioat
des homes?
Allusion to comic valentine pictures?
VALOXR, v. tr. ( a- / w a Y' ). To have wealth to the amount ofs
Cet homme vaut trois mill© piastres.
VMTSJR, eruse s.m. & f• ( / Sf -troe-Y^
Fr* vantaud

Boastful.

V1T-ET—VIMT, loc. ( K a t e l(/T), A going back and forth, a rush.
Fr. Va et vient
Dial* Canada
VJDX0X&, v. tr. ( I/'© k i f ). To be worth.
Dear. Fr. valoir, influenced by present indicative vaux, etc. s.m*
VAVITE, s.f. ( F a i r i t
Fr. Aller and vita.
Dials Poitou? B. L.

). Diarrhea*

VEXLLAG1, s*f. ( Ve~j &.jz
). Faire eine* to spend an evening with
friends or relatives.
Noon formation on Fr. veiller, to stay up, not to sleep*
ugiTJjfe^ a#,fm ( V&J eu
). A party at ni^it; a night visit.
Fr* Veillee, night gathering in villages devoted to work; a night visit
VHtfT DE BOOT* (
b4X ) m (
). Not knowing what to do, what
to take; to dispair.
Fr* Avoir le vent debout, to have the wind head—on, against. Extern*
slom to emotions caused by such, and by further extension, to be
worried, to be in dispair.
YHJUS. ( V ^ ^ ^
Lat. Venus

)• A

breed woman of white and Indian blood.

VKROA.GB,.s.n*. ( V
)* Greens- all kinds of green vegetables*
Also green food for anjaaals.
0Jtm Verdage, vegetables*
VSSR0R3B, s.f. (
)* Wart*
Fr.verrue
Dials Anjou, Bercy, Britaay, Canada, Niveraals, Normandy, Orleans,
Touraine, Saintonge*
VEuVE, s. a* & f* ( V ce_V
Widow, widower*
0.F* Veve, widow*
Dials Berry, Canada, Jura, Normandy*
VEVER, TOJVEH, v. intr* {
)• To act as a widow or widower does*
To enjoy the company of the opposite sex*
•Ca femme a mourn lfmois passe, It a deja commence a veuver**
Fr* Veuve (vauf)
Dials Poitou (to become a widower)*
VI, past part of vivre (

Vi

)• hived*

V3JHDB DE BETE, DE COCHOB, s.f. ( v j «T ^ b i t). Beef,pork*
Fr* Viaade and bate (cattle) * and cochan.
VXHST (

). ( v i iT

). N e x t, La semaine qui vientj le mols qui

viemt*
Dials Canada*
VXKULCH, s*n* { Vj e I
Fr* vlolon*

). Vlolon.

VXEBX CARGOS', s.m* ( vj s> ?air
VZEEBH^JIB, a*

)m Zenia.

( V' T T b ^ e Z C ).

0*F* virbrequin, same meaning*
Dials ®ae-naine, Berry, hymnals, Nivemais.
(B* L* has vire-bouquin)(H*M. has vireberquin s.m.)
VTVABLE, adj. ( ^ c </ a fe ), Endurable* Where one can live, tolerable*
0*F. vlvable, sweu
Dials Baa-maine.
VOIR, v* tr. (
a/
). The future of voir becomes, volra!, voiras,
volra, volra, voirra, volrra.
VOLICHE, f. ( V d I• ^
Fr. volige, earn*

Thin cypress board*

VT3HISSAGE, 8«f* (
^
Fr* vsa&sseneirt

1

^

)« Act* 2* voffiitfc*

Blais B* L*
TOJICHJE» exd* ( V !(//' S
). Yes, used in a derisirf® lnaansr*
Ih, M & TOOicb^
Fr* Quiehat Exclamation of l&eredulity*

*UO. K U

V

TOSBOE { Vi T? Y b
keep them from freezing,
Ebg« To windrow*
DIR> ▼« tr» X W f r V
Der- JV* voir
Dials Pleai^r

)* To see

<j>0 windrow sugar cane, to

I

YAiiKdS^ 8«s»

St

(

f.^

tC t

)• Yankee*

fog* Yankee*
XOOQOKR, t. tr. ( J

^

Lab* fugua, yoke; verb formation
Dialt Foitoa

)• to yoke, as of horses, oxen*

z
ZATTtK, s*f* {
L (
}, wing, wings.
Fr* axle, with agglutination of ”s»of *l©s*
Canada, Orleans, Poitou*
ZABICOT, nSifl* ( ^ ^ Y" / ^C.« J i Vmbi^h^t
Das zaricots, string beans*
Fr* haricot, and absorption of last caasonat of plural of definite
article*
Zffi { Z- <c
'
)♦ (
)« Of it, sons*
Fr* an, with influence of position after vour, nous*
Dial*
L*
Z&SO, s.m* & f• ( e."T o
Fr* Zero, zero
Blais B* 1**

).

a

man or woman without capacity*

ZISZIIIS, {
1 ) loc (
)* To be homesick, "blue**
Prov. zln-zaa, (Faire le), to stagger* By extension of meaning*
ZIBABLS, adj. ( ^ / ~r a- £>
Adj» formation an zire*
ZIKB, s*m* ( ^ /’K
) (
disgusted with*
*Ca, ca a*fait zire**
This is repugnant to me*
Dials Poitou*

)* Ugly, disgusting, bad to taste*
)* To have a horror of; to be

ZQXB, s*f* ("Z-vV"^
)• Goose, geese*
Fr* de, goose; agglutination of *s* gf *les*
Dials Nivemais, Savoy, pieardy.
ZOZO, ZOZSEJD, m*
°~
z- *
Bird, oiseau, agglutination of
pi* def• art*
Dials In Saintenge: l'oso, les ozos.
ZTEDX, s*m* s & pi* (*Z-J /
)• An eye, eyes.
Fr. Pin- yeux. Agglutination of "sn of ”108"*
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L'enprunt aux AXXemands nfo»t qua pou considerable;
ahonter, e * <=■.
A X'Afrique, lea fran^ls Loulslanals cmt sissprunW lea motoj
oallnda, oongo, jdabalaya, gris~grlef oouohe-oouoh©» nombl
(ou hambi), ganbO) eto*

Aussl ai-*Je entendus eoa mots dans

preaque toutea lea parolssea da la Basse~Loulsi an© *
Un grand noabre dee mots dont on so sort lei et qut sont
enpruntffe sont de l*Anglaiss cash, jogue* bogus, bequlne, boss*
baflo, appolntement, anxleux» policeman, acre, &pplleation,etc*
Hals Xa pXupart das mots st dcs locutions ne sont pas «®~
pruntda at auoune league e'trange*

Co sont c o w dos divers patois

do Xa France, do Xa sulsee ot du Canada*

X>*oh Jo concilia qufil

oat Fans dfappoXor loa Fran^ais do la Basse^Louislane "Acadlens, *
ocme a911 n #y avait parml sun autre quo des Acadions#

Ho

serait-il pea mieux de eheroher un nom qul Xos embraaeerait
tons?
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